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issues that significantly
impact the League's
constituencies.
"We strongly felt that
we needed a dynamic

Former New Orleans Mayor Marc H. Morial succeeds Hugh
B. Price as president and CEO of the National_Urban
League.

Oscar Snow Takes Paralegal Studies
To The NextLevel

Chaffey College and
she met Theresa, who
additionally
teaches
By Cheryl Brown
paralegal classes at Cal
The Black Voice State San Bernardino
receives many calls for and . Crafton Hills
help with legal services. College. Ms. Thompson
Some of those requests has completed law
can be handled by para- school and will sit for
legals a~d Oscar Snow the bar exam in July.
"I was, working in a
and his wife Theresa
furniture
store when I
Thompson are making
a growing business out decided to go back t?
of it. They not only pre- school. Ms. Thompson
pare documents, they has inspired me to
additionally teach oth- eventually go back to
ers the business. They school to become an
are the proud owners of attorney. She constantly
National Institute_Legal helps you. She is
Center/Legal patient and they both
Docµment Preparation are great people to work
located in Moreno for," said Campuzano.
Debbie Crook, 47, of
Valley and now San
Moreno
Valley, and the
Bernardino.
The school has been mother of a 2-year-old,
approved
by - the is overwhelmed by the
But
Riverside
County coursework.
because
of
an
unfortuGAIN program because
the paralegal field has nate tragedy she has
so much to offer stu- more that one reason to
learn the field.
dents.
"My son was killed in
Bianco Campuzano,
drove all the way from August in Las Vegas
Ontario everyday for a and I had to deal with
non paid internship and the legal matters sursays that now that she is rounding his death. I
hired it was all worth it. took the class to learn
Her life changed when more about the legal
she decided to take an field. I can get ~ better
at job in the future and
class
elective
The BkKk Yoicr New,·

MORENO VALLEY

Former New Orleans
Mayor Marc H. Morial
has been elected to suc"ceed Hugh B. Price as
president and chief
executive officer of the
National

Urban

League.
In announcing the
appointment
on
Thursday, Board of
Trustees
Chairman
Michael J. Critelli,
chairman and CEO of
Pitney Bowes, Inc. ,
.said: "Marc Morial's
.entire
professional
career has been focused
on championing urban
issues, and importantly,
the
socio-economic

leader who understa.11ds
and is committed to the
League's mission of
equality and opportunity and is experienced at
mobilizing
diverse
groups to achieve
.,!esults."
Morial becomes the
League's sixth chief
executive since it was
founded in 1910. He
succeeds Hugh. B.
Price, who retired after
nine years in the position.
''The National Urban
League made great
strides under the leadership of Hugh Price,
and it is strategically
See MORIAL, Page A-4

Mary Howzell·~Barnes Succumbs
Florida, New York, and
California. Mary was
Mary
Eloise the
first
African
Howzell 0 Barnes, the American to graduate
sister of Dr. Laura from Liverpool High
Young,
Associate School in Syracuse,
Professor of Education N.Y.
at Cal State San
In 1958 the family
Bernardino, died after a moved to Los Angeles
long illness. She lived and she attended Los
in Little Rock, CA.
Angeles City College.
She was an accomIn her pre-teen years,
plished pianist, seam- she served as a church
stress, gourmet cook, pianist and sang in the
book collector, mother, choir at University
;and wife. _.
Church.
Later in life she
; Although she was a
wheelchair
~ingle parent, she over- became
dependent
but
she conpame all obstacles to
tinued
her
work
of
send her daughter to
.Lynwood Seve"nth Day feeding the poor in the
High Desert.
iAdventist Academy.
On December 10,
; Her life was complete
1995,
she married her
;when she met and mar"ried her husband of father's best friend. It
eight years, Lynwood was a marriage made in
heaven and the last
_Randolph Barnes.
eight
years were won_Born in Bainbridge,
When she
GA to Albert and Lenia derful.
~ ollins Howzell, Mary became ill she was well
~as the first child in the cared for by Lynwood.
Howzell-Barnes
~amily to be baptized
i~to an Adventist funeral was held last
~hurch that was found- Thursday, May 15 in
Palmdale. Interment
~d by her parents.
· The family moved to
The Black Voice News
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Theresa Thompson

learn to solve a lot of
my problems," she said.
Another student said
she was laid off from
her last job. A job that
was so secure that
you'd never think of
being laid off. "We are
going to have a test on
terminology and I have
a lot to learn but it will
be worth it. The classes
make you read the fine
print on everything," she said.
These are satisfied
students presently in
the three-month pro-

gram. How did the team
get to this point?
Oscar is a recording
artist, as was his father,
blues singer Eddie
Snow. Snow however is
not like just any artist.
He figured that since it
was so difficult to get a
recording contract and
since he could make
more money off each
CD he sells, he would
do his career a little differently. He ~aid once
his record was cut, he
See SNOW, Page A-4

Pamela Coleman plans RN programs with Oscar Snow

See BARNES, Page A-4
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Cityto Fight Officer's
Reinstatement
The Block Vt2ice News
RIVERSIDE

By Mary Shelton
Every week, community members had
packed Riverside city
counci~ meetings to ask
its members to do the
right thing and appeal
the reinstatement of former Riverside Police
Department
officer
Wayne Stewart.
Last Tuesday afternoon, the city council
finally announced that
it plans to fight the reinstatement by taking its
case up to the State
Court of Appeals.
It was a decision
which overjoyed many
people who feared that
the most difficult chapter in Riverside's history would be revisited.
Leonard Robinson,
vice president of the
Riverside branch of the
NAACP
expressed
those feelings after the
council announced its
decision.
"I'm elated, happy
and overjoyed that the
city did the right and
just thing by appealing
the court's decision," he
said.
That afternoon community members had
returned in force to tell
the city council not to
reinstate
Wayne
Stewart back to the
Police
Riverside
Department.
"How do you want
history to remember
you," Robinson said to
the council before they
left to deliberate on the
issue behind closed
doors.
An issue that could
reopen old wounds
from the tragic shooting
that tore a city apart
four years ago.
Robinson said that it
was time for the council
to do the moral and just
thing and not reinstate
Stewart. Instead, the
city should appeal the
Riverside
Council
Superior Court decision
that stated that the city
had to give him hi$ job
back.
A dozen concerned
residents addressed the
city council, as Chief
Russ
Leach
and
. Riverside
Police
Officers Association
president Pat McCarthy
sat on opposite ends of
the council chambers
and listened to the
speakers.
Stewart was one of
four · former officers
who shot and killed
Tyisha Miller as she lay
unconscious in her car
in 1998. Afterwards, he
engaged in celebratory
behavior including hifiving with former officer Michael Alagna,

Tyisha MIiier

until former sergeant
Gregory Preece told
them to stop or they
would wind up on the
front page. Shortly after
the shooting, former
officer Rene Rodfiguez
came forward with
these and other allegations of misconduct and
filed a discriminatory
complaint with the
state. Ultimately, after
months of harassment
and threats to his safety,
he retired. Chief Jerry
Carroll who fired the
officers in 1999 retired
as well.
Susan Nash, from
Women in Black said
that the city made a
good case in terms of
firing Stewart and
needs to take that case
further by appealing it
because it would be
irresponsible not to do
so.
Riverside
County
Public Defender Eric
Isaac along with fellow
attorney Kathy Greene
had researched the case
as it traveled from
Riverside
County
Superior Court where it
was snubbed by nearly
every judge, to the eastern county city of Indio
where it was finally
assigned to Judge
Charles E. Stafford.
Isaac who also serves as
the NAACP's legal
expert and Greene were
convinced that the city
had indeed launched a
vigorous attempt to
challenge the reinstatement of Stewart beginning at the arbitration
level. It needed to continue to do so, Isaac
said.
Isaac reminded the
council that as a public
defender, he dealt every
day with people who
made poor choices and
had to face the conse.quences
of
their
·
act10ns,
as should
Stewart.
One speaker, former
Riverside
Police
Department
officer ·
David Bulf, spoke in
favor of reinstating
Stewart.
Bulf, who served for
several years on the
RPOA board, told the
council that not everyone felt the same way
as the people in the
See CITY, Page A-4
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The Jayson Blair Scandal: A Tale of Two Compulsions

Editorial

Take Time to Visit A Cemetery or
Ceremony this Memorial Day
By Hardy Brown
Memorial Day was originally established as a day to remember those who lost their lives in the r''
Civil War and later expanded to all
Americans killed during service to our
country. This Memorial Day weekend
will have greater significance due to
the recent war with Iraq and those
who lost their lives fighting on vk
America's behalf. Anyone who kept
track of the recent war could not help
but place themselves in the position of
our soldiers as they witnessed the
bombs exploding and bodies being
Hardy L. Brown
dragged from the rubble.
Many speeches are given around the joke of the chicken and
pig wanting to have bacon and eggs for breakfast. For the
chicken to eat it was going to involve laying a few eggs without
any other hardship. For the pig it was going to be fatal and a
total contribution without ever having the opportunity to eat
the breakfast.
Whether you support or do not support the' efforts of any war
becomes irrelevant when it comes to the total contribution for
the price of freedom. You can put yourself into either the category of the chicken or the pig. For the soldier on the front line
would identify with the pig while those of us who send, discuss,
appropriate the funds or contribute the money fall in with the
chicken. Now there is nothing wrong with the chicken because
I've had many a good breakfast with just eggs and no bacon or
ham however it is always better with a little bit of bacon.
For those ofus whp take off this day offreedom let us pay trib-

j

"'
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By Lee A. Daniels
Director of Publications
National Urban League
For anyone who honestly
believes that race is no longer a
significant factor in the discourse about American life, the
Jayson Blair scandal provides a
much-needed education.
In the past two weeks Blair, a
young
A frican-American
reporter for the New York Times
who was once considered a rising star there, has been shown to
be a deceiver of very high, or
rather, low, order.
And, as the full extent of
Blair's deception has become
clearer and the story has mushroo111ed in the media, the discussion of it has come to be starkly
framed in racial terms.
"Whether or not this is a scandal born of ambition, it is also
being cast as a story about race,"
Time magazine's story this week
declared. "As Blair's record
came to light, some colleagues
concluded that he got secondchances that others might not
have."
Seth Mnookin, a New sweek
reporter who wrote its story on
the scandal, said on CNN's
Reliable Source news program,
"What the Times still needs to
talk about is the real issue of
whether [Blair] was pushed
along because he is Black."
Mnookin's comment came
despite the New York Times'

statement in a long story Sunday there was a "problem" with
about Blair's misdeeds that he affirmative action.
was not "coddled" because he
But, of course, that compulwas African-American.
sion of declaring that the sins of
William Safire, the Times' one individual are really the sins
conservative columnist, wrote of his or her "kind"-especially
Monday that some of his "ideo- if the wrongdoer is Black-is
logical s9ulmates" are chortling fundamental to racial bigotry
at the "affirmative-action angle and an old dynamic in American
[of the scandal].'"
life. Jayson Blair's behavior is
'"See what happens, they just the latest tripwire to reveal
taunt,' wrote Safi.re of the jibes how potent it remains.
he had apparently heard, while
One can say that the sheer
making clear he disagreed with effrontery of Blair's deception is
them " ' when you treat a minori- breathtaking-but only if one
ty employee with kid gloves, deliberately
ignores
other
promoting him when he instances of fakery in journaldeserves to be fired? ; . , This is ism, and what we know all too
about diversity backfiring."'
well now about the personality
As one who spent nearly two of'the con artist with respectable
decades reporting for the credentials.
Washington Post and the New
Con artists, whether they ply
York Times from the 1970s to the three-card monte trade on
the 1990s, this gives me a racial- various streets m midtown
ly-driven sense of, as Yogi Berra Manhattan, or work in the seedy
famously said, deja vu all otier underworld, or play the more
again.
refined white-collar game in the
In one sense, that deja vu is world's high-rent districts, are
tied specifically to the infamous often unquestionably talented,
Janet Cooke scandal of the early and could succeed the legitimate
1980s, in which the Washington . way, if they were to put their
Post was forced to return a minds to it.
Pulitzer Prize after Cooke's
But
their
psychological
story, "Jimmy's World," was "twist," or defect is to do it the
found to have been a complete unethical way, for the thrill of
fabrication.
conning others; and, for some, to
Then, as now, _some number of nourish a powerful self-destrucwhites were consumed with ti ve compulsion. Some con
declaring that Cooke's sins were artists can discipline that
evidence of a racial flaw afflict- impulse enough to keep working
ing all African-American jour- . their high-wire act for years.
nalists and that her deceit proved From the Times' reporting of his

behavior, Blair was not well disciplined at all.
Jayson Blair's story of decei~
is hardly a new one in the worlq
of mainstream American journalism.
Indeed, ironically, this very
week Stephen Glass, once a·
high-flying young reporter for
The New Republic, the influential Washington periodical, who
was fired five years ago-at age
25, two years younger than Blair.
is now-for fabricating a series
of articles is back ·in the news.
Glass has written an autobiographical first novel about that
scandal.
Neither then, ·when Glass was
the Jayson Blair of his time, as it '
were, nor today has Glass' race
been made a facet of the discussion about his wrongdoing.
But, then, Stephen Glass is
white.
So, the Jayson Blair scandal is
really a story of two compulsions.
The one compulsion is that of
a personality type-the con '
artist-found in all human
groups.
The other compulsion-racial
bigotry-is found not in all '
human individuals, but in all
modern human .societies, and
certainly in this one, and it is
rarely far below the surface of
the discourse. '
I know which compulsion I'd
declare the more dangerous to
well-being of us all.

Voices From the Community
Budget Cuts
A Civil War Colored Troop regiment.

ute to those who gave their all for us to enjoy this freedom.
When you take time to go shopping, take time to visit a veteran's cemetery or ceremony. When you take time to bar-b-que in
the backyard or at the park, take time to visit a veteran's cemetery or ceremony. Whe~ you take time to just sit and talk with
family and friends, take time to visit a veteran's cemetery or
ceremony. If you don't want to do any of the things mentioned,
do research on why people go to war in the first place. Why do
we stop talking and start fighting? Why did we go into the Civil
War that we are still fighting? Why did we go into the War of
1812? Why did we go into World War I? Why did we go into
World War II? Why did we go into war with Korea? Why did
we go into war with Vietnam? Why did we ~o into war with
Iraq and could any or all of them have been avoided. What
solutions would you have offered to prevent this conflict in the
first place? What solutions could you offer to prevent conflicts
in the future?
Let us take time to show respect and take time to seek solutions that will prev~nt future conflicts. Let us take time to create a breakfast without the pig having to make the total sacrifice.
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Misinformation spread by the
Internet and some other publications is causing needless concern among the veterans in the
Riverside community. '
The misinformation is that the
Department of Veterans Affairs
is having its budget cut. The
impact of this misinformation is
that some veterans wonder how
Riverside National Cemetery
can care for our newest generation of veterans or those who
went into harm's way before
them.
Reports, rumors and charges of
cuts in the VA budget are totally
false. In fact, President Bush

has sought -- and Congress has
approved -- record increases in
VA's budget for the last couple
years. Although Congress has
not finished the budgetary
process for the federal fiscal
year that begins next October 1,
it looks likely that V/l:s health
care budget will grow by at least
7 percent and possibly as much
as 12 percent.
There is no cut in VA's budget
or the bud_get at Riverside
National Cemetery. While VA
and
Riverside
National
Cemetery can always use more
money, it is important to correct
inaccurate information.
America is honoring its commitment to veterans. VA is

reducing the waiting list at our
medical facilities and the backlog of compensation claims
while striving to increase quality
across the board. VA continues
to take care of veterans -- from
the men and women of
Operation Iraqi Freedom to our
World War J veterans -- and at
Riverside Natio nal Cemetery
we're proud to be part of that
tradition of service.

Riverside. National Cemetery
Riverside
Thank You

Charlotte L. Beamon
Senior Citizen
Riverside Resident

Thank you for writing and
publishing the two articles after

thing that has just gone before, as
the pronoun "who" in "the man
who left" or whose, whom, that,
which); intensifiers (a word that
Grammar deals with the formuadds emphasis but not additional
lation of the proper methods of
meaning
-- much, really, too,
verbal expression and communivery,
so);
and sentence-starters
cation,
"Grammar In A
(such as well, now; oh, why).
Nutshell:" Three little words you
Syntax involves understanding
often see/Are ~ -- A, An,
what role each word plays in the
and The.IA noun's the name of
arrangement of parts of a senanything/As school, or Garden,
tence.
Hoop or Swing./Adjectives tell
Traditionally, the parts of
the kind of noun/As Great,
speech go back at least as far a
Small,
Pretty,
White
or
Aristotle (384-22 B.C.). Since
Brown./lnstead of Nouns the
then the elements of English
Pronouns stand/her head, his
have beco~e far, far more comface, your arm, my hand.N erbs
Joseph A. Bailey, II M.D., F.A.C,S.
plicated. So to complete the
tell something being done/to
parts of speech, the following
Read, Count, Laugh, Sing, Jump
called will be only "get acquainted''
or Run./How things are done the "support" players
Adverbs tell/as Slowly, Quickly, "function words" because of comments. Adjectives ("not
Ill, or Well/Conjunctions join the wh.at they do in helping to make standing alone") are words used
words together/as men and a meaningful sentence -- are to modify a noun or pronoun. To
women, wind or weather/The prepositions, conjunctions, and modify is to restrict, limit, or
Preposition stands before/a noun, interjections. The "reserves" are make more definite the meaning
as In or Through a door./The determiners (noun modifiers e.g. of a word. Most sentences have
Interjection shows surprise/as any, both, whose, or articles e.g. two parts -- the subject (a noun
Oh! How pretty! Ah! How the a, an), auxiliaries (helping or pronoun which tells what the
wise !ffhe whole are called Nine verbs -- Hke is, was, were, has, sentence is about) and the prediParts of Speech/which reading, had, shall, will, would, could -- cate (which telJs what is said
wntmg,
speaking
teach. which combine with the main about the subject or what the subverb to form verb phrase like "he ject does). A predicate contains a
(Anonymous)
has
arrived'') ; subordinators verb or an adjective that
These parts of speech work as
(dependent
clauses that cannot describes
the
subj ect.
players on a sports team. The
stand
alone
as a full sentence, Descriptive adjectives tell "what
Four "Stars" Are Nouns
(Including Pronouns), Verbs, like when, while, ·as, since, kind'' -- e.g. little, hot, red.
Adjectives, And Adverbs. The because, whereas); relatives Limiting adjectives tell "which
(referring to or qualifying some-

Parts of Speech {Part II)

my car wa towed away from the
SBC (Pacific Bell) parking lot
near the Riverside Municipal
Auditorium back in February.
Your coverage was excellent.
I did receive . a refund from
SBC for the amount of $167,
which is the amount I had to pay
the towing company to get my
car out of storage.
Thank you for your assistance
in my dilemma. Your persistence and my patience paid off.
Thank you, again, and may God
bless you richly.

one" and "how many." Put
another way, an adjective is a
word, phrase, or clause (a group
of words containing a subject and
a predicate) that describes, or
modifies, or limits a noun in its
meaning in some way.
An Adverb ("added wort!') is
a word, phrase, or clause that
modifies or qualifies the meaning
of a verb (or adjective or another
adverb).
Many adverbs are
formed by adding "-Ly" to an
adjective, as in kind, kindly.
Adverbs are used to denote place
(where, there); time (now, then);
6r manner (thus, poorly). A
Preposition ("put before") is a
word showing the relation of a
noun or pronoun to some other
word in the sentence -- e.g. of,
by, for, with, over, under,
beyond: "hit the nail with a hammer." Conjunction ("join") is a
word joining words -- and, but,
either/or, for, yet, still, nor,
before, until, where, as. An
Interjection ("something thrown
in or into") is a word that
expresses emotion but has a
grammatical relation to other
words
in
the
sentence.
Examples: Bravo! Ha! Hurray!
Ouch! Gosh ! and similar exclamations.
Joseph A. Bailey, II, M.D
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SHOP WEDNESDAY, MAY 21 THROUGH MONDAY, MAY 26.
,

WE'VE GOT GREAT BUYS ALL WEEKEND FOR YOU, YOUR FAMILY AND YOUR HOME,,

-·~

25% OFF

SALE
39.99-49.99

CASUAL COTTON SPORTSWEAR
FOR HER FROM AMERICA'S
FAVORITE DESIGNER
For misses and petites.

SALE 29.99

ALFANI WOVEN
SHIRTS FOR HIM
Textured arid patterned
styles. Reg. $45

NATURALIZER SANDALS
FOR HER
Assorted styles. Reg, 49.99-59.99

FOR HER

FOR HER

25%

SALE
19.99

OFF

SUMMER FASHIONS FOR HER
From Studio M, Charter Club, Jennifer Moore,
Style & Co. and others. For misses and petites.

SALE
19.99-24.99

SUNGLASSES

TROPICAL SHIRTS FOR HIM
From Campio , Vintage Silk, Cubovero and
Brigata. In assorted prints and colors.

From Nine West, Charter Club,
America's favorite designer and others.

-SALE
29.99

OFF

FINE JEWELRY
Choose from 18k and 14k gold, cultured pearls,
fashion diamonds and precious gemstones.

50%

SALE
24.99

CUISINART COFFEEMAKERS
#DCC1200; #DTC950.
Reg. $140-$150 Plus; trade in

an old kitchen appliance
and save $10 more.-

1i11 ,, :11 ~J M~ 111:◄ 111-1 FOR THE HOME
30%
ON
OFF
SALE

50%

SWIMWEAR FOR HER
Assorted styles and colors.
For misses and juniors. Reg. $26-$48

SALE 99.99

OFF

UTILITY SHORTS FOR HER
From a famous New York sport maker.
Assorted colors. For misses. Reg. $34

STERLING SILVER JEWELRY
Save on coral, gemstones, marcasite

SAVE
BIG

BUY2
GET 2'FREE

GREAT
SAVINGS

40%

OFF

ALL BRAS*

Choose from T-shirts, tonk tops,
skirts, d~esses and more.

From Bali~ Olga~ Maidenform~ Warner's~
Barely Ther~ Lily of Fronce19 and Vanity Fair.19

OFF

INSIDE/OUT BEACH TOWELS

40%

ON FASHIONS FOR JUNIORS

40%

INDIVIDUAL FIT" PANTS FOR HIM
By Dockers'." With hidden stretch waistband.
Pleated. Cotton/polyester. Reg. $48

ON SANDALS FOR HIM
Save on styles from Club Room, Sperry,
Rockport and others.

and more.

ALL BED-IN-A-BAG• SETS
Set includes comforter, bedskirt, shom(s) and sheet
set. Also save on all Charter Club bedding.

SUMMER CLOTHES FOR KIDS
Swimwear and clothing sets. F.rom greendog~
First Impressions, Kids Headquarters and others.

.. .

Oversized. In bright summer colors. Cotton.

OFF

CALPHALON COOKWARE
Closeout on Professionol Nonstick II
open stock pieces.
I

SALE
19.99

KITCHEN ELECTRICS
Choose Oster blender, #4108; Presto electric griddle,
#7038; or Rival Crock-Pot,"' #3950. Reg. $40

USE YOUR MACY'S SAVINGS PASS OVER & OVER, WEDNESDAY-MONDAY, MAY 21-26

EXTRA 15% OFF
sale- or clearance-priced purchases

PLUS~ USE YOUR
SAVINGS PASS TO
SAVE EVEN MORE!

sportswear, dresses, handbags and fashion accessories
sportswear, dress shirts, ties, underwear and accessories
clothes for infants, toddlers, girls and boys

EXTRA 10% OFF

salt- or clearance-priced purchases

FOR HER suits; lingerie; sleepwear; shpes; and fine, bridge and fashion jewelry
suits, sportcoots, dress and casual pants, and shoes
FOR HIM
FOR HOME bed, both and table linens; housewares; small electrics; chino,
crystal; silver; frames; luggage; furniture'; area rugs•; and mattresses'

macys 111111111111111111111111111111111111
1111111111 ~!~g~J?~t;f~:I
00014607100029084006
\

,

lost.

t Furntture, oreo rugs ord mattresses not avoiloble al all stores. Poss exdudes best YOlues, f,ne jewelry super buys, !ridge spor1sweor, Impulse. l• N•CInternational Cori;epts", juriors'
fashion denim, designer hmdbogs, Le~•.-, Dockets", Slates", men's designers, Geoflrey Beene, designer bed and bath, Charisma, Royol Velvet, Wotertofd, llodni, Regency Crystal and
Silver, Henci<els, Tumi, Hartmann, designer areo rugs, and leosed deportments. Savings-poss discount wil be deducted from Ille sole or deoronce price os applicable. Not 'IOlid w,tn
other coupons or dlscoont offers. Savings posses cannot be combined. Redeemable ooly al point of sole. Posses cannot be used oo Mocy's Gift Cords, prior purclloses, mocy! .com
purchases, phooe or special orders, gift-wrap or leosed deportments, non-merchandise-related services, or as payment on credit or:counls. Valid Wednesday-Monday, Moy 21-26. ,

_____ _____

------------------- -------~

*Free bra(s) must beof equal or lesser valueandfrom tile samemanufacturer.Thefirst free bra Is received at timeof purchase.Thesecond free bro is mailed by the manufacturer; customer is responsiblefor a minimum $3 fee for postage and handling (5.75 for Olga and
Warner's). Please allow 8-12 weeks for delivery. Color and styleselection may vary. Offer is limitedto three free bro(s) Pill' manufacturer per household. Sale excludes Liiy of Fronce 'Value in-Style' collection. " See aSales Associatefor further details. Rne jewelry available in
all stores except Paseo Colorado, Redding and San Bernardino. 50% savings excludes diamond solitaires and estatejewelry. Bed-ln-A-Bog9 is aregistered trademark of Dan River Inc. Prices, promotions and selection may differ on mocys.com. Sole merchandise is from
specially selected groups unless identified as 'all." Sole prices may include reductions taken from regular stock, plus clearance/closeout items. Intermediate markdowns may have been taken. Advertised Items may not be available in every store. Orlglnol, cleoronce,
closeout, permanently or Just reduced itemswill remain at a reduced price after this event. Some original prices may not havebeenin effect over thepost 90 days. Only, value, everyday, special purchase and now prices also will remain in effect after the event.
Clearance, closeout and special purchase merchandise is availablewhilesupplies lost. Best value items are excluded from all sales, price reductions and coupons. Regular and orlglnol prices ore offering prices ond moy not hove resulted In actual soles. Nomail
or phone orders. Some items may be part of a sale in progress. Extra savings token off cleoronce/sole prices. Extra savings and regular/sole prices in effect Moy 21-26.

Also shop mocys.com

..}

,.

...
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sent out a professional package
to the record store in preparation
for a concert to be held. He
would then do an in- store concert that was supported by the
local Black radio station, and
with the samplt\ people wanted
to come back for more. He was
his own agent, driver, and public
relations person. In short, he was
a very effective one-man show.
Snow stopped doing that when
he found another opportunity
that led him to the love of his life
and career of his dreams.
He met a man dealing in

Miller's life.
"It didn't happen that way," he
said, "Unquestionably, Tyisha
Miller _was dead before any of
those officers saw a gun. He
added that he was worried about
how much money the RPOA had
donated to city council members
during the municipal elections.
Councilmembers Ed Adkison:
Laura Pearson and Frank
Schiavone both were endorsed

by the RPOA during their last
elections.
"Those who enforce the law
have such a heavy hand over
those who make the law," he
said.
For the most part, the mood
was good after the announcement and more than a few hearts
which had been broken by the
shooting were less heavy as
well.

respected, financially sound and
vibrant organization poised to
become an even stronger voice
on domestic issues. And at the
age of 45, he is also expected to
attract more young people to the
93-year-old organization.
The Urban League, which has
an annual budget of more than
$40 million, has more than 100
affiliates serving more than 2
million people. At its last national conference, 61 percent of
those in attendance were female,
23 percent were between the
ages of 30 and 44 and 37 percent
were between 45 and 64. Half of
the delegates earn more than
$50,000 and 79 percent were
college graduates. ·
Because it has more affluent
delegates than any other national civil rights organization, the
League has often been tagged
with the label of being a bourgeois organization.
Price was particularly sensitive to that criticism during his
nine-year tenure. In an interview
with the NNPA News Service
last fall, he said: "People have
often said to me that the
National Urban League is a 'middle-class organization. I've said
to them, 'If you are accusing us
of trying to get poor people and
working class people into the
middle class, we plead guilty."'
He also could have pleaded
guilty to helping the league
refine its image. Established a
year after the NAACP, the
Urban League was seen as the
second-oldest civil rights organizations. And with the NAACP's
inflated membership numbers, it
was seen as the second-largest
group.
In recent years, the National
Urban League has billed itself as
"the nation's oldest and largest
community-based movement
devoted to empowering AfricanAmericans to enter the economic and social mainstream."

Its board is still dominated by
corporate executives. Among
major civil rights groups, it has
perhaps the most integrated
board.
Morial has proven that he can
work well across racial lines and
is credited with reducing racial
tension in New Orleans. When
he was elected for a second
term, he became the first Black
mayor to win a majority of the
White vote while running
against a White opponent.
Morial earned his bachelor of
arts degree in economics from
the University of Pennsylvania
and graduated from Georgetown
University Law School in 1983.
He was involved in numerous
civil rights cases as an attorney
and was one of the lead plaintiffs in the "Chisom v. Roemer,"
the U.S. Supreme Court cases
that ruled that judicial elections
are covered by the 1964 Voting
Rights Act.
He was elected a state senator
in 1991, where he served two
years and co-authored more than
90 bills that became law. The
"Baton Rouge Report" named
him "Rookie of the Year."
Moria! was first elected mayor
in 1994 at age 35. One of his
major accomplishments was
reforming a corrupt and inefficient police department, which
led to a sharp drop in crime.
Under his leadership, more than
$1 billion was spent on construction projects.
In 1998, Morial became the
first mayor to file suit against
the gun industry, arguing that
manufacturers did not go far
enough in incorporating safety
devices in their design of handguns.
Moria! also has served as an
adjunct professor of political
science at Xavier University in
New Orleans. He is married to
Michelle Miller, a local newscaster.

Continued from Front Page

chambers.
"I don't think police officers
get paid enough to get shot at,"
he said, "Mistakes were made.
She shouldn't have reached for
her gun."
Jim Martin had some words to
counter Bulf's version of the
shooting incident that took

positioned to be a great catalyst
for progress in our urban communities," Morial said in a statement issued after his appointment by the board.
Also in the running for president was Milton J. Little Jr., the
organization's executive vice
president and chief operating
officer. He has served as interim
president since April 7, when
Price left office.
Morial is expected to make his
first appearance before the
Urban League family in
Pittsburgh at the organization's
annual conference in July.
A lawyer with the law firm of
Adams and Reese, a powerful
New Orleans firm, Morial is the
son of Ernest N. "Dutch"
Moria}, New Orleans' first
African-American mayor, and
Sybil Morial, a teacher and university administrator. Marc
Morial was mayor of New
Orleans from 1994 until last
year, when he was ineligible to
continue beyond his two terms.
When he left office, Morial
had a stunning 70 percent
approval rating among voters.
He also developed a higli national profile while serving as president of the United States
Conference of Mayors in 2001
and 2002.
"We used a search .firm and
ended with almost 200 names,"
one board member sail "We got
, that down from 20, to 10, to four
and finally to one."
An effective, telegenic public
speaker with an easy-going
manner, Morial is expected to
cast a long shadow in the civil
rights community similar to
, Urban League legends Whitney
M. Young Jr. and Vernon E.
Jordan Jr.
Unlike when Hugh Price took
over, Morial will inherit a

BARNES

Marion Pollard of Omaha,
Nebraska, 12 nieces and
nephews, eight great nieces and
nephews, three aunts, Annie Lee
Browµ of Apopka, Florida, Rosa
Lee Howzell Collins of
Bainbridge, Georgia, Eloise
Collins of Tallahassee, Florida;
two uncles, Ralph Blackshear of
Syracuse, New York and Selven
Collins of Tallahassee, Florida; a
host of first and second cousins
and many friends .

was at Forest Lawn Memorial
Park, Covina, CA.
She leaves to cherish her memory her husband Lynwood
Randolph Barnes of Littlerock; a
daughter Laura Evette GreenAhmed; a son in law, Abdul
Majeed Ahmed, Sr; a grandson,
Abdul Majeed Ahmed, Jr. of
Lancaster, California; her father,
Albert Howzell Sr. of Lancaster;

Oscar Snow

0

Continued from Front Page

She smiles as she thinks about
her chosen profession. "I love
the law. I have been a paralegal
for 15 years. It is fun and interesting to let students know what
plays a part of everyday life,"
said Thompson. She wants to
assist members of the community because she knows there are
so many people, especially
African Americans, who are not
knowledgeable or are misinformed about the law. "A person

Continued from Front Page

CITY

MORIAL

Living Trusts who was strug- ly law paralegal for 15 years.
gling to get enough business to She is the youngest of 13 chilkeep him going. Snow took on. dren and grew up in the Los
the challenge. He asked the pas- Angeles area. She is the second
tor of a local church if he could child in the family to finish colput on a free seminar. The first lege.
"From the help of scholartime that he returned to the
insurance agent's office he had ships, hard work and govern12 trusts with checks for $1800 ment programs she was able to
each. A job he now he does for go to school. She is so talented,"
said Snow. He continued, "She
$300.
It was in the process of his will probably end up being a
Trust business that he met judge. She really prides herself
Thompson who has been a farni- on doing things the right way."

..

a·~

three brothers, Albert Howzell,
Jr. of Culver City, Elder James
Howzell, Sr. of Los Angeles,
Nathaniel Howzell of Los
Angeles; three sisters, Dr. Laura
Howzell
Young
of
San
Bernardino, Dorothy Howzell
Lewis of Moreno Valley,
Jeanette Howzell Cleveland of
Pomona; three brothers in law,
three sisters in law, two stepsons,
Rohnie Royster of Oakland, CA.,
Dennis Barnes of Topeka,
Kansas; · one step-daughter

See SNOW, Page A-5
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Do you have any o these
problems?

The NEWVolvo XC90
2003 Motor Trend Sport/Utility of the Year!!

Bankruptcy
Collections
Charge off
Repos
Zarlesia McNary

Call

(909) 793-2141
or

(909) 335-3691
or

1(866) 444-4407
'

''I'm back here at Redlands Auto Center and I will continue to help
THOUSANDS of people who believe it's close to impossible to purchase the VEHICLE OF THEIR CHOICE."

Also Coming in May The NEW S60R with:
300 HP High-pressure turbo engines
• 6-speed manual close-ratio transmission
Bi-Xenon headlamps
• Blue watch dial instruments
Volvo navigational system with DVD map
data and remote control
• Exciting new color options include:
- Flash Green/Passion Red
- Ice White/Sky Blue
Call Ray Stanford
- Black Sapphire
Cell: 909-268-90S3
Select Models Only

Volvo of Inland Empire

VOLVO

STOP BY and see our huge selection of New And Pre-Owned Vehicles

785 W. Showcase Dr. South
San Bernardino, CA 92408

909-889-0101

Pearlman D. Hicks, Jr., M.D., Inc.

Southern California

II'.J PLASTIC SURGERY GROUP

~==

~en mg Southern California since

Play

19 79

.face•cloctor.com
\/oted one of the "Top Ten Plastic Surgeons"
-la1!1E•, fluml' /1 Jurn!I

• 'iKl\l CARE
£i\:I \RU Ml:,., IS

l<I IJll( 110\,

/
1

• Hi\'JD SURGrnY

LIPOSUCTION
TUMMYTlJCI(

FREE Private Consultation
Long Beach
Lakewood

!

2 .H10 Long Beach Blvd. 3300 E. South St., Ste. 306

I

~

• BODY

Oll<MAllllASION
CHEMICAL PEELS

J

s~
41b N.

11~:,:1~1~~n:n?!2ihle

Bedio~d~~:~~~i::~.)

652-9312

fk Hit k, i, ,1 HarvMd gr,,duate with a medic-.11 dl'gn,e from Case Western
R,,,,."" l 1niu,r,it~. He i, on the staff of manv area ho~pitals, including Mem<>•
, i.,I Hn,pit.11 oi ton~ He.,ch, Cedar, ',inai, St. Mary's Daniel Freeman, Cenlineli!
,tnd

'\,111

Pedro

Pt•nin"it1l.1

Hof;pital.

Anytime, Anywhere!
Bingo's th~ California Lottery:s ~new scratcher game. Now you can play while
you have time to spare. Anytime. Anywhere. With four cards on one ticket, .
it's fun and easy to play!
Afrcr game start, some prizes, including top prizes,
may have been claimed.
Must bl, Igor older to play. Please play respomti.bly. Overall odds U.64

El
A
""'f<lP

ml

,.

""'~

California Loiter;,.

C~ Scratchers·

t
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' can be self sufficient and
open their own business if
they desire once they get
' the proper training," said
Thompson who is working

LOCATIONS:
Moreno Valley
24384 Sunnymead
Blvd., Suite 203
Moreno Valley, CA
92553
(909) 485-4571

.

'

Corporate Plaza
13800 Heacock
Ave., Suite 135-B
Moreno Valley, CA
92553
(909) 653-4240
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to teach the people who trains 11th and 12th
come in the proper way to graders, places students
dress for success. He also for 520 hours in his busiteaches ethics. They have ness so that they might get
to come to school the way the training that will spark
they are expected to be their career interests.
Snow offers anyone who
once they are finished. 11 I
tell them ~hat we expect wants to brush up on his or
from the beginning. l set her skills, learn a new
the standards. I teach them career or change their lives
how to interact with the for the better to join them
c~ient. I teach them good at the school. Classes start
listening skills. And if they every three months and he
don't act professionally I offers convenient payment
send them home, 11 said plans.
His future plans include
Snow very matter of factly.
The contract he has with a CNA program for hospithe GAIN program is for a tals. He has an Associate,
3-month term. Students are Pamela Coleman working
then ready for an 80-hour on it. She is an RN, holds a
internship that follows. He Master's Degree, and is
working her dissertation to
also places the graduates.
Partnership Riverside, a complete Ed.D requirehigh school program that ments.

Literary Fundraiser

Get Connec ed to Direct TV!

Host a

BOOK PARTY
at your home or church with
FIVE CHRISTIAN AUTHORS
✓
✓

• Over 125 Channels of Real Digital Quality
Local Customer Service
• Locally Owned & Operated!

✓

ALL FOR ONLY
$38.99/MONTH

✓

Call X-Treme Satellite to Setup Your
Installation Appointment

✓

(909) 906-0206
Hours 7 am - 7 pm

Frank Wallace, author, minister, poet
Shirley Smith, author, Breast Cancer
advocate, counselor
Anna Christian, author, historian , educator
Gaynelle Hughes, author, designer, entrepreneur
Richard 0. Jones, author, poet, comedian

RECEIVE 20% OF ALL BOOK SALES
call Richard 0. Jones at (909) 488-0443
or email: carrieonprod@earthlink.net

DIRECTV.

San Bernardino
320 N. "E" Street
#212
San Bernardino, CA
92401
(909) 889-3944
I

'
; I'

•
l

:
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l

on her dissertation in education.
Snow, who holds a BA
from California Coast
University points out,
"there is a difference in
running the paralegal business and being a paralegal.
They are two different
things. 11 Although he has
to know the details of
everything she teaches, he
does what she doesn't do
and Ill-Ore. In his posh
office, he says that he has

,

S

tarting ~ family is a big decision, and an unintended
pregnancy can change everything. That's because
parenthood is a full-time job, and a lifelong commitment. It costs an avera·ge of $10,000 each year to raise a
child. So, it helps to save money and be prepared for all of
your child's needs, like food, diapers and clothing. The
decision to start a family is one that needs to be made by
both you and -your partner.

determine if you are ready to become a parent, or if it's best
to wait. Starting a family is a decision that you and your
partner should make together, when you know you can afford
it, and you're ready.
Together with Family PACT you have the power to
control and improve your future, and make the right
decision about when to become a parent. And remember,
even though these services are available to help you plan
for the futu re, it's up to y_ou and your partner to protect
yourselves fro m an unintended pregnancy.

When you do decide to start your family, you'll want to
be healthy and physically and emotionally ready. Whatever
youi:_ decision, you need to learn to protect yourself.
Protection means two things. First, protecting your future
by using birth control to prevent an unintended pregnancy.
Second, protecting your health by receiving reproductive
health exams like sexually transmitted infection (STI), HIV
testing, and screenings for ca ncer.

For more information about Family PACT, or to find a
Family PACT provider in your area, call 1-866-FAM-PACT.
Low-income and uninsured California men, women and teens
are eligible for Family PACT. If you qualify, all these services
are available through the program at no cost and are confidential. Sig ning up for Family PACT is a simple process.
There are Family PACT offices and community clinics throughout California, which means there is
probably a Family PACT doctor near
you. Call t he toll-free line to speak
to someone in person to learn more
about Family"PACT and to find out if
this program is right for you.

Protecting yourself is easy. You
can sign up for Family PACT
(Planning, Access, Care and
Treatment), a no-cost program provided by the California Department of
Health Services. By signing. up, you
and your partner will have access to
counseling, information about birth
control such as condoms, birth control
pills, the vaginal ring and emergency
contraception. You'll be able to talk
to a Family PACT provider one-on-one
or along with your partner to determine what type of birth control you
want. You ca~ also ask questions,
and get valuable information to· help

.

.

E~~!
OFFICE OP FAMILY PLANNING
CALIFORN IA D EPARTMENT OF HEALTH SERVICES

Family PAIT is provided by the Califomia Department of Health Services. It is California's innovative approach to provide comprehensive family planning services to low-income men, women
and teens. rhere ore more than 2,500 providers of Family PAIT services throughout California. The program fills a critical gap in health care for under-insured and uninsured Californians.

•
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Former BVN Religion Editor Celebrates 71 Years

St, Anthonyts Hosts f"leSla
2003
St. Anthony's Church of San
Bernardino will be having th~ir
annual "Fiesta 2003" on
Saturday, June 7, from 12:00
noon to 11:00 p.m. and Sunday,
June 8, from 11:00 a.m. to 10:00
p.m.
Admission is $1.00 and 15
years and under are free. The
Fiesta will feature live entertainment, game booths, raffles,
Fiesta Queen contest, a diversity
of many delicious foods, and
much more.
For more information or directions contact (909) 887-3810.

Macedonia MB Church Hosts
Fashion Fair &Luncheon
The Macedonia Missionary
Baptist Church's Missionary
Society will present their First
Annual "We're Steppin' Up on
Faith" Fashion Affair and
Luncheon on June 7, 2003
beginning at 2:00 p.m. until 5:00
j:>.m. The function will be held at
St. Andrew's Masonic Lodge,
corner of 8th and Perris Streets
in San Bernardino. For more
information contact Celeste
Williams, at (909) 888-3761.

Family and friends celebrate the 71 st birthday of Mary Anderson
I

friends. Althou,g h she has been ill, it was c~rtainly
good to see her out with friends enjoying her birthda)I. Anderson is the former Religion Editor for The
Black Voice News. For several years she kept readers informed about the happenings in the Christian
community. She has· contributed richly to the life of
the San Bernardino community after corning to
California in the early 1960's. She became a member of Delmann Heights Foursquare Church and
later New Hope Missionary Baptist Church. For
several , years she served as the Sunday .School
Superintendent and inspired many teachers and
children with her wit and skill. She taught Sunday
School teachers how to make the word come alive.
She is a church mother at New Hope Missionary
Baptist Chu_rch.

Awesome Power Miliisbies to
present anight of instrumental
Praise
Min. Ron Pearson, a resident
of Moreno Valley and a part of
the Inland Empire Gospel Music
Community, will be having his
fir t video recording on May
30th 2003 at 7:00 P.M. at the
Faith Fellow hip Bible Church
4225 Prado Rd. in the city of
Corona.
Min. Pearson has played with a
number of professional Gospel
acts in the business today like:
Hezikiah Walker; Andre Crouch;
Judy McCallister; Bi.shop Paul S.
Morton; Daryl Coley; and Kurt
Carr and the Kurt Carr Singers.
He has also played for and
recorded with local acts like:
Bishop Kenneth Wells & The
Riverside Music Chorale; New
Jerusalem Foursquare Church ;
Phaze Phive; Another Peace; and
various churches throughout the
Inland Empire
This Concert will feature Min.
. Pearson doing what he does best,
play the bass in a way that will
portray God's Awesome Power.
For more information contact the
church office at 909-808- 1803 or
Karin Pearson at 310-780-8221.

Jazz Returns to Central Ave,
. Grant African Methodist
Episcopal Church hosts a Gospel
Jazz Worship Celebration in conjunction with third Annual Lay
Day activities. This free event
will be held on Sunday, May 25,
2003, l 0:45 m. ,at 10435 South
Central. Ave., Los Angeles.
Trumpeter Leslie Drayton and
his band "Fun," will be the featured, performers. The all-star
aggregation will feature Del
Atkins, bass; Keith Fiddrnont,
saxophones; Ronald Muldrow,
guitar; Jerry Peters, keyboard;
Raymond Pounds, drums; and
Greg Walker, vocals. The band
will be augmented with the
Grant AME Voices for Christ
Choir. The program will feature
. jazz arrangements of traditional
African American spirituals;
Duke
Ellington's,
"Come
Sunday;" Duke Person's, ''Cri sto
Redentor;" Marvin Gaye's, "God
is Love;" Nat AdderJy's,
" Sermonette;" Horace Silver's,
"The Preacher;" original compositions by Leslie Drayton and
other musical surprises.
For directions or more information, call the Grant AME
Church ·at 323-564-11 51.

Mary Anderson (seated) with her sister Ethel.

LARRAINIA

GOODLOE
Evangelist • Motivational Speaker
Singer• Songwriter • Composer
19510 Van Buren Bl F-3
# 199
Riverside, CA 92508
Sadikiproduction@aol.com

909-318-6052
909-653-0063

Ph:
Fax:

GRACE CHAPEL OF TEMECUIA VALLEY
.African Methodist Episcopal Church
28073 Diaz Road. Suites JIK, Temecula, CA 92590
(909) 406-2425 • Fax (909) 506-2426
Wcb,ite: graceoflemeculavallyamechurch.org

Wlto.,,•,·er will, ll'I him a,me.'
Sunday School
Sunday Wor,,h1p Scrvk-e
Wednesday Night Live Bible Study

Happy Birthday Mory

9:00 a.m.
I0:30 a.m.
7:30 p.m.

OU R MISSION STATli.MENT:
"Tu er,jo, God together cmd .1/ia1e Him with
Others ..

The Rinck Vnire News

Rev. Larry E. Campbell
Pastor

SAN BERNARDINO

Mary Anderson recently celebrated her 71st birthday at Shagg' Chicken n' Waffles with a few good

510 West Monterey Ave., Pomona, CA 91768
(909) 620-9161 • F,U:. (909) 620-9981
E-Mail: Imanitc@gte.net

Church

MUHAMMAD'S STUDY GROUP

of Your

47 11 Holt St. • Montclair, CA 9 1763

Choice

909-447-1297

This

Meetings Wed. & Fri. 7 :30 to 9:00 p.m .
Sundays 1O a.m. to 1:00 p.m.

week

Straight From The Bible Ministries

Imani Temple Christian Fellowship

Visit the

A Ministry of Excellence
Sunday Intercessory Prayer 9:00 am
Sunday Worship Service 9:30 am
Wednesday Intercessory Prayer 7:00 pm
Wednesday Praise & Worship 7: 15 pm
. Wednesday Bible-Study 7:30 pm

Service Schedule
Masterlile Institute
Worship Service
lma ni Village
Ch1ldrens Church
Man4matiorv'Women
Seeking Christ Study
Bible Study

Sunday 9:00 • 9 :50 a .m.
Sunday 10:00 a.m.
Sunday 10 a .m.
Tuesday 7:00 p.m.
Thursday 7:00 p.m.

Pastor Andre &

Rev. Jelanl Kafela"

Glendatee
Jackson

at the Faith Building
24281 Postal Ave., Ste. 110
Moreno Valley • Ground Floor
Children & Youths are Welcome
For more info call 909-420·4184

Minister Billy Muhammad
Salvation Christian Ministries, Inc.

New Church
Opens Doors in
Rialto
Tire Black Voice M:wi
RIALTO

Pastor Willie Mae McClaurin,
has opened· up a new church in
the City of Rialto. It is her desire
to reach the Inland Empire with
a fresh word from God. As
McClaurin stated , "It was as if I
was pregnant with the word of
God that had to be birthed."
Pastor McClaurin has brought
forth this new Church and
opened up on Mother 's Day at
6 11 Foothill Blvd, . with an 1 l
am Sunday service. The name of
the Chur,c h is "The Living Word
Christian Church" and Pastor
McClaurin states, "Women afl:d
Men of God it's time to unite." It
is her vision to reach the youth
of the Inland Empire and to
awaken gifts and talents that are
laying dormant in the people of
God.
Pastor McClaurin is inviting
all to come. She believes for
this day and for this hour God
has a fresh word for his church .
P astor McClaurin can also be
heard on KPRO Radio station at
3:45 on Sundays and also on
KTYM radio. Pastor McClaurin
holds a Doctorate Degree, and
has been preaching, singing, and
teaching the word for over 20
years.
She states, "Bishop
Charles and Mae Blake played a
vital role in my development."

t

Life Church Of God In Christ

317 W. La Cadena Drive
Riverside, CA 92501

3349 Rubidoux Boulevard - Riverside, CA 92509
Toll Free No. (877) 684-Life - Fax No. (909) 684-8117
www.LIFECHURCHRIVERSIDE.org
'" Celebrming /6 Years of Milli.,try"
Church Motto: TRY GREAT THINGS FOR GOD,
EXPECT GREAT THINGS FROM GOD!

(909) 683-2840

BVN Online
blackvoiceriews.com

Order of Services

Pastor Ron and LaVette
Gibson

9:30 a.m.
Sun. School
11 :00 a.m. Sunday Service
6:45 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7 • 8 :00 p.m. Friday Prayer
8 - 9:00 p.m. Fri. Sabbath Worship

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT- Youre're Invited
I
Pastor A.V.
Johnson

ROSS

ORD

CHRISTIAN CHURCH™
remember the Cross ... focus on the Won/TM
L. Sykes, Jr., Senior Pastorffeacher
Worship Location: Rivera Elementary School
20440 Red Poppy Lane, Riverside, California 92508
(Cross Streets: Van Buren and Coyore Bush)
Mailing Address: 231 E. Alessandro Blvd., #A377
Riverside, California 92508·
Phone: 909/275-8085 crosswordcfc@earthlink.net

Pastor L. Sykes, Jr.
Mrs. Karen J. Sykes
Sunday Services: Lessons for Life: 9:00 a.m. Worship 10: 15 a.m.
Wednesday Services: Prayer Meeting at 7:00 p.m.; Bible Study a t 7:30 p.m.

8th ANNUAL KOINONIA CONFERENCE - July 30. 31 , and August 1, 2003 at the
Riverside Convention Center with Guest Speakers: Pastor Paula White, Bishop Paul
Morton, Dr. Frederick K. C. Price, Pastor Sheryl Brady, & More!
Call to receive a brochure.

WEDNESDAY

SUNDAY

WORSHJP SERVICES: Rnm. 9:45am. 11:Joam. 6pm
BIBLE STUDY: 7:00pm <Cla,_«s fur
CHILDREN' S CHURCH: 9:45 AM
all Ages)
COOL CHURCH:
12 00'1 <ala Youth Church) FRIDAY
SUPPORT GROUP:
4pm
FELLOWSHIP SERVICES: 7:30pm.
(Every IS! and 3rd)

LIFE CHRISTIAN ACADEMY (Prcschoul through 3rd Grode) -Coll (909) 684-3639 10 rcgi\lcr and for more info.
Our "LIVING IN FULLNESS EVt:RYDAY" televhion bnxtdcu,t air. weekly on DirecTV-The Word Network PST

every
Sunday-2:30p. and TucMJ;_1y-2p and The Church Channel on Sarnrday at 6:30p
A Chris1-Ccn1ered mini,try in a contemporary ,euing v.i1h a culling edge mc,sage for all !
Come 10 lif,- IT WII.L C HANGE \ 0 RS!

The Ultimate in Gospel Music
· presents

C ROSSW ORD CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP CH URCHTM is a biblically-based ch urch that
is personal, practical and purposeful.
Ph: 909/275-8085 • crosswordcfc@earthlink.net • www.crosswordchurch.org

West Coast Faith Center International
Where Ordinary People Lay Hold of Extraordinary Success
Wednesday Night Service at 7:00 p.rn.

Highway to Heaven Broadcast
with
Rev. LeRoi Lacey, Monday -- Friday at 5:30 PM

Miracle Friday Service
Every Friday Night at 7:00 p.m.
Sunday Services at 7:30 a.m. & 10:00
a.rn.
The Wessons are ordained by Dr. Creflo
Dollar. If you love World Changing you
will Jove West Coast Faith Center.
Pastors Leland and
Rhonda Wesson

11 285 S. State Street (Diamond
Valley Shopping Center), Hemet
For information call (909) 658-4680
www.westcoastfaithcenter.org

Holy Hip-Hop - Sat. 1 AM-3 AM

Gospel Grooves - S u n . 4 AM-5 AM
Inspiration across America Gospel Music Countdown
Saturday, 11 PM - 12 Midnight
Sunday, 12 Midnight - 1 AM
e-mail: kproval @AOL.com
Leroilacey@AOL.com

(909) 688-1570

.
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Valley Fellowship Seventh Day Adventist Church
275 East Grove Street
Rialto, CA 92376

(909) 874-5851 - Church
(909) 874-5152 - Fax
Weekly Service

New Century Baptist
Church

Dr. Clyde and
Barbara Casslmy

St. Timothy Community Church
3100 N. State Street/ PO Box 7067
San Bernardino, CA 92510
SERVICE TIMES
Sunday School
Morning Worship Service
Bible Study
Wed. Night
Bible Study Pastor's Teaching

9:00 am
10:30 am

Office: (909) 684-7532 • FAX: (909) 684-15~

Weekly Services

E-MAIL: SecBaptist @Earthlink .net

Sunday Services

Sunday School
9:30 am
Morning Worship 11 :00 am
Wednesday
Midweek Meditation & Bible
Study
7:15 pm

Pastor Christopher W. &
Joyce McShan

7 :00 pm

Wednesday Services

Corona Communit~
A.:\I.E. Church

Bible Study

Evening Services
Wednesday Night Bible Study
Young adult & Youth Prayer Tuesday rught

Every 1st Sunday Communion after 11:00 am service
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday Prayer @ 9 am - 10 am
Thursday Night Choir Rehearsal

Pastor T. Ellsworth Gantt, II

"Second in Name, First in Love"
Rainbow <;ommunity Praise Center Int'I
15854 Carter Street• Fontana, CA 92336
(909) 355-RCPC - RainbowCPC@aol.com
Ms/ting Address
P.O. Box 1119, Fontana, CA 92334

8:00 am

Sunday Worship

7:00 pm
7 :45 p m

Prayer Services

Services held at
2313 South Main Street
Corona, CA 92882

(909) 864-ll8• •or 730=9325
www.coronadomame.org

The Rev. Noella Austin
Buchanan
Pastor

7:00 pm

Wednesday Bible Study

Superintendent/Pastor Carlton Anderson
Administrator Hazel Anderson
1518 Williams Street• Banning, CA 92220
Wef!kly Services
9:30 am
Sunday School ( I st Lady Teaches)
: 11 :00 am
Praise & Worship

7:30 am
9:00 am
10: 15 am
10: 15 am

Early Morning Worship
Sunday School
Mid-Morning Worship
Nursery Open

( 1/2 Block So uth of Ontario Ave.)

Fountain of Life Temple C.O.G.I.C.

: 6:30 pm
, 7:00 pm
: 7:30 pm

2911 Ninth St. , Riverside, CA 92507
P.O. Box 303, Riverside, CA 92502

5413 34th Street
Riverside, CA 92509
(909) 686-5171

St. John 14:6 "The way, the truth, the life."

'

Second Baptist Church

www.secondbaptistriverside.org

SATURDAY
Fellowship, Prayer & Bible Study 9:30 am
Praise Service & Divine Worship 1 l:00 am
Youth Service 5:00 pm
WEDNESDAY
5:00 pm
'7:00 pm

Pastor Eullas J . &
Evang. Monica
James

Thursday, May 22, 2003
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Moreno Valley Mi_ssion CME Church
10800 Hole Ave. Ste. 3&4
Riverside, CA 92505

Wind of the Spirit Worship
Center Foursquare Church
6476 Streeter Avenue , Riverside,
CA
(909) 359-0203

Services
Bible School
Sat. 9:30 am
Children's Sabbath SchoolSat 9:30 am
Praise & Worship ServiceSat 11 :00 am

Weekly Services

Access the Spirit Radio Broadcast
Dr. D.C. Nosakhere
Sat. KPRO 1570AM @ 2:00 pm - Sun
Thomas
Senior Apostle
8:30 am
Deliverance session and counseling by appointment

S unday School (all ages)
9:00 a.m.
Christian Life Development (Adults o nly)
Classes
9:00 a.m.
Worship
10:00 a.m.
Child ren's Church
(Available)
Tues. Bible Studies
11 :30 a.m.
Thurs. Bible Studies
7:00 p.m.

(909) 812-3509

March Field Christian
Church

Higher Ground Church
& Ministries Int'l.

Weekly Services
Meeting Unity Christian Center
12 pm Service
2 pm Sunday School

15801 Harmon Street
(Services at Arnold High Sc hool)
Riverside, CA •
(909) 682-9960

4135 Chicago Avenue
Riverside, CA 92507
Rev. John Seniguar

(909) 848-0008

Weekly Services

Alpha &Associates Christian Center

The Living Word Baptist Church
9191 Colorado Ave_, Riverside, CA

Services inside Holiday Inn Select

14940 Perris Blvd. Ste E&F
Moreno Valley, CA92553
(909) 243-5147
(909) 247-4877-Fax

(909) 788-9218
"Hope For the Future - Help
For Today"

Weekly Services

Pastors Cranston C Anderson
& Earnestine Poole-Anderson

Sunday Worship
Sermon Talk-Back
Sunday School
Wed. "Bible Alive"

Pastor ED. Bullock

Allen Chapel African
Methodist Episcoapl
Church
4009 Locust (at 10th St.)
Riverside. CA 92501
(909) 686-0702
www.allen-c hapel-ame-riv.org
Weekly Services

Morning Worship
11 :30 am
Bible Study (Tues.)
7:00 pm
Choir Rehearsal (Thurs.) 7:00 pm

. Pastor & Mrs.
Levonzo Gray, Sr.

The House of God Which is the
Church of the Living God, The Pillar
and Ground of the Truth Without
Controversy - Lake Elsinore
Pastor Elder Arthur & Ruby Lewis, Ph .D.'s
405 Ellis Street
Lake Elsinore, CA 92530

(909) 283-1294
Weekly Services
Sunday School
Morning Worship

,

Wed. Bible Study
7:30 pm
Fri. Night Tarry Svc. 7:30 pm

9:30 am
11 :30 prn

(909) 887-1718

9 :30 um
I 0:00 um

7:00 pm

22612 Alessandro, Moreno Valley, CA
(909) 6S6-4015
"A church where everybody is somebody" •
Weekly Services
Sun. School
Sun. Ne w Members' Class
Worship Service Sun.
Worship Service Sun.
Praye r & Bible Study
Wed nesday
. Bible Study
Thursday

7:00 pm
Rev. Anthony Hughes

Salvation Christian Ministries, Inc.
31 7 W. La Cadena Drive
Riverside, CA 92501
(909) 683-2840

Order of Services

9:15 am
9:15 am
11 :00 am Marc K. Woodson
4:30 pm
Senior Pastor

Pastor Elder Lawrence
C. and Olivia Ash

5595 Molino Way
Riverside , CA 92509

Tree of Life Tabernacle Church of
God in Christ

New Beginnings
C~mmmnity Baptist
Church

214 N. Palm Ave., Room 101
Rialto, CA 92376
(909) 874-5469
TreeofLlfeCOGIC@aol.com

5970 Limonite Avenue
Rive rside, CA 92509

(909) 682-4407
Service lime

Sunday Worship

_L, ;;._
James B. Ellis, Jr. Sr. Pastor
Albert Riley, Assistant Pastor

Pastor Derrick E. Callicutt
Founder
11 :0 a.m. Mrs. LaNetta Callicutt
First Lady

One Chur_ch ~ Two Locations
'1' Church in the Community for the Community"

7:00 pm
12 noon

Pastor Joseph and
Verdean Gueste

Family Ministry Night

Sunday Praise Service

Wednesday @ 7 :00 p.m .
The Tabernacle
1521 S. Riv erside Ave.
Rialto, CA 92376

Sunday @ 9:00 p.m.
The Tabernacle
1521 S. Riverside Ave .
Rialto, CA 92376
(909) 874-8676

8:00 a .m.
9:45 a .m.
10:45 a .m.

The Tent
2591 Rubidoux Blvd
Ri verside, CA 92509
(909) 369-8742

Radio Ministry
Haivesl ol Praise

KPR0 1570AM

Rev. Morris
Buchanan

7:30 p.m.

Walk With Jesus Cathedral
"An Arena for the Miraculous"
820 Healing Waters Dr.
Colton. CA 92324
(909) 825-2258

Craig W. Johnson, Th.D.

Sunday @ 7:00 PM

Senior Pastor & Visionary

Wednesday @ 6:00 PM

Showers of Blessings

Helen Yuman

9:40 am Sunday School
Sunday
11 :00 am Worship
Sunday
Wednesday 7:00 pm Prayer/Bible
Study

Professional Singer/Soloist
Specializing in

ORDER OF SER11ICES
8:30 a .m.
S unday School
S unday Morning Wo rship 10 :00a.m.
6:00 p.m.
S unday Eve. Wors hip
Thursday Bibel Re vival
7:00 p.m .
Daily " Morning G lory"
Prayer, Mon.-Fri.
I 0:00- 12 noon
KPRO RADIO l 570 AM - WED. 2:00

9:30 a.m.
Sun. School
11 :00 a.m. Sunday Service
6:45 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
7 - 8:00 p.m. Friday Prayer
8 - 9:00 p.m. Fri. Sabbath Worship

Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Y PWW
6 :00 p.m.
Evening Worsh
7:00 p.m.
Monday-Friday
Noonday Prayer 12:00 p.m.

CATHEDRAL OF. PRAISE

7:00 p.m.
BIBLE STUDY

Wednesday

, Uniting God's People

Christ

9:45 am
9:45 a m
8:00 am
11 : 15 am

PRAYER MEETING
Wednesday

9:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m.

Light of the World
Church of God In

Weekly Services
Saturday Service Sabbath
Early Morning Service
Church Service
Youth Special Service

Church School
Worship

{909) 686-1757

Weekly Services
Sunday School
10:00 am
Morning Worship 11:00 am
Tuesday Prayer Meeting
& Bible Study
7:00 pm

Trinity Baptist Church

Morn ing Service
S unday School
Sunday Service
Wo men In PT'•yer
After Sunday Service

8:00 am
11 :00 am
9:30 am

&

I I :00 am

16262 Baseline Avenue
Fontana, CA 92335 • 909/350-9401
"A church where everybody is somebody"'
SUNDAY SERVICES

1355 W. 2 1st Street
San Bernardino, CA 92411

Sunday School
Wednesday
'. Bible Stu?y

Sunday Service,
S unday School
Wed 11e:,day Bible Study
Wednesday Prayer &
Bible Study

Bethel AME Church

St. Paul African Methodist
Episcopal Church

Sunday
'. Worship Services

Reverends John and
Shennella Egaon

Pastor WIiiiam &
Jamellza Carter

(909) 276-8374

Good News
Community Church

Weekly Services

Pastor Eldred M.
Smith, Sr.

2625 Avalon Street
Rubidoux, CA 92509

8:30 am
10:15 am
10:15 am
7:00 pm

3431 Mt. Vernon Avenue
Riverside, CA 92506
(909) 780-4829

Weekly Services

10:30 am
11:45 am
5:30 am
5:30 pm

Mt. Rubidoux SDA Church

Weekly Services

SUNDAY

Bible Study
9:45 am
Worship Service
11 :00 am
WED. & THURS.
Prayer Line
7:00 pm

Sunday Scbool
Sunday M orning Worship
Wed. Bible Study
Fri. family Fun Night

Pastor & Mrs.
Mlchael Edwards

"Where the Po wer of God is being
manifested in the lives of the b elievers."
Pastor Iris Hailu

Pastor Campbell and

Sis. Shaun

10758 G. Avenue, Suite C
Hesperia, CA 92345
(760) 244-2640

Elder K.L. Campbell
Pastor/Teacher

Weddings • Banquets •
Religious Functions

(909) 943-9328
Fax (909) 657-1800

Helen Yuman

P.M. - SAT. 5:45 P.M.

Community Missionary Baptist ~hurch
939 Clay Street
Redlands, CA 92373
(909) 793-2380

Amos Temple CME

Quinn A.M.E.
Church

'The Healing Place"

25400 Alessandro Blvd.

Worship Services
Suntiay

7:30 a.m.
11 :00 a.m.
7:30 p.m.
Wednesday
7:3b p.m.

Morning Services
Morning Worship
Evening Services

Moreno Valley, C A

"Receive Ye The
Jesus Joy"
Rev. H. Hubbard,
Pastor

Bible Classes

Bus Transportation is available

WEEKLY SERVICES
Pastor Najuma
Smith

The Book of Acts

NewJoy Baptist Church

7480 Sterling Avenue
P.O. Box 22089
San Bernardino, CA 92410
thebookofacts@earthlink.net
Weekly Services

5694 Jurupa Ave. • Riverside, CA 92504

(909) 779-0088
Weekly Services
9:15 a.m.
Sunday School
10:15 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Workshop
Tuesday Prayer M eeting &
7:00 p.m.
Bible Study

Sunday School
9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship 8:00 & 11 :00 a.m.
Bible Study & Prayer Wed. 6 p.m.
Thursday
12 noon

(909) 485-6993
Sunday Morning Wo rship
11 :00 a.m.
Sunday Sc hool
9 :30 a.m.
Mid-day Bible Study, Tuesday 12 noon
M id- week Bible Study, Wed . 7:00 p.m.

R,·1·. 1'011/ \ .
\11111(,ml. 11. /Ju

Prnyer Tuesday
10:00 am
5:30 pm
Thursday
IO:OO am
Friday
5:30 pm
Bible Study Wed .
Sunday Services
Apostle Harvey Jones
Sunda y School
9:45 am
(909)
Sunday Worship
11:00 am
T. V. Broadcast Sundays Ch. 49 at 5:00 pm

884-8241

SHEPHERD'S

5860 Arlington Avenue
Riverside, CA 92504
(909) 352-4196 - OFFICE
(909) 352-4538 - FAX

Gospel Time

Sunday 12:30 - 1 :30 pm

1570 AM
for
Advertisement call Dorothy Shepherd

(909) 597-7134

Rev. & Mrs. Julio
A. Andujo

Bright Light Full Gospel COGIC
Highland Unity Church Ministries
Kansas Ave. SDAChurch
Mt. Moriah Baptist
Park Avenue Baptist Church
New Visions Christian
Community Church
Holy Land COGIC
New Hope MBC Baptist, SB
First Baptist Church of Perris

5339 Mission Blvd.
2902 Rubidoux Blvd., Suite C
4491 Kansas Avenue
l899 l Mariposa St.
1910 Martin Luther King Blvd.

Riverside, CA 92509
Riverside, CA92509
Riverside, CA 92507
Riverside, CA 92508
Riverside, CA 92507

(909) 782-9904
(909) 222-2115
(909) 682-9810
(909) 780-2240
(909) 684-8782

Elder DeWayne Butler
Rev. C.E. Knott, Sr.
Jesse Wilson, Pastor
Rev. Willie Chambers, Jr.
Rev. L.E. Campbell, Pastor

18461 Mariposa Ave.
1024 N. "G" Street
1575 West 17th Street
277 E. Fifth Street

Riverside, CA 92508
San Bernardino, 92410
San Bernardino, 92410
Perris, CA 92570

(909) 687-7454
(909) 381-2662
(909) 887-2526
(909) 657-3767

Elder, Lenton Lenoir
Robert L. Fairley, Sr.
Rev. Marvin L. Brown

'\
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ing left in the tank. The supporting cast did not have
enough talent to complement
O'Neal and Bryant.
The 2004 version of the
Lakers will look completely

By Eduardo Guzman and
Ruben Cervantez
· Fontana CDS
A long six ·game series came
. to an end for the three time
defending champs. It seemed
like three rings was enough for
the Lakers.
However, the
fourth was just out of reach and
not meant to be.
It looked like the Lakers had
a chance of winning the series
against the San Antonio Spurs.
After tying the series 2-2 in
game four, game five was a
struggle for the Lakers. As
Rober,t Horry's magic ran out .
in game five, he couldn't
knock down the game winning
.shot.
During the series, no Laker
could consistently guard "Twin
Towers," Tim Duncan (League
Most Valuable Player) and
David Robinson. A·s for the
Spurs, game six was huge.
Everything was going down
hill for the defending champs.
No one could stop Duncan __
not even Shaquille O 'Neal.
Duncan's confidence grew
with each shot. ·
From the beginning, the

Come check Ol:Jt this year's lin~s.
Photo by Jon D. Gaede
Shaquille O'Neal's eyes convey that the Lakers will not advance. (r) Bryant had a great individual year shooting to
include ten consecutive over 40.

New bus service begins May 25th. You've been

Spurs dominated the Lakers.
They out rebounded them and
also outscored them. David
Robinson just might end his
career with a second ring on his
finger. The Spurs cut the

the result is some exciting, new route changes to our

Lakers three year run short
after knocking them out of the
playoffs with a game six blow
out. Spurs 110, Lakers 82.
The Lakers were really never
in it; they were outrun, out bus-

telling us what you want, we've been listening, and

tled, and out played by a bungrier basketball team.
Some of the games were
close, however, the Lakers had
to spend so much energy playing catch up that ~ey had noth-

bus service system-wide. More than ever before,
we' ve improved our service to make the bus the
easiest way to· get where you're going. In expand-

La kerS Struggle as San Antonio Rolls a Six
themselves a little hope as they
fought back from being down by
two games to the San Antonio
Spurs. A little "home cookin"'
gave the Lakers new life and a
chance to even up the series at 33 and force a game seven. The
result wasn't even close as the
Lakers went out 110 to 82.

League MVP Tim Duncan
is too much for this year's
Lakers as they beat LA
and keep them from a
fourth title
By Lyndon Shelby
Fontana C

different. There have been
serious talks about adding the
best playmaker in the leag_ue,
Jason Ki.dd to round out the
line-up.

ing our service, some of the routes you normally
use may have changed. So check the Ride Guide

Tim Duncan (NBA MVP) led needed some repair.
the San Antonio charge as the
None of the Lakers had an
red hot Texas team dominated answer for Tim Duncan. He
the Lakers from the outset of · backed in on Robert Horry and
game six. · The Lakers appeared shot over Shag at will. To
exhausted during the series reduce the stress on Phil
against the Spurs. Coach Phil Jackson, the Lakers need to
Jackson had to have his heart answer many questions before
repaired as the Laker team also the 200~ season.

for more detailed information or visit our website at
www.RiversideTransit.com

The Los Angeles Lakers gave

r

Save Energy, Save Money
r~•

~

•

..,lhe~:~Ql::==~1:==i!~~-::r:·gMi

Visit www.sce.com for information on
ways to better manage your energy
usage and your electric bill. You can
take an online energy survey, get .
energy-saving tips, and learn about
rebates, programs and services for

..

your home and business, available
from ·your friends and.neighbors at
Southern California Edison.
Th~ O l ~ St~ Award~~
e~n~t .a...a di!Sl.ln.t;Uls-1•~ ~\(f(;e j U ~ ~
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Corona Residents for Responsible Utility_Service
May 19, 2003

COMMITTEE CO-CHAIRS•

Kent A. Hansen

1,,·

Attorney at Law

Dear Neighbors and Corona Residents for Responsible Utility Service:

Everardo Mata
Former President
Corona Hispanic
Chamber of Commerce

The Corona City Council formally abandoned its plans to take over the Edison system
and enter the full-scale electric utility business. The action was taken in a Special Council
meeting on May 14. We believe this is good news for everyone in Corona and the adjacent
county areas. We appreciate the Council hearing our concerns and taking action.

Louise S. Mazochl
Business Owner

Andrea M. Puga
Former Corona Mayor
and Councilmember

All of us can take great satisfaction in knowing that the grassroots efforts of the residents
brought public attention to this important matter. The basic issue was whether the citizens'
voices would be heard, if not by the.Council, then through the ballot. You can be proud
that we have demonstrated our community's ability to speak out strongly on issues that
affect us ... and to be heard.

Jack Wyatt
Communications Consultant
and Retired Naval Officer
I,

PARTIAL UST OF MORE
THAN 4,000 MEMBERS'

Betty Altenburger
,_

El Cerrito Resident and
Retired Corona Schoolteacher

Your participation over the past several months has breathed new life into civic affairs.
Thank ydu for the support ca!ds you returned, for the many meetings you attended , for
speaking out at council meetings, for the phone calls you made and the letters and e-mails
you sent. Every individual effort contributed to revitalizing and emphasizing the vita l role we
area residents play in our government decision making process.

Karen Buford
Home Gardens
Community Leader

Phll Cassady
Mechanical Draftsman

Rik Dennis
Construction Manager

·. We want to express our special gratitude to those of you who tirelessly circulated petitions
and to the more than 15,500 Corona voters who signed those petitions for a Right to Vote
Initiative. Your enthusiastic involvement in the democratic process made a real and powerfu l
difference in the successful resolution of this issue.

Dennis Dickson
Aerospace Electrical Engineer

Wes Hoover
Owner, Hoover Realty

Robert Kampllng
Former President
Corona Uon's Club

With the city's abandonment of the electric utility takeover, nothing on th is issue remains
for the voters to decide. The petition has already done its job. We remain convinced, however,
that major issues changing the scope and expense of city government should be submitted
to the voters for decision.

Nancy Ungley
Retired High School Teacher

Veronica Ruedas
Home Garr/ens
Community Leader

Sue Seivert
Coronita Community Leader

We now look forward to working toward the accomplishment of other worthwhile goals and
efforts to ensure that our government in Corona is open, pr?gressive, and responsive to the
people it represents.

Jurgen Stens
Coronita Cummunity Leader

Sincerely,
' Tides and affiliations are for
identification purposes only, and

%
AJ1
//.-:,--a~

donot~:t;;~;~1ational

I

I•
·

P.O. Box 607

Kent A. Hansen

Corona

909c;2:~:~:

/J

w 1Jt~

tk'uLuv ~ ~
Andrea M. Puga

Ev Mata

-l ________,_________________~ - - ~
,w

-;j:

• • • together we made a di

erence

I

Paid for by Corona Residents for Responsible Utility Service, Sponsored and Major Funding by Southern California Edison Company (Electricity)
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"THE LINCOLN PREMIER EXPERIENCE "
MSRP . ...... .. ..... ... . .. $32,495
MSRP ... . ............ : . . .$48,875

FACTORY REBATE ..... .... ..3,000

FREEWAY DISCOUNT

FACTORY REBATE . . . , .... . ..3,000

. 2121

FREEWAY DISCOUNT , •••• , • 3 876

s27 374·00
'

s41,1too

VIN # 3Y673429

VIN # 3W28589

1 at this price

1 at this price

0,0%or

0,0°10 or

60 Months

2003 Lincoln LS

60 Months

On Approved Credit

2()03 Linco n Navigator 4x2

Up to 60 months financing at $16.67 per 1,000
financed to qualified buyers on approved tier 0, 1
credit through Ford Motor Credit.

On Approved Credit
Up to 60 months financing at $16.67
per 1,000 financed to qualWied buyers
on approved tier 0, 1 credit through
Ford Motor Credit.

MSRP .. .. . .. ......... . ...$41.265

FACTORY REBATE . . . .. ......5,000

MSRP ....... . .. ... .... . ..$40,690
FACTORY REBATE . ..........3,000

FREEWAY DISCOUNT . • • , •

FREEWAY DISCOUNT .........2 785

s3415.oo
'

' VIN# 3Y662819
1 at this price

1 at this price

0,0°

All New 2003 Lincoln Aviator

s33 265•

VIN# 3ZJ30149

10

3 000

U o/o or.

or

60 Months

60 Months

On Approved Credit

On Approved Credit

2003 Lincoln Towncar Exec.

Up to 60 months financing at $16.67 per
1,000 financed to qualified buyers on
approved tier O, 1 credit through Ford
Motor Credit.

Up to 60 months financing at $1 6 67
per 1,000 financed to qualnied buyers on approved lier
1 credit
through Ford Motor Credit.

o.

..
I

Ford r
Credit

(

-

)

\ , Ju,/, /, 1

,1 11:; J l11r1

Rebates and Discount on selected
models. Rebates as low as 0.0%
on selected models. Through Ford
Motor Company.

lFJR.JEIB:WAY 1L[NCOILN
909-889-3514 • 1-800-237-8115

'

LINCOLN
A M El!IC AN

www.freewaylm-vw.com

LUXURY

Mercury ~ Live life in Yollr oWn 18f"le
2003 MERCURY SABLE GS .
MSRP . ...... . .... . ...·• • • • .$20,no

or O.Oo/oAPR

FACTORY REIATE • ••••• , •.••• .$3,000

OnlpprDNIICralllt

fl!EEWAI~ • • • • • • I I•• .$1,350
Net Casi To You

$16,420

2003 GRAND MARQUIS GS
MSRP ................. . . . .$24,675
fAC10IIY REBATE ... .. ....... .$3,500

W...DIK!l!IIJ .. , . , , , , . , .s1.111

$19,999

Up to 60 months financ10g at
$16.67 per 1,000 financed to
qualijied bu yers on approved
lier 0, 1, credit through Ford
Motor Credit.

2003 MERCURY
MARAUDER

MSRP •.. , , ....... , . ..... . ,$29,94Cl

FACTORY REBATE •.......••. . .$3.000

.ER.EEWAY..IIISGml.lfJ' ' I '

$28,904

' ' ' ' ' ' '

.$2.200

$24,74

or 0.0%APR

or0.0% APR

On Approved Credit

Up 10 60 months financing at
$16.67 per 1,000 financed to qualified buyers on approved lier 0, 1,
credit through Ford Motor Credit.

Up to 60 months financing at
$16.67 per 1,000 financed to
qualified buyers on approved
tier O. 1,' credit through Ford
Motor Credit.

PARTS DEPT. SPECIAL

12,999

5

$12,999

$11,999

VEHICLES

1O°/o OFF
ANY ACCESSORY PURCHASE
WITH COUPON

$15,999
... .
;

112 FORD WINOSTI\R LX

02 FOIIO MU TAN •

MAY SERVICE SPECIAL

17,999

25,999
. . . .

Member Dealer Direct Program

s24,999

5

.

.
:
.
·--· --- ·-·-· .. _________________________ _______
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1Oo/o OFF

28,999
.. .

5

..

..

.

.

:

All 30,000 MILE SERVICES IN MAY.
APPLIES TO LINCOLN & MERCURY VEHICLES ONLY.
FREE WH EEL BALANCE WITH ANY TIRE
PURCHASED AT FREEWAY UM DURING
THE MONTH OF MAY

.

------

G~tri:t" FREEWAY SUPERSTOR
-----

·• ·•I

i f '. ' ( l ;i• ~, · . : 1'1 11 11;,11;, llrn1l.1•

Excludes sale items, cannot be combined
with any other offer. Exp. 5-31 -03

.; . .

5

l-

On Approvatl Credit
Up to 60 months financing at $16.67 per 1,000
financed to qualified buyers on approved tier 0,
1, credit thrpugh Fo~d Motor C:edil.

2003 MERCURY
MOUNTAINEER V&

MSRP ...... , .......... . .. .$34,4115
FREEWAY DISCOUNT • •• • .•• ••• .$2,1191
FACTORY REBATE ' • I • I I I I I I • I .$3,500
NetCostToYou

or0.0%APR

909/889•3514 • 1•800-237-8115
1600 CAMINO REAL, SAN BERNARDINO

..,•
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Birds Of A
Feather

'

·we
.

all have heard the saying,
•·
"Birds of a Feather Flock
,
Together" : This is why, I
believe, we sometimes resort to this
saying when we are in relationships.
We sometimes try to equate what the
friends of our partners do to what our
partners are capable of doing. This is
something we've all encountered. All
of us have been in
this situation on
either side, both
sides for some of
us. We think that
our partners must
act
like
their
friends.
My friend Lisa is
going through this
right now. When she took a trip to
,Catalina, she met a guy named David.
They ended up exchanging contact
.information and continued to court each
' .·other. It's been some months now and
they are involved in a committed relationship. Lisa knows all of his friends
and their wives or girlfriends. The
problem is that sometimes when they
go out, his friends have different
females (not their wives) with them.
They act as if nothing is wrong.
So, Lisa is now thinking differently
about David. She's starting to wonder
what he does when she isn't around.
Her arg,ment is "your friends do it, so
you must do it too." When she was
telling me about it, I had to admit that
f've had that conversation before. The
only difference was that I was on the
receiving end. There was a man in my
life that would always question a certain friend of mine. He didn't like the
fact that I would hang out with her. My
justification was "just because I'm her
friend doesn't mean that I'm her." His
r~ply was always "you hang around her,
, . s'o you must be like her." I would
· always try to explain to him that, yes we
do have similarities - that's why we're
friends; we have similarities but we are
also different. "If that was the case I
wouldn't l}e with you" is what I would
say. He would always say, "That's
P,robably what she says to all those
guys." Needless to say, this relationship didn't last.
•·Yet, it poses a very important question. Can we really judge our companion by the actions of their friends?
'fhink about it for a second. Would you
r:eally want someone to judge you by
the things your friends might do? I
mean, we love our friends to death but
we want to be judged by our own
actions. You might have a lot of similarities but there are certain things that
you wouldn't trade. That's why we
have to keep· in mind that our mates
have certain things that they wouldn't
trade either. We have to realize that we
e~ch are our own person. If you' re
qealing with someone who knows who
they are and isn't easily influenced by
oihers ,-you should be okay. Now, if the
person is easily influenced - that's
a~other story in itself.

..

..•
.r..
r..

writers wanted
urban chic
is
looking for
writers
contact
regina@
urbanchic@blackvoicenews.com

Photo by Cheryl Brown
Mission Inn owner Duane and Kelly Roberts In front of entrance to
newest Mission Inn restaurant Las Campanas during his Cinco de Mayo
celebration .
'

The Black Voice News
RIVERSIDE

Duane Roberts "Keeper" of the inn stated: "In
keeping with the Mission Inn's historic roots, we
are delighted to announce the introduction of Las
Campanas, our first Mexican-themed restaurant."
Las Campanas Restaurant & Cantina is open
Monday· tlrrough Saturday from 11 :00 a.m. to
10:00 p.m. On Sundays, the restaurant will
accommodate the overflow guests visiting the
Mission Inn Restaurant for brunch. To make dinner or hotel reservations at the historic Mission
Inn or for more information, call (909) 784-0300.
Historic Mission Inn

W

ith the backdrop of the lushly-landscaped patio of the historic Mission
Inn in Riverside, Las Campanas,
Restaurant & Cantina recently hosted a Cinco de
Mayo celebration for its guests amid an assortment of flowering cacti, camellia trees, agave
plants, fountains and waterfalls. The 120-seat
outdoor eatery and cantina offered a menu of
innovative "south of the border" cuisine prepared
by the hotel's award-winning Executive Chef
Victor Juarez, boasting such entree selections as
red snapper Veracruzana simmered in diced tomatoes, garlic, capers, onions and black and green
olives in a tequila sauce; grilled filet mignon
served on a lightly-fried flour tortilla with grilled
Anaheim chil~s and Bermuda onion; and rotisserie chic\en breast topped with an apricot chipotle sauce and served with rice, black beans and
warm flour tortillas.
In addition to full bar service, guests enjoyed a
wide array of specialty margaritas made to order
from a selection of more than 30 premium tequiias and mescals.
During the grand opening of Las Campanas,

Regina Brown is serenaded by strolling mariachi players at Las Campanas Restaurant & Cantlna.

and letters, but when 1 tcy to contact you l ,.
run col)fronted by the implirsonal, everchanging, pre-recorded; faceless entity ,,
which your bank bas becm:ne. f):om now on
I, like you, choo$e only to deru with .a t')esh
and blood hllman 1>-eing.

In response to our modem era of tec,h,iology, I am. wri1ing this weeks
article to bring .a .liitle humor to sltu~tionsthat hal'e absoluJel:y pissed
IIJ off regardins c,ommuJl]cation with c(Jpipanies we attempt to dalJ11siness with. Here is the $Ophisricated letter you always wamed 10 send
and have Je-gµl/y enforced.
''

My mortgage payments will no longe(
be automatic, but will arrive at your bat)kl
by check, addressed personally and confi- "'
dentia!Jy to <ID employee oLyour b.tllllchi
Whom you must nominate and holdresponsible. Be aware \hat it is a federal,, offense
Spencer Holman
under tbe Postal Act fot
pthel' pen.on to
open the envelope.
·
.
'
Please find ' ll1'ached an Application;
which !require our chosen employee t6 c<>m'i,tete. I am soqy it :oms ,tQ ,
eight pages, but in order that 1 know as much about tbem as your)>~~
knows about me, there is no alternative. A Notary must notarize"al.1
copies of his or her medical history, and mandatory derails of their
financial life (income, debts, asset$ and liabilities) mus1 be accompanied
by documented proof.
J will issue your employee a PIN number, which he or she must quote
in all dealings with me. I regret that it cannot be shorter than 28 digits
but, again. I have ru(>deled it on the number of button presses :required
to access my account balance on your phone. service.
, .Let me introduce you to my new telephone system. which you will
notice. is very much like you!'$. My authorized contact at your bank may
call me at any time and will be answered by an automated voice. By
pressing buttons on the phone, he or she will be guided thorough an
extensive set o(menus:

any

l ' am writ:ing•t9 ·tha\lk you; fot,bouncing the check with which r
end~vored to pay .my m9itgage last month. By Ihy calculations, three
seconds must have elapsed between theJJ1 PJeSenting the check, and the
arrival in my account of the funds needed to honor it. I refer. of course,
to the automatic monthly deposit of my salary, an anangement that has
only been in place for seven years.
You ,u'e to be commendedfor s.eiz.ing that brief window of oppOrtunity, and also for debiting my account with $50 by way of penalty for
the inconvenience I caused to your bank. My thankfulness springs from
the manner in which this incident ha$ caused ro.e to re-think my errant
financial ways. You have set me on the path of fiscal righteousness.
No more will out relationship be blighted by these unpleasant incidents, for I am. restructuting my affairs in the second half of 2003, taking as my model the procedures, attitudes and ronduct of your bank.
Please be advised about the following changes:
First, I have noticed that I personally attend to your telephone calls

P,ress l . To JUllke an appointniCJlt to see me. ;,,
P:niss 2. To query a missing payment "' . ,1
3. To make a general complaint or inquiry.

l'Jess

Press 4. to transfer the call fo fuy ,living,roo~ ih <
· P{~ss 5. To transfer the 'call 10 mfbeclroom Jn c~ (
ing.

,

=i<=

Press 6. To transfer the call to my toilet in c~F·
nature.
·
Press 7. To transfer the call to my mobile phone in ,case!l

oo.me.

'

"

Press 8. To leave' a message on my"machine! '
,
Press 9. To return to the main menu and listen to optiojt!Fl
again.
i
,;
The contact will then be put on bold,,pending•tb,e,
answering service and uplifting music w.ill be playfug;~ ... T
We,.no-..v eome to the matter of cost..~~ yoUJ ~al\li; ,has O,~ .,
out, the ongoing drive for greater efficieocy,,comes .11t a G9~E· '
cost that y9u have always been quick to pass on to me. Le~ ,
your kindness· by passing some costs back. ,
. '%
&.
.First, there is tb.e matter of adverti~h1g material yo,u sep,".q!«c,{Jwm
read them for a fee of $20 per page. Calls from your authori~ ½htai:t
will be billed at $5 per minute of my time spent in res~n'se. Ani ~11;'
its to my account, as, for example, in the matter of the penalty f« ~
dishonored check., will be passed back to you.
.,. . "' t '
}rlynew phone service nms at tv.o dollars a minute, so you ,~~ld \ie
well advised to ~eep your me&sages brief and to the point, 1 will:idao
charge an establishme11t fee of $150.00 to rover ;the. ae:ttmg up of this
new arrange)llent. I will need a cashier's check in advance before Jtakt
any more ofyoUJ calls.
•j • z{,

;Y ·;

''

Celebrating 30 Years of Serving the Community
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·
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Queen Latifah Named Entertainer of the Year
American Express, Budweiser,
DaimlerChrysler,
JCPenney,
Johnson & Johnson, Kraft

The Black Voice News

Queen Latifah will be named
"Entertainer of the Year," an
honor awarded through an
Essence readers poll. The celebration will be part of the 16th
Annual Essence Awards on
Friday, June 6, 2003 at the
Kodak Theatre in Hollywood,
CA. This year, the Essence
Awards will celebrate the power
of the word in a variety of forms:
music, film and theatre, television and radio, humor and
activism. The two-hour special
will air June 27 at 8:00 pm
ET/PT on Fox.
Long acknowledged as the
most prolific female in rap,
Grammy Award-winning Queen
Latifah was honored with a
Screen Actors Guild Award and
a Best Supporting Actress nomination for an Oscar® and
Golden Globe for her performance in the multi-award-winning
Chicago. She has performed in
both film and television, including The Bone Collector, Set It
Off, Bringing Out the Dead,
Sphere, Living . Single, The
Queen Latifah Show and most
recently in Bringing Down the

Singles, L'Oreal, McDonald's,
Pepsi-Cola, Pine-Sol, Post
Cereals, Soft Sheen/Carson Inc.,

State Farm
Toyota.

Insurance

White Suffers Stroke - F~mily
States "He'll· Be Fine"
The Black

Voice News
LOS ANGELES

Quee1' Latifah

try' s premier African American
award shows.
The Essence Awards is one of
the few awards shows that make
tickets available to the , public.
Tickets are available now
through
Ticketmaster.com,
Ticketmaster outlets, the Kodak
Theatre box office or by calling
(213) 480-3232. Tickets range
in price from $50 to $450 and
are subject to additional service
charges.
The event is sponsored by

House.
"As a multi-talented, creative
force, Queen Latifah embodies
the spirit of African American
women," said Susan L. Taylor,
Essence editorial director. The
2003 Essence Awards is executive produced by Taylor and
Suzanne de Passe.
In 2002, Janet Jackson was
named the first-ever "Entertainer
of the Year." The Essence
Awards was first held in 1987
and has become one of the coun-

(AP) Barry White is "in great
spirits" as he recovers from a
stroke that affected his speech
and the right side of his body, his
daughter says.
The deep-voiced soul singer
suffered a stroke earlier this
month while waiting for a kidney transplant needed after complications from years of high
blood pressure. His daughter,
Shaherah White, said the singer
must be stabilized before he can
undergo a transplant.
"He's had a minor setback, but
have no fear, he'll be fine," she
said Friday. "He will _definitely
be performing again."
Barry White
White, 58, was hospitalized in
August 1999 for a blood pres- Recreation Center in Los won two Grammys in 2000 for
sure problem. He is undergoing Angeles after her father, who best . male and traditional R&B
grew up in the area.
vocal performance for the song
dialysis treatment.
White, whose popularity "Staying Power."
Shaherah White spoke recentreached
a peak in the 1970s,
ly at the renaming of South Park

view us online
www. blackvoicenews. com
~--

-

-

-

WUZ COOK'N
1471 Waterman Avenue (Near Gilbert Street)

New Hours Mon-Thur 8 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Fri-Sat 8 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Sun 10 a.m. - 5 p.m. or by appointment

-

-

-

-

- - - - - - --

-

--

-~~----

(BOIi) IIIJll-7066

Sunday 12-8

Mon.-Thur. 11-9
Fri.-Sat. 10-10

*Commercials
*Gospel Singing
*Documentaries, Etc

••'1

Special rates available
wllile boekilg Spa(t lam!

(909) 243-0443

0

909-232-9602

13373 Perris Blvd., Ste. E414

..

(909) 782-8219
Come meet Bobby and Evelyn Bratton!

Open 7 Days

Featuring the
BESTBar-8 Que, Creole and
Cajun Food in
the Inland
Empire.

Mon. thru Thurs. 11 am• 9 pm
Fri. thru Sat.
11 am - 10 pm
Sun.
11 am - 8 pm

Make your next breakfast meeting
special and worry free. Come, let
us fix you a southern style breakfast that will make you smile!

• Grits • Salmon Cnlqutlls • Fresh
Blsallts • Ba,:on • Eggs
• Jambalap • Seafeod Shrimp
Creole • Sllrtmp EIDUfft • GumN All served with congenial hospitality in an elegant atmosw/Rlce • Red Snapper • Catfish •
phere
Portl"""•leefRas•Hotl.lnb •
Clllttertmgs • Al the Side Orders You ·
can 1mag1nt. Dellclous 11euer1s As early as 5:30 am everyday, we will be ready to make

your group_welcome!
Let us take the
worry out of
your next function!

We can supply a
banquet for 505000 guests for
any occasion.

CRESCENT
CITY CREOLE
RESTAURANT

9395 Monte Vista Ave.
Montclair, CA 91763

Gram's For Breakfast!

R..._ •.,,.,,_

www.downtownsupperclub.com

www.zennpierremediaworks.com
3527 Main Street • Riverside

llldhdays • ,.,,,... • Picnics •
AnnhlwurlN •
,,,.,,,.,.. • Churt:11 Funt:llans

909.682.6070

Video Services

Red Anchor Fish Market

-

Advertise
The Black Voice News

*Weddings

Wanted: Short Order Cook Experience Only

Moreno Valley, CA 92553

- - --

www.blackvoicenews.com

The best food this side of Heaven

You Buy
We Fry

--

Subscribe
ON-LINE &
Save

Now Open

.'--- ..,,,,. ..,.,,..,.,

.

INLAND EMPIRE DIN I NG___&ENTERTAI
-

Mobile Catering

and

MUST BOOK IN ADVANCE FOR
GROUPS FROM 20-50 PEOPLE
Call for bookings and menu selection

(909) 482-0566
(Mlntclalrl

Gospel Brunch Every
Sunday

Hours:
Monday-Thursday
11 :00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.
Friday: 11 :00 a.m. - 11 :00 p.m.
Saturday: 12:00 p.m. - 11 :00 p.m.
Sunday: 12:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Banquet facilities available for any occasion.

.•.
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Is THIS how you want them to learn about sex?

•.

.....·~
•..
,,
•·

,,

•••

,:

...,:

..
-

If not, empower young people by giving them the
information they need to make healthy and
positive decisions.

''

I

Tec;ns need parents, mentors, teachers and other
caring adults to answer questions about love and
sex, reproduction and contraception. And they
need accurate, age-appropriate information
about preventing pregnancy and sexually
transmitted infections.

According to a recent survey, African American
adults view teen pregnancy as a very serio'us
problem. They also report feeling comfortable ·
talking with teens about sex and birth control.
So take the time now to talk with a teen. You
can make a healthy difference in their life.
Teen pregnancy is also an adult problem. Let's
solve it together.
··'.,

GET REAL

ABOUT TEEN PREGNANCY •

For more information, visit www.letsgetreal org.
T he "Get Real About Teen Pregnancy" public education campaign is funded by a grant to
Ogilvy Public Relations Worldwide from The California Wellness Foundation.

Celebrating 30 Years of Serving the Community
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MAY
May 21, 7:30 p.m., Pomona
Valley Minister's Alliance to
host the 3rd Annual Pomona
:Valley Area-Wide Revival at Mt.
Zion Baptist Church of Ontario.
For more information contact
(909) 983-2411.
May 23, 7:00 to 9:00 p.m.,
Democratic Unity Night at the
Lion's Club, 5981 Limonite,
Rubidoux sponsored by the
Juralley Democratic Club. For
more
information
contact
Harriet Poole at (909) 784-4440
, or Garth Newberry at (909) 360•6757.
May 24-26, 10:00 a.m. to 8:00
p.m., Chrysler's Old Pasadena
Summer Fest returns to Central
Park. Admission is free. Visit
the
website
at
www.OldPasadenaSummerFest.
com for a sneak preview or call
the hotline at 626.797.6803 for
additional information.

June 7, 2:00 to 5:00 p.m., The
Macedonia Missionary Baptist
Church's Missionary Society
will present their First Annual
"We're Steppin' Up on Faith"
Fashion Affair and Luncheon.
This event will be held at the St.
Andrew's Masonic Lodge,
Comers of 8th and Perris Streets,
San Bernardino. For more information contact Celeste Williams,
Chairperson at (909) 888-3761
or (909) 544-3462 or R. Faye
Bell at (909) 875-9055.
June 14 & 15, 25th Anniversary
of the Playboy Jazz Festival at
the Hollywood Bowl. Tickets
can be purchased through

REUNIONS

Cajon High School 70's Cruise.
All graduating classes in the
1970's from Cajon High School
are· invited to join them on a
cruise beginning October 17,
2003. For more information
contact Charlene at (909) 9130831 or Esther at Riverside
Travel (909) 684-1838.

Some banks charge you

JULY

for cancelled checks even if
you have free checking.

July 30 -Aug. 1, Life Church of

(All tickets $2.00 surcharge)

For tickets, contact The Black Voice News
Inland Empire Rodeo Hotline

'

909.888.8319 (leave message)
or

email: cherylbrown@blackvoicenews.com

•·-=~
Ill

cu

cu
~

IName

I

I

,rddress

I
-I

IPhone

cu
. r:

So where's the free?

I
,-

IE-mail
The Black Voice News published every
week is $40.00/yr.

New employment
listings weekly
"Job Connection"

Family Services Association of
Western Riverside County will

FREE Poet?' Contest! Win
$10,000.00.
Enter
the
International Open Amateur
Poetry Contest for your chance
to win the Grand Prize of
$10,000.00. For more details
V
i
S
i
t

www.optilc.com/linkc/mon_b/g
o.php3?45.

General Admission
Children (2-12 under): $10
Adults Advance $15
Adults at door $18
Box seats $22

JUNE

•

SERVICES

provide reduced or no cost childcare services in the Moreno
Valley and surrounding areas.
To receive an enrollment packet,
please contact (909) 779-9784 or
(909) 786-3623.

Saturday July 12th @ 1:30 PM
Saturday July 12th @ 6.:30 PM
Sunday July 13th @ 3:30 PM
At the
Los Angeles Equestrian Center
480 Riverside Drive, Burbank, California

.

, June 7, 12 noon to 6:00 p.m.
tThe
Riverside
Juneteenth
~Celebration committee in con~junction wit the Stratton
'__Community Center/Riverside
: will be presenting its third annu; al June teen th Celebration at
I
, Stratton Center/Bordwell Park,
•
: 2008 Martin Luther King Blvd.
; For more information contact
:(909) 788-4959.

June 19, 8:00 p.m., Opera Noir
will present its 3rd Annual
"Juneteenth Gala" featuring "A
Tribute to Luther Vandross."
The event will be held at the
Orpheum Theatre in Downtown
Los Angeles. For more information call (818) 501-7131.

God in Christ presents the 8th
Annual Koinonia Conference at
the Riverside Convention Center
with guest speakers: Pastor
Paula White, Bishop Paul
Morton, Dr. Frederick K.C.
Price, Pastor Sheryl Brady and
more. For more information call
(909) 684~LIFE.

The 20th Annual
"Bill Pickett Invitational Rodeo"

May 31, Family Service
Association will host their annual Juneteenth Celebration in
· June. They are looking for all
types of entertainment. If you
have talents you would like to
showcase auditions will be on
: May 31. For more information
' contact Ron Gibson at (909)
_943-1342 or Dana Thomas at
: (909) 940-1950.

:June 6, Queen Latifah will be
•named "Entertainer of the Year,"
•: at the 16th anniversary of the
:Essence Awards in Hollywood.
:Tickets are available through
' Ticketmaster.com or by calling
: (213) 480-3232.

Ticketmaster, the Hollywood
Bowl box office, or online at
www.playboy.com/arts-entertainment. For more information
about the Playboy Jazz Festival,
call the festival hotline at (310)
449-4070.

Send check or money order to:
The Black Voice News
P.O. Box 1581
Riverside, CA 92502

-H&l's Armstrong Transmissions
Please allow 4-6 weeks for first issue

It 's at Washington Mutual. Where free checking means exactly that. There's no fee for
return of your cancelled checks. No required minimum balance. No mandatory direct deposit. No
hidden fees and service charges. Free access to tellers and customer service telephone lines. Free
24/7 access to your account at our ATM's. Even a free VISA check card. So if you've been wondering
where's the free in your so-called "free" checking ac-count, come to Washington Mutual. We're where
it's at. For the location nearest to you call 1-800-788-7000

II Washington Mutual Where free checking really .means free.

or subscribe online www.blackvoicenews.com

"H&L has my car running like

FDIC Insured

r--~ -------------,
H&L Auto Repair
I

r

the energizer battery; it just
keeps going and going and
going 400,000 miles later!"
-

I
I
I
I · .
Marion Black,Vernon Company, Rialto,CA
Tell them ·you ·saw it in .., - - The Black Voice
~ - - 1
1
1

H&l Auto Repair

8651 lndlana Avenue
Riverside, CA 92504

3159 IIUll lane
Riverside, CA 92501

909-681-2821

909-684-0605

I
\

I

I
I

(A $49.95 value)

---.i
---------ff&& irm;t,;n
~
- ,;,,;;,;;;;;, - - 91

I

I

pan gaskets up to 5 quarts of ATF
(filter extra) (an $80.00 value)

I"

H&l's Armstrenu Transmissions

I

Free Diagnosis ($65.oo Value)
Transmission Service Special: Includes

I

Two Great locations

'

,\ Free Brake Inspection
Oil' Change . Special $13.95
$29..95 ~remium Oil change

,,,

I
,

I

Axles<most cars starting at $75.95 1
1
Transmission Overhaul: starting at $895.oo 1
1

1

I
L. -

1·
I

w/ 24,000 mile warranty
36,000 warranty (ask for details)

-

------------

-

-

.I

All promotions are subj ect t o change at any time and if you do not have co upon present. Offer expires 6/1/03

, .I
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Verizon Grant Helps Bring Computing to the Disabled
The Black Voice News

SAN BERNARDINO

[nland Empire residents with disabilities will soon have
access to and training for the latest computer technology to
help them succeed in the workplace through a comprehensive
program at Cal State San Bernardino, funded in part by a
$100,000 contribution from Verizon.
The grant from Verizon Foundation, the philanthropic arm
of Verizon Communications, will go toward equipment and
software to broaden campus and community access to the university's existing computer .assistance center for disabled students, faculty and staff. The contribution complement5 a
$143,000 grant from the state's Department of Rehabilitation,
whose clients will be among the first to take advantage of the
extended services.
Verizon officials formally presented a $ 100,000 check to Cal
State San Bernardino President Alben Karnig on Thursday,
May 15, at the new Assistive Computing Resource Center
(ACRC) in the university's John M . Pfau Library during the
Access 2003 Expo. The. expo showcased the various services
and technologies available to assist disabled people.
"We're grateful to the Verizon Foundation for recognizing
the needs of our disabled students and helping them to gain
access to the full range of computer technology at CSUSB,"
Karnig said. "This gift will lielp a great many students fulfill
their dreams, as well as benefit the entire campus community."
"Learning takes place in many ways outside the traditional
classroom," saitl Verizon Pacific Region President Tim
McCallion. "Technology can enhance and complement the
educational experience, breaking down physical and geo. graphic barriers to increase student achievement. Programs
like ACRC play a vital role in accelerating learning and preparing students for jobs in the 2 1st century." •
The ACRC, a service of the university's Academic
Computing and Media depru1ment, provides assistance to the
disabled members of the campus community. Services include
needs assessments (what technology and software works best
for an individual), training in software and computers, the latest in computing technology (including speech recognition and
speech output, screen enlargement and high resolution monitors, scanners and Braille printing), and simple solutions, such
as working with adjustable-height workstations or the use of a
trackball instead of conventional mouse.
"We wanted to find a way to move out into the community
and provide resources that meet their needs, along with our students, faculty al)d staff," said Kevin Price, coordinator of the
center. "There's really not a lot of quality programs set up for
this in the Inland Empire." The Verizon grant, along with the
funds from the Department of Rehabilitation, will allow ACRC
to extend its services beyond the campus, fulfilling that need,
Price said. "The Verizon grant was the final piece of the puzzle

for the center (student assistants and volunteers round out the
center staff). While the center will be open during regular business hours during the workweek, Price said arrangements
could be made to accommodate people after hours. As the program progresses and awareness of its existence increases, it
will be able to take on more clients, he said.
The grant from Verizon is part of a continuing relationship
between the company and Cal State San Bernardino. Last year,
Verizon donated $100,000 to the university's National Center
for Excellence in Distance Learning, which helped purchase
digital television equipment to deliver Internet-based certificate and degree programs for the Navy. The equipment also is
being used by the university-run Inland California Television
Network, which launches this summer. lCTN serves the west
and east valley c ities of San Bernardino County - from Chino
and Upland to Redlands and Yucaipa - and all the conununities
in between along the I-10 corridor. The network, which will
feature a live nightly newscast, will be carried on cable
Channel 3 from 9-10:30 p.m. Monday through Friday. ln
2001, Verizon donated $50,000 to the university's Palm Desert
Campus.
That money provided upgraded technology for students and
staff at the Mary Stuart Rogers Gateway Building, the first permanent building at the university's branch campus in the
desert.
Verizon Foundation is committed to helping people and
communities make progress every day. The foundation suppons a variety of programs that foc us on improving basic and
computer literacy, bridging the digital divide, enriching communities through technology and creating a skilled work force.
The foundation promotes partnerships in technology with
organizations serving the needs of diverse communities, peo-
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Spiritual Advisor
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Psychic Reader

Family

We can help you acquire disability cash benefits
within 60-90 days or less! If you have applied
or are thinking about applying for Social
Security benefits, dpn't go it alone!

CALL DISABILITY PARTNERS, LLC

(626) 737-9706 ~ Toll Free (877) 207-4707

24871 Sunnymead Blvd., Moreno Valley, CA 92553

-

Consumers 1st ,inancial Service
Home Loan Specialist
Purchase Or Refinance Now!

Easy Qualifier, Credit
problems Ok. No
Income
'
Documentation OK.
Debt Consolidation.

Valley Business Park
1264 South Waterman Avenue, Suite 27 and 28
San Bernardino, CA 92408
Office:

~ Valley, Ca 92553

909-890-9422
909-890-9344 - fax

(D) 109.124.5451
(p) 101.12U4112

National Institute Legal enter

12981 Perris Blvd . Ste 107
Moreno Valley CA, 92553
Licensed By The Dept. Of Corporations Under the Calif.
Mortgage ACT. Equal Housing lender Calif. Dept Of
Corporations License CFL.
Lie# 6038731

Certified - Bonded
State Registered
Legal Document Assistance
MEMBER OF INLAND
EMPIRE LEGAL DOCUMENT ASSISTANTS ASSOCIATION
Moreno· Valley

[485-4571]

Oscar Snow, LDA Director

Se Habla Espanol

(909) 924-9330

Attorney Assistance Available
Weekend and Evenings Appointments Available
Affordij9le tssistance
Same Day Appointments Available
Prices Low

"NO SEijVICE OVER $300"
CALL TODAY

Joyce Saunders

Call Now!

Low Cost Document Assistance
Serving Moreno Valley, Perris al'ld (All The Inland Empire)

• Divorce
$175-275
• Child C ustodyNisitation$200-300
• C hild Support
$200-300
• Legal Separations
$175-275
• Evictions
$150-200
• Adoptions
$250-300
• Living Trusts
$300
• Wills
$2 00
• QRDRO's
$300
• Incorporations
$300
• Name Change
$200-300
• Bankruptcy
$195
•And More

Have You Been Denied DISABIUTY or SSI Benefits?

909.924.9288

Legal Document Preparation
Services
Registered and Bonded in
Process Serving

2A384 Sunnymead Bllld. '205

·t

Free Crystal with each reading!

•

"We open Ille door to your
Dream Loan"

plete Coll!sion Repair
·.·.·ng in Insurance Claims

***FREE CASE ASSESSMENT BY PHONE***

SOS Services

100% Financir:ig Purchases/ Refinances
Home lmpovement
Debt Consolidation
BK 13 Pay Off For Refinancing
No Income Documentation
F ica's as low as 500

Computing Resource Center at (909) 880-5079 or the CSUSB
public affairs office at (909) 880-5007.

Career

Unlimited Financial Solutions

to make thls program a ftrSt-ciass program.';
Price said the aim is to level the playing field in the workplace for disabled people. Not only will they learn of the latest
technology - and simple, relatively inexpensive workstation
adaptations - the information will also be made available to
employers who either have disabled workers or are anticipating hiring them to their staffs.
At the outset, the program will be opened to clients referred
by the Department of Rehabilitation. The department's grant
helped fund a full-time trainer and needs assessment specialist

MAR)/ KAY '

pie with disabilities, and the economically and socially disadvantaged. The foundation also supports Verizon Volunteers, an
incentive program that encourages Verizon employees to volunteer in their communities and provides matching gifts to
nonprofit organizations. For more information on the foundation, visit www.verizon.com/foundation.
Cal State San Bernardino opened its doors in 1965 with a
pioneer class of 293 students. Today, the university offers
almost 70 traditional bachelor's and master's degrees along
with a wide variety of education credential and certificate programs to a student body of more than 16,300. One of the 23
campuses in the California State University system, the largest
higher education system in the country, Cal State San
Bernardino is the sole public comprehensive university serving
Riverside and San Bernardino counties, one of the fastest
growing regions in California.
For more information, contact Kevin Price at the Assistive

24384 Sunnymead Blvd.,
Suite 203
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
9 am - 6 pm M-F

Cfwco{ate Creations
Personalized Candy Bars for All
Holidays
Q
·
Binh
.
ccas1ons
Announcements
Grand Openmg s
.
Graduations
School o r Church

Weddmgs
Bridal or Baby
Showers

Fundraisers

23 1 E. Alessandro Blvd. #A-107
Riverside, CA 92508
1(888) 344-82 11
www.ChocolateForKeeps.com

Clierubs
-N
Clioco{ates

Business Directory
- -- ---.-,--~-------------LeVIAS & ASSOCIATES
300 Law Firms Working Together
We will refer you to an attorney that specializes in whatever your legal needs might be.
We are dedicated to helping the African-

BARBER CUTS BY

1),

American people

A FREE SERVICE! 1-800-500-7047

ESSENCE HAIR SALON

HOME LOANS
Over 50 mongage bankers working with LeVias and Associates. We
will refer you to a mongage banker that special izes in your panicular need: Refinancing, Home Loan, or Consolidation. If you own a
home, we will get you a loan! l -800-500-7047

Insurance Agency

Mon-Fri 9-7
Closed Tuesdays
Sat: 7-7
Sun: 7-1

Naturally rou,s Boutique
ByOlufemi

LAW OFFICE OF

LEON CARRIGAN, JR.

420 N. McKinley, Ste. 102
Corona, Ca. 91719
909.272.5765
909.934.1005

RICHARD F. N EVINS

Specializing

Life, Health, IRA, Keoug h
Burial, Auto, Home Owne rs
Cal. Lie. #0341370

Since 1967
GRADUATE oF LIFE
P.h. (909) 369-9752
Fax (909) 369-9252

UNoERWRlTERs

Taxes
Bankruptcy
Business Contracts
Living Trusts & Wills
Incorpora tions & Partnerships

coycic1L

P.O. Box 5342
Rivers ide , CA 925 17

Reed's Electric Service
Hayward Reed Jr.
Electrical Contractor

4136 10th Street
Riverside, CA 92501

(909) 686-5193

Specializing in· Civil Rights Complaints
2851 S. La Cadena Dr. Sp. 171A • Colton, California 92324
909-824-2281 Fax 909-824-2281 •
Civil Complaint in All Courts States and
Federal Court
Appeals
Special Letters
Research Case
Restraining Order
Bankruptcy Filing and Preparation

& Repairs
Member of Berter Bt1si11ess Bureau
Carl G. Thymes

r I

'WWW.naturi lMt\'4JJ,CO!t'I

ALL ABOUT HAIR

(909) 825-9012
Richard Nevins

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

Cell: (909) 334-4612
Fax: (909) 776-2043

Ntt ~ ~uty fnt~

• Sisterlocks™/Brotherlocks™
• Braids (Micro , Cornrow Etc.)
• Locs/ Twists/Maintenance
• Children Welcome

THYMES &, THYMES LEGAL AND

Lie. #805019
Free Estimates
Home Improvements

909.623 .1517 Lets take your skin care to the
next level!

License No. Z40248

e-mail: olufemi1@earthlink.net
www.home.earthlink.net/-olufemi1
Open : Mon.-Fri.
Sun. by Appts. Only

A

Collector's (;11llert,

• Dolls & Accessories
• Collectibles • Gifts • Miniatrues
• Home Decoration

7he ~ouse of ,Youn9's

(909) 737-5533

HEAD

21

BOOTH AVAILABLE

Beauty Parlor
And Supply

· A Full Service Salon

Specializing in
22400 Barton Rd., #5 •
Grand Terrace, CA 9231 3
Phone(909) 825-9600
Fax (909) 825-9605

Braids
We aves
Cuts

Colo r
Fusions
Up-Do's

3940 California Ave, Suite D • Norco, CA 92860
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Number of. Public·companies Going Private Increases 26% Since Sarbanes Oxley
The Black Voice News
CHICAG.O

more accountable," Ed
Nusbaum,
Grant
Recently, it was
Thornton's
CEO
says.
Number of public companies
the mad rush for
"While this is great
going private increases
private companies
from a shareholder's
to go public and
perspective, companies
since Sarbanes-Oxley
offer IPO's. Now
that are publicly traded
with a lethargic·
may now face additionstock market, and
al burdens. Most of
new stringent r~guthese regulatory reform
lations for public
provisions are focused
companies set forth
squarely on public
by
the
recent
companies - while their
S arbanes-Oxley
private company counlegislation,
the
terparts do not share
amount of public
these same requirecompanies going
ments."
private
has
"These recent regulatoincreased
26%
ry developments have
since July (when
increased the cost of
Sarbanes hit the
being a public compaJuly- March
July - March
books) over the
. ny," Nusbaum says,
2001 - 20oz
2002 • 2003
similar time period
adding that, "going priSource: Grant Thornton
one year earlier.
vate could save a comThere are many
pany accounting and
reasons for a public company to go private and do legal fees associated with SEC filings, as well as
a "reverse IPO."
executive time."
"Many of the recent regulatory changes benefit
shareholders by making executives and directors
Reasonable rates

26%

49

39

• 403B, Annuities, and Life
• Auto & Homeowners Insurance~ ~ - - ~

Billy Mitchell,

7~

Reading· Pbonics • Math
Ages6 • 10

• Programs welcome
• Help with homework
FREE meals
• Activities
Special, separate, .
one-to-one tutoring
program available on
site
• School pickup possible

~

Email your quote request!

1-/--

909-785-1351

Law Offices of Kandel & Lopez

HELP END THE
BLOOD SHORTAGE DONATE
YOUR PLASMA
785 N. La Cadena Drive
Colton, CA 92324

(909) 422-1370

Ask for Liz at (909) 781-4659

Problems?

Let "le Help!

Bring In this ad and

receive a $5 bonus on your
first plasma donation.

Call me A nytime!

909}

825•1212

cell

909) 553-2261

-

Ron's Lawn Service

Charles A. Christian
REALTOR®

Executive
7426 Cherry Ave., Ste. 200
Fontana, California 92336
Business (909) 349-1122
Fax (909) 349-2306
E-Mail cchristian@c21Executive.net
Web Site c2Jexecutive.net
Each Office is lndepe11de111/y Owned and Operated

REAL ESTATE

a-~

909/872~2354

,,~

free estimates

Alex Hartley

•

VP VINCENT·
PROPERTIES
Real Estate Investments
Traveling Notary Services

REALTOR®

PROFESSIONAL REAL ESTATE
SERVICES

MISCELLANEOUS

23580 Sunnymead Blvd.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Office: (909) 247-2213
Fax: (909) 247-0873

General Contractor, 18 Years Experience,
Master in Homes & Apartment Repair
• Plumbing

• Painting

• Carpentry
• Door & Window
• Drywall
Installation
We Install Bathtubs and Showers!

Lie. #521797
Bonded

Tel./Fax

(909) 467-0999

1

Office: 909-486-97 68
Celi: 909-283-8592
Email:

vproperties@adelphia.'16'.

TEER ONE PROPERTIES

Dwight D. Pledger
REALTOR® GRI

3978 Brockton Ave.
Riverside, CA 92501

Real Estate Professional
E-mail: dwightpledger@aol.com

Clarence E, Vincent
Broker/Notary Public

- "•·r- ~.,.'-

Mike Teer
Broker/Notary Public

Office:(909) 784-1342
Fax: (909) 781-6712
E-mail: teer I @sbcglobal.net
Website: miketeer.com

Prudential
California Realty
Moreno Valley, CA
Dir 909 328-4155 Pgr 909 872-4959
"You

Can Trust Me To Work Hard For You!"

An indepedently ow11ed and operJted member of The Prudential Real EsrnteAffiliates, Inc.

Designs
By

Don Griggs
Tel:· (909) 820-9707
Fax: (909) 820-9707

Don
Fine Men's Ties

WWW.DESIGNSBYDON.COM

T&S Investments

Tillman R(verside Mortuary

Cash for Your House in 24 Hours

Toyin Dawodu
22365 Barton Rd. #205
Grand Terrace, CA 92313

(909) 681 -8840
Fax: (909) 681-8397
toyin@zxmail.com

ENTERTAINMENT

'

_Planning A Trip to Africa?
Learn to speak Swahili, Private &
Small Group Setting in Riverside,
Moreno Valley & San Bernardino.
Reasonable Fees. Day or Evening
Classes

Call 909.488.0443 .
··-

House Parties - Add the right
amount of spice for that special
occasion
Banquets & Awards Have it
your way! Soft 9inner music
with Big da,:ice beats.
·Concerts Stop the clock, bring
back the memories! Experience
the real stars.
Black History Shows House
parties, schools and concerts

BURIAL INSURANCE
PRE-NEED ARRANGEMENTS
HABLAMOS ESPANOL
vmRANS BENEFITS

:iW'::m

lmpire Inc.

Mr. Handyman
Plumbing • Electrical
Carpentry • Drywall
Landlord Min. Contracts Welcome

30 Years Experience
$29,00 - $499,00

Mr.Joe
U.L.C. Promotion

Buyer?
✓Credit

Bring a valid photo ID and
Social Security Card

6700 Indiana Avenue, Suite 170
Riverside, CA 92506

Office Ho:irs
By Appointment

Full Value Paid for Real Estate

HANDYMAN.

Welcome!
✓Firm Time

18-65 years old in good
health Weigh 110 lbs or
more

Diplomat, American Board of Psychiatry and Neurology
Added Qualifications in Geriatric Psychiatry
General & Geriatric Psychiatry
Member Black Psychiatrists of America

Call for your FREE consultation over the phone!

Phone: 909-889-8436

-

✓Credit Unions

You must be:

Car/.S. Kandel,

Misdemeariers
Juvenile Cases
Traffic Violations • Civil as well as Criminal law
• Theft
• and more . ..

BUY FLEET!

$$$$ EARN EXTRA CASH!!!!
BE A PLASl\1A DONOR

Samuel E. Dey, Jr.,
M.D.

F.ducud Pinandal Solulions

Criminaf Attorney
expert, handled
over 150 Murder
Cases and
numerous Death
Penalty Cases
with no client
ever receiving the
death penalty.

W1tlie M itchel l

(909) 341-8930
FAX (909) 341-8932

Horace Mann

A Lawyer Who CARES!

and private middle-market clients through 51
offices in the United States and in 585 offices in
110 countries. Grant Thornton's Web site address
is www.grantthornton.com.

MEDICAL

LuTcF

Fax:909-785-1371 • Email:bmjmmm@cs.com

Going private provides additional advantages by
eliminating some of the pressures associated with
being a public entity, such as reducing the pressure
to maintain growth. By going private, a company
also regains confidentiality because the company
no longer has to disclose compensation and financial details to the public, and control is put solely
in the hands of the new owners. Additionally,
companies that go from being public to private
could possibly save the costs of defending themselves in shareholder litigation.
Grant Thornton is the leading global accounting,
tax, and business advisory firm dedicated to serving the needs of middle-market companies.
Founded in 1924, Grant Thornton serves public

909/377-398&

President - CEO
Emb. Lie #6496
FD. Lie #253

ED THE HANDYMAN
All Types of Home Repairs
Over 50 yrs. Experience
Well Known
Up to $500 labor
Ask for Ed

909/242-9176

2874 Tenth Street - P.O. Box 51628

Riverside, California
(909) 682-6433 - (909) 682-6437
(800) 300-6433 - FAX (909) 682-7863
Over 20 Years Experience
License #FD757'
j

·
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L£GALS/CLAS SIFl EDS
JOB CONNE CTI ON

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

1.800.864.0092
JOB HOTLINE
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

Riverside County Sheriff's Department
Available Positions
Public Safety Communications Officer 1/11
(911 Dispatcher)

•

Correctional Cook
$25,844.21 - $33,675.20/year
Correctional Senior Food Service Worker
$21 ,739.74 - $27,553.76/year

For qualification, examination, or general information on these and other positions within the
Riverside County Sheriff's Department please
contact: Riverside County Human Resources,
4080 Lemon Street, Riverside, California 92501
or
via
the
internet
to
www . co . riverside . ca.us/de pts / h r
<http://www.co.riverside .ca.us/depts/h r>
or
email jobmatch@co.riverside.ca.us. If you have
any questions, please call Sue Gates at (909)
955-6133.

CIRCLELIFE
4711 Holt St.,• Montclair, CA 9 1763
909.970.1374 • Fax 909.447.1297
Economic Workshop
Ways to earn big money

Business Hours L0-7 daily
Contact Billy

PARENTS
IS YOUR CHILD
EASY PREY?
Daycare • Sports •

Home Alone
WWW. timelygift. com

LIBRARY MEDIA TECHNICIAN I
$2,434.00 per month (8 hour equivalent). This
position is 7 hours per day, 5 days per week, 12
months per year. A candidate eligibility list will be
established from this recruitment. REQU IREMENTS: One year of responsible clerical experience involving general record keeping; experience working in a library or instructional materials center is desirable , but is not required.
Verification of a GED certificate , High School
diploma, or a higher degree; verification of the
completion of 48 semester credits of post secondary education." Type or keyboard at a net
corrected speed of 30 wpm. CLOSING DATE:
3:00 p.m., Friday, May 30, 2003.
LIBRARY MEDIA TECHNICIAN II
$2,616.00 per month (8 hour equivalent). This
position is 8 hours per day, 5 days per week, 11
months per year. A candidate eligibility list will be
established from this recruitment. REQUIREMENTS: Two years of employment in the library
field as a library technician or a1ibrary clerk, within the last 1O years; a library techn ician's certificate may be substituted for the required experience. Verification of a GED certificate, High
School diploma, or a higher degree; verification
of the completion of 48 semester credits of post
secondary education, which must include a minimum of 12 semester credits in library science or
library/media technology." Type or keyboard at a
net corrected speed of 35 wpm. CLOSING
DATE: 3:00 p.m., Thursday, June 5, 2003.
• Qualified applicants must submit a completed
application and verification of all educational
requirements by the closing date. All offers of
employment are made contingent upon the applicant passing a pre-placement physical examination and upon receipt of information from the
California State Department of Justice,
Sacramento, indicating that the applicant is not
prohibited from being employed. Incomplete
application packets will not be considered.
Please apply at The Rialto Unified School
District, 182 E. Walnut Avenue, Rialto, CA 92376,
(909) 820-7700, EXT 422.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
RIALTO UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT IS A
DRUG AND TOBACCO-FREE WORKPLACE
HUMAN RESOURCES
Experience - Advanced technology - Quick
Respnse to a constantly evolving marketplace.
Just three factors that make THE DEUTSCH
COMPANY a leader in commercial electrical
interconnection technology. If you would like to
be part of a company that respects you and your
talent, we have an excellent opportunity for a:

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

Postal Positions
Clerks/carriers/sorters. No exp. requried.
Benefits. For exam, salary, and testing information call
(630) 393-3032 ext. 4117 8am-8pm 7 days
Immediately wanted a roommate to share a
Christian Home and to do house hold responsibilities for a caring single Senior lady for more

information please contact Leatrice Barnes 323766-7417 or Dorothy Barnes 310-973-4002.
Sr. Deputy Clerk
$40,634-$50,330
www.aqmd.gov
FIT Project Coordinator

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY

d · ers wanted
Looking for drivers to
deliver The
B l ack
Voice
N ews
in
Riverside a nd San
Bernardino co unties.
, Must have own transportation , valid C A dri• v e r's license a nd insurance.
M ay b e
' required to file Fictitious Business Nam e
Statement with the County of Riverside.
Four ho ur routes. Flexible hours.
Contact C heryl Brown
T he Black Vo ice News
3585 Main Street #201, Rive rside, CA
92501 • 909.682.6070
www.blackvoicenews.com

EOE

HOM ES F OR SAL E

First Time Buyers
, Why rent when you
can own? Free list of
homes available with
, no money down.under
$1, 100/mnth. 1-877, 680-8068
ID# 1051
' Community
Real
Estate

Multicultural Salon is
looking to ftU 6 stations
with hairstylist,barbers,
and braiders. Booth
rental starts @ $60.00 $80.00 a week. First
Month Free for renters
only. Call Laynette @
(909) 830-7844
L E GAL S
The following person(s) is (are)

doing business as:

HUMAN RESOURCES
REPRESENTATIVE

NO MONEY DOWNFree list of properties
available with no
down payment. Free
recorded message 1877 - 680 - 8068
IQ#1043. Community
Real Estate

11 Costly
Home Inspection
Pitfalls
FREE Report reveals
what you need to
know
BEFORE
you list your home for
sale
FREE recorded message
1-877-680-8068
ID# 1003
Community Real Estate
BLAND INVESTMENTS
73 t Linden Street
Riverside. CA 92507
Wilham Christopher Bland

731 Linden Street

Riverside, CA 92507
This business is conducted by
tndtvldual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the ficti·

tious name(s) listed above.

I declare that all the information
in this statement rs true and correct. (A registrant who declares
as true. information which he or
she knows to be false Is guilty of
a clime.)
s/..Thomas Lopez Tapia, Jr.
The filing of this statement does
not of Itself authonze the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement tiled with the County
of Riverside on 4/04/03.
I hereby certify tha1 this copy is a
correct copy of the original state·
ment on file 1n my office.
NOTICE: Tors fictitious business
name statement expires five
years from the date it was filed in
the Office of the County Clerk. A
new Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed before
that time. The filing of this state•
ment does not itself authorize
lhe use In this state of a
F1dihous Business Name ,n vic>lation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common
law (See Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business
and
Professk>ns
Code).

GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO R-2003-03652

p. 4/24, 511. 518. 5115
AMENDED
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
TIMES TO REMEMBER
12849 Barbazon Dr.
Moreno Valley, CA 9'2bbb
P.O . Bo, 6560
March ARB, CA ~518

Michael Allan Bethea
1 2849 Barbazbn Or.
Moreno Valley, CA 92555
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant commenced to transact business under the fictitious
business name(s) listed above
on 1/16/1996.
I declare that all the Information
in this statement is true and correct. (A registrant who declares
as true, information which he or
she knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
s/.. Michael A. Bethea
The Ming of this sta1ement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement liled with the County
of Riverside on 3/06/03.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five
years from the date it was filed in
the Office of the County Clerk. A
new Fictit10us Business Name
Statement must be filed before
that time. The filing of this statement does not itself authorize
the use in this state of a
Fictitious Business Name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common
law (See Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business
and
Professions
Code).
GARY L ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO R-2003·02484
p. 3/20, 3/27, 413, 4/ 10,

511, 518, 5115, 5122

The successful candidate must have a
Bachelor's Degree and 1-2 years experience in
a Human Resources environment Familiarity

with wage and salary administration worker's
compensation, and automated h.r. systems

We offer competitive compensation and benelits
including medical, dental and life coverage educational reimbursement prom sharing and
401/k} plans. Please mail/fax/e-mail resume to:

DEUTSCH

Req 1d: BS in health science or related field; 4 yrs
community research with focus groups; public
health principles; exp. with diverse populations;
able to motivate & lead; great communication &
facilitation skills, MS Office. $50K. Details @
www.inlandwellness.org. Fax resume by 5/30 to
African American Health Initiative 909-824-8902.

• Best Buy Hotlist
' reveals 1O best buys
in your specific price
range. Free re-corded
message. 1·877-6808068
ID#
1040.
Community
~eal
Estate
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TECH CENTER
c/o Sandy Darnell
3850 Industrial Ave.
Hemet, CA92545
Fax (909) 765-2285
Email:
techcenteremployment@deutschconnectors.net
ISO 9001 & ISO 14001 CERTIFIED
E.O.E. M/F/ON
I declare that aU the information
in this statement is true and correct . (A registrant who declares
as true, information 1,vtuch he or

lation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common
law (See Section 14411. Et Seq ..
Business
and
Professions

she knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
s/..William Bland

Code).

The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state o f a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal. state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed with the County
of Riverside on 4/01/03.

I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original state•
ment on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business

name statement expires five
years from the date it was filed in
the Office of the County Clerk. A

new Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed before
that time. The filing of this statement does not itself authorize
the use in this state of a
Fictitious Business Name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common
law (See Section 14411 , Et Seq ..
Business
and
Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-03468

p. 4124, 511, SIB. 5115
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
TRACY"S SHACK OF J ERKY
24757 Washington Ave.
Murrieta, CA 92562
23909 Five Tribes Trail
Murrieta, CA 92562
Tracy Marie Rios
23909 Five T~bes Trail
Murrieta, CA 92562
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the ficti•
tious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information
in this statement is true and cor•
rect (A registrant who declares
as true, information which he or
she knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
s/..Tracy M. Rios
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a ficiitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Stalement filed with the County
of Riverside on 4108/03.
I hereby certify that lhis copy Is a
correct copy of the origi~al statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five
years from the date it was filed in
the Office of the County Clerk. A
new Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed before
that time. The filing of ,this state·
ment does not itself authorize
the use in this state of a
Fictitious Business Name in vio-

GARY L ORSO. County Clerk
FILE NO. R·2003-Q3704
p . 4124, 511. SIB. 5115
The following person{s) Is (are)
doing business as:
CAL•SURY
21 361 Marston Ct
Mo reno Valley, CA 92557
Cal-Surv, Inc.
21361 Marston Ct.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
CAA0541456
This business is conducted by
Corporatton.
Registrant commenced to transact business under the fictitious
business name(s) listed above
on 04/07/1993.
I declare that all the information
In this statement Is true and correct. (A registrant who declares
as true, information which he or
she knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
s/..Aosanne Orosco. Secretary
LLC/A I# A0541456
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed with the County
of Riverside on 4/07/03.
I hereby certify that this copy Is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my oHice.
NOTICE: This fictilious -business
name statement expires five
years from the date it was filed in
the Office of the County Clerk. A
new Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be f iled before
that time. The filing of this statement does not itself authorize
the use in this state of a
Fictitious Business Name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state o r conYT1on
law (See Section 14411 , Et Seq.,
Business
and
Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO. County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-()3695
p . 4124, 511, 518, 5115
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
SARISA11527 Spyglass Circle
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
Thomas Lopez Tapia Jr.
11527 Spyglass Circle
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
Josie Marie Tapia
11527 Spyglass Circle
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
This business is conducted by
Individual - Husband & Wife.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.

The following person(s) 1s (are)
doing business as·
SUPERIOR FURNITURE
12125 o8y St. #M413
Moreno Valley, CA g2557
Binh Minh Lam
3395 Friendswood Ave.
El Monte, CA 91 733
This business is conducted by
Individual.
""'
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information
in this statement is true and correct. (A registrant who declares
as true , information which he or
she knows lo be false is guilty of
a cnme.)
s/..Binh M . Lam
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name 1n v1olat1on of the nghts of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed with the County
of Riverside on 4/ 24103.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This ficlJtious business
name statement expires five
years from the date it was filed in
the Office of the County Clerk. A
new Fictitious Bu~ness Name
Statement must be flled before
that time. The filing of this state•
ment does not itself authorize
the use in this state of a
Fictitious Business Name in violation of lhe rights of another
under federal, state or common
law (See Section 14411 , Et Seq.,
Business
and
Professions
Code).
GARY L ORSO , Counly Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-04378

p. 511, 518, 5115, 5122
The following person(s) 1s (are)
doing business as:
EXPERT LANDSCAPI NG &
LAWN SERVICE
2515 Prospect Ave.
Riverside, CA 92507
Cleo Parks (NMN)
2515 Prospect Ave.
Riverside, CA 92507
Hasan Parks (NMN)
25 t 5 Prospect Ave.
Riverside, CA 92507
This business Is conducted by
Co-Partners.
Registrant commenced to trans•
act business under the fictitious
business name(s) listed above
on 1989.
I declare that all the mformation
in this statement is true and cor•
rect. (A registrant who declares
as true, information which he or
she knows to be false is guilty of
a crime .)
s/..Cleo Parks
T he f iling of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name In violation of the right s of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed ·with the County
of Riverside on 4/ 10103.
I he reby certify tha t t his copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name stateme nt expires five
years from the date it was filed in
the Office ol the County Clerk. A
new Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed before
that time. The filing of this statement does not itsel1 authorize
the use in this state of a
Fictitious Business Name in via•
latlon of the ~ghts of another
under federal, state or common
law (See Section 14411 , Et Seq.,
Business
and
Professions
Code).
GARY L ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO . R-2003-03829

p. 5/1, 518, 5115, 5122
The following person(s) Is (are)
doing business as:
X-TREME SATELLITE
25775 Pizzaro Court
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
Xaviar Lajoice Seabrooks

.25775 Pizzaro Court
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
This business is conducted by
lnd111idua1.
·Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information
in this statement is true and cor•
rect. (A registrant who declares
as true, information which he or
she knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
s/.. Xaviar Seabrooks
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a flctitioUs business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed wilh the County
of Riverside on 4123/03.
I hereby certify thal ltiis copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictittous business
name statement expires five
years from the date it was filed rn
the Office of the County Clerk. A
new Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed before
that time. The filing of this statement does not itself authorize
the use in this state of a
Fictitious Business Name in vio•
lation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common
law (See Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business
and
Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO. County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-04287

p. 511, 518, 5115, 5122
The following person(s) Is (are)
doing business as:
SILVER TOO
1299 Galleria at Tyler
Riverside, CA 92503
1017 N. Archibald Avenue #F
Ontario, CA 9t 764
Carmen Mariella Mongrut
1017 N. Archibald Avenue #F
Ontario. CA 91784
Vitor Leonardo Correa
t0t7 N. Archibald Avenue #F
bntario, CA 9 t 764
This business ls conducted by a
General Partnership.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the ficii·
tious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the Information
in this statement is 1rue and car•
rect. (A registrant who declares
as true, information which he or
she knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
s/..Carmen Mongrut, Partner
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in v10fation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed with the County
of Riverside on 4/23/03.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct COPY. of the original state·
ment on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five
years from the date It was filed in
the Office of the County Clerk. A
new Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed before
that time. The filing of this state•
ment does not itself authorize
the use in this state of a
Fictitious Business Name In violation of the rights of another
under federal. state or common
law (See Section 14411 , Et Seq..
Business
and
Professions

Code).
~ARY L ORSO, County Clorl<
~ILE NO. R-2003-04305
p . 511, SIB, 5115, 5/22
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
CLM DIRECT
t 8988 Reindeer Or.
Lake Elsinore, CA 92530
P.O . BoK 53367
Riverside, C A 92517
Michael Robert Miller
18988 Reindeer Or.
Lake Elsinore, CA 92530
Luke Theodore Nysen
2700 Iowa Ave. 119
Riverside. CA 92507
Craig Thomas Mitchell
1683 Feather Ave.
Thousand Oaks, CA 9t 360
This business is conducted by a
General Partnership.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
t declare that all the information
in this statement is true and correct (A registrant who dedares
as true, information which he or
she knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
s/.. Michaet Miller
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a lictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed with the County
of Riverside on 4122/03.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correci copy of the original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five
years from the date It was filed In
the Office of the County Clerk. A
new Ficiitious Business Name
Statement must be filed before
that time. The filing of this statement does not itself authorize
the use in this state of a
Fictitious Business Name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common
law (See Section t44t1, Et Seq..
Business
and
Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO. County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-04279

p. 511, 518, Sir 5, 5122

law (See Section 1441 1, Et Seq.,
B usiness
and
Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
· FILE NO. R-2003-04323
p . 511, 518, 5115, 5122
The ,following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
MACK VISION ENTERTAINMENT
MACK VISION PRODUCTIONS
12656 Broadleaf Lane
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
P.O. Bo, 9834
Moreno Valley, CA 92552-9834
Kenneth Eugene McNeal
12656 Broadleaf Lane
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information
in this statement is true and correct. (A registrant who declares
as true, information which he or
she knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
sl.. Kenneth McNeal
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in viotaUon of the rights of
another under federal, state. or
common law (sec. 1440 et seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed with the County
of Riverside on 4/03/03.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
~ect copy of the original state•
ment on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five
years from the date it was filed in
the Office of the County Clerk. A
new Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed before
that time. The filing of this state·
ment does not itself authorize
the use in this state of a
Fictitious Business Name In violation of the rights of another
under federal. state or common
law (See Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business
and
Professions
Code).
GARY L ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-03594

p. 511, SIB, 5115, 5/22

The following per.on(s) Is (are)
doing business as:
WINDSHIELD CRACK REPAIR
WINDSHIELD REPAIR SPE·
CIALIST
WINDSHIELD REPAIR SYS·
TEMS
CRACK REPAIR
24747 Washington Ave.
Murrieta, CA 92562
Windshield Crack Repair, Inc.
32133 Catlesito Fadnque
Temecula, CA 92592
CA 2233146

of Riverside on 4/18/03.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five
years from the date it was filed in
the Office of the County Clerk. A
new Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed Defore
that time. The tiling of this statement does not itself authorize
the use in this state of a
Fictitious Business Name in violation of the lights of another
under federal, state or common
law (See Section 14411 , Et Seq.,
Business
and
Professions
Code).
GARY L ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-04160
p. 511, 518, 5115; 5122
The following person(s) Is (are)
doing business as:
MEX ICO BY THE TRUCKLOAD
68·956 Perez Road, Suite L
Calhedral City, CA 92234
Trig Christian Magelssen
45-480 Cota Way
Indian Wells, CA 92210
Joseph Cervantes
68-956 Perez Road, Suite H
Cathedral City, CA 92234
This business is conducted by
Co--Partners.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fict1•
tious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information
in this statement is true and correct. (A registrant who declares
as true, information which he or
she knows to be fatse is guilty of
a crime.)
s/..Trig C. Magelssen
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name In violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et seq.
b &p code)
Statement flied with the County
of Riverside on 4/16/03.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original state·
ment on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictirious business
name statement expires five
years from the date it was filed in
the Office of the County Clerk. A
new Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed before
that time. The filing of this state•
ment does not itself authorize
the use in this state of a
Fictitious Business Name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common
law (See Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business
and
Professions
Code).
GARY L ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. 1-2003-01082

p. 511, 518, 5115, 5/22

This business is conducted by
Corporation.
Registrant commenced to transaci business under the fictitious
business name(s) listed above
on 4/1/98.
I dectare that au the Information
in this statement is true and cor•
rect. (A registrant who declares
as true, information which he or
she knows to be false Is guilty of
a crime.)
s/.. Archie Allan Campfielo,
Preskient
LLC/AI# 2233146
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize lhe use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal. state, or
common law {sec. 1440 et. seq.

b &p code)
Statement filed with the County
of Riverside on 4/03/03.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires fi've
years from the date it was filed in
the Office of the County Clerk. A
new Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed before
that time, The filing of this state·
ment does not itsetf authorize
the use in this state of a
Fictitious Business Name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common
law(SeeSection t441t, Et Seq..
Business
a nd
Professions
Code).
GARY L ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-03566

p. 511, 518, 5115, 5122
The lollowing person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
·
AMERISTAR
359 N. Sheridan #t 06
Corona, CA 92680
Ameristar Restoration Inc.
7275 Gramercy Pl,
,.
Los Angeles, CA 90005
CALIFORNIA C2459816

The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
KELLY KEYS
38114 Sherwood St.
Murrieta, CA 92562
Katherine Ann Keolanul
38114 Sherwood St.
Murrieta, CA 92562
~ames Shawn Kelly
38114 Sherwood St.
Murrieta, CA 92562
This business is conducted by a
General Partnership.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transad business under the flctl•
tious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the inlormat1on
in this statement is true and oorrect. (A registrant who declares
as true, information which he or
she knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
s/.. Kathenne Keolanui
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law {sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed v.ith the County
of Riverside on 4/16/03.'
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This ftctitious business
name statement expires f ive
years from the date it was filed in
the Office of the County Clerk. A
new Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed before
that ti me. The filing of this statement does not itself authorize
the use in th is 1 state of a
Fictitious Business Name in viol ation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common
law (See Section 14411 , Et Seq.,
Business
and
Professions
Code).
GARY L ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R·2003-Q4094

p. 511, SIB. 5115, 5/22

This business is conducied by
Corporation.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fidi•
tious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information
in this statement is true and cor·
rect. (A registrant who declares
as true, Information which he or
she knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
s/..Char1ey Paek, President
LLC/AI# C2459616
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violalton of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1-440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed with the County

The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:

HOGSHAQ
41567 Anza Road
Temecula, CA 92592
Robert Bruce Taylor
41567 Anza Road
Temecula, CA 92592

M O UN'l'AIN

INSURANCE SERVICES
2900 Adams St. Bid -8 -30 S-17
Riverside, CA 92504

Roberta Christina Ayala
t18t5 Claycroft Lane
Riverside, CA 92504
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information
in this statement is true and cor•
rect. (A registrant who declares
as true, information which he or
she knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
s/..Ro berta C. Ayala
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name In vlrnation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Slatement filed with lhe County
of Riverside on 4/23/03.
I here by certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original state~
ment on file in my office.
NOTICE: This lictitKJus business
name statement expires five
years from the date it was filed in
the Office of the County Cieri<. A
new Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed before
that time. The filing of this state•
ment does not itself authorize
the use in this state of a
Fictitious Business Name in vio•
lation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common

The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use 1n
this state of a fictitious business
name In violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statemenl filed wilh the County
of Riverside on 4/18/03.
I hl!M'eby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original state•
ment on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires f ive
years from the date it was filed in
lhe Office of the County Clerk. A
new Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed before
that time. The hling of this state•
ment does not itself authorize
the use in this state of a
Fictit ious Business Name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common
law (See Section 144 t t , Et Seq.,
Business
and
Professions
Code).

'

GARY L ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-04168

p. 511, 518, 5115, 5/22
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
BOBBI'S HOT DIGGITY DOGS
&MORE
40488 Old Castle St.
Murriela. CA 92563
Clyde Brenard Wishom
40488 Old Castle St
Murriela, CA 92563
Metre Long Wishom
40488 Old Castle St.
Murrieta, CA 92563
This business is conducted by
Individual - Husband & Wife.
Registrant commenced to t ransact business under the fictitious
business name(s) listed above
on 4/20/03.
I declare that all the information
in this statement is true and correct. (A registrant who declares
as true, information which he or
she knows to be false ls guilty of
a cnme.)
sl..Melre L Wishom
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a ficiltlous business
name In violation of the nghts of
another under federal, ~late, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement flled with the County
of Riverside on 4/15103.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fid1tlous business
name statement expires five
years from the dale it was fi led in
the Office of the County Clerk. A
new Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed before
that time. The filing of this statement does not itself authorize
the vse in this state of a
Fictitious Business Name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common
law (See Section 14411, El Seq ..
Business
and
Professions
Code).
GARY L ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-04055

p. 511, SIB, 5115, 5/22
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
TOGO' S/BASKIN ROBBINS
PC# 338140
1299 University Ave .. Suite 103
Riverside, CA 92507
2207 E. 4th St.
Ontario, CA 91764
OSA Management. Inc.

2207 E. 4ttl St.
Ontario, CA 91764
CALIF. CORP. 2248303
This business is conducted by
Corporation.
Registrant has not yet begun to
t ransact business under the ficti•
tious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information
in this statement is true and correct. (A registrant who declares
as true, information which he or
she knOws to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
s/..Daniel Savabia, President
LLC/AI# 2248303
The fthng of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b ·&p code)
Statement flied with the County
of Riverside on 4/ 16103.
1 hereby certify that this copy Is a
correct copy ol the original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires 1ive
years from the date it was filed in
the Office of the County Clerk. A
new Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed before
that time. The filing of this statement does not itself authorize
the use in this state of a
Fictitious Business Name in violation ol the rights of another
under lecteral. state or common
law {See Section 14411, Et Seq .,
Business
and
Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-04067

p. 511, 518, 5115. 51'22
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the ficti•
tious name(s) listed above.
I declare that an the information
in this statement is true and cor·
rect. (A registrant who declares
as true, information which he or
she knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)

__________
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
WEEKEND RADIO NETWORK
32750 Brech1el St.
Lake Elsinore, CA 92530
Mark Allen Shoemaker
330 N. lndlan HIii Blvd.
Claremont, CA 91 7 11

Michael Gene Strader
32750 Brechtel St.
Lake Elsinore, CA 92530
This business is conducted by a
General Partnership.
Registrant commenced to trans·
act business under the fictitious
business name(s) listed above
on June 1, 2002.
I declare that all tha information
in th is statement is true and correct. (A registrant who declares
as tru8, Information which he or
she knows to be false is guilty of
a crime. )
s/.. Mark Allen Shoemaker
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use In
th is state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. t 440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed with the County
of Riverside on 4/ 11/03.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file In my office .
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires f ive
years from the date it was filed in
lhe Office of the Counly Clerk. A
new Fictitious · Business Name
Statement must be filed before
that time. The fil ing of this statement does not itself authorize
the use in this state of a
Fictitious Business Name In violation of the nghts of another
under federal, state or common
law (See Section 14411 , Et Seq.,
Business
and
Professions
CO<le).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-03933
p . 511 , SIB, 5115, 5122
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
OUICKRUN DELIVERY SERVICE
24950 Gem Ct
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
P.O. Box 214
Moreno Valley, CA.92556

Bradford Eugene Comer
24950 Gem Ct.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
Mary Ann Comer
24950 Gem Ct.
Moreno Valley. CA 92557
This business is conducted by
Individual - Husband & Wife.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the ficti•
tious name(s) listod abovo.
I declare that atl the Information
in this statement Is true and correct (A registrant who declares
as true. information which he or
she knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
s/.. Bradford E. Comer
The filing or this statement does
not of itself authorize the use m
thi s state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal. state, or
common law {sec. 1440 et. seq
b &p code)
Statement filed with the County
of Riverside on 4/15/03.
I hereby certify thal th is copy Is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office .
NOTICE: This fic1itious business
name statement expires f ive
years from the date it was filed in
the Office of the County Clerk. A
new Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed before
that time . The 111mg of this statement does not itself authorize
the use In this state of a
Fictitious Business Name in vio~
lation of the rights of another
under federal , state o r common
law (See Section 144 11 . Et Seq.,
Business
and
Professions
Code).
GARY L ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003·04043

p. 511, 518. 5/ 15, 5/22
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
STAR BRIGHT J ANITORIUAL
SERVICE
11584 McCulley Ct
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
Colin Lamon1 Brown
t 1584 McCulley Ct
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
Lorenzo Linn Brown
11584 McCully Ct.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
T his business is conducted by
Co-Partners.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictilieus name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information
in this statement is true and cor·
rect. (A registrant who declares
as true. information which he or
she knows to be false Is guilty of
a crime.)
s/.. Colin Brown
The filing of this statement does
not ol itself authorize the use in
this state of a flct1tlous business
name In vk>lation of the rights of
another unde r federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
S tatement filed with the County
of Riverside on 4/ 11 103.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct co py of the original statement on fi1e in my office.
NOTICE: This fict1t1ous business
name statement expires five
years from the date it was filed in
the Office of the County Clerk. A
new Fictitio us Business Name
Statement must be filed before
that time. The filing of this statement does not itself authorize
the use in this state of a
Fictitious Business Name in vic>lation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common

NOTICE OF REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS/QUOTATIONS

Notice is hereby given that proposals will be accepted by the South C'oast Air Quality Management
District, 21865 E. Copley Drive, Diamond Bar, CA 91765 for the following:
Bid No.

Title

The following person(s) is (aro)

~~~i~~;;;e:s a~

s/.. Robert Taylor

P2003-29 Technical & Management Assitance
to Taxi Passenger Service Operators
in the South Coast Basin
P2003-30 Upgrade to Peoplesoft Financials
8.4
P2003-31 Photochemical Assessment
Monitoring Stations (PAMS) Data
Analysis
P2003-35 Technical Assistance for Advanced,
Low- & Zero-Emission Mobile and
Stationary Source Pollution Control
Technologies

Bidder's
Conference
None

Closing Date

Contact Person

6/3/03
5:00 p.m.

Dean Saito
, (909) 396-2647

5/23/03
1:00 p.m.
None

6/10/03
1:00 p.m.
6/24/03
2:00 p.m.

Ora McEwan
(909) 396-2897
Xinqiu Zhang
(909) 396-3158

None

6/6/03
5:00 p.m.

Geri Koerner
(909) 396-2778

Persons attending a bidder conference should confirm their attendance by calling the contact person. Bids will not be accepted from anyone not attending a mandatory bidder's conference.
The RFP/RFQ may be obtained through the Internet under the section BUSINESS & JOB OPPORTUNITIES at:
http://www.aqmd.gov/rfp/

If you have questions or would like a copy of the RFP/RFQ mailed to you, telephone the contact person.
It is the policy of the AQMD to ensure that all businesses including minority-owned businesses,
women-owned businesses, disabled veteran-owned businesses and small businesses have a fair
and equitable opportunity to compete for and participate in AQMD contracts.

Procurement Unit

law (See Section 14411 , Et Seq.,

Business

and

Professions

Code).
GARY L . ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-03960
p. 511, 5'!1, 5115, 5122
The following person(s) Is (are)

doing business as·
MORENO VALLEY PLUMBING
1:lUPPLIES
23-410 Woodlander Way
M°'eno Valley, CA 92557
Edwanl Costa, Jr. (NMN)
23-41O Woodlander Way
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
This business is conducted by

Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Cler1<
FILE NO. R-2003-04455

p. 511, 518, 5115, 5122
STATEMENT OF A8ANOON•
MENT OF USE OF FICTITIOUS
BUSINESS NAME
The folloWing fictitious business
name{s): Has been abandoned
by the following person(s):
EBONY 8EAUTV SUPPLY

ANO WIGS
24875 Alessandro Blvd. #3
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Wi Son Han
7 450 Northrop .1'88
Riverside, CA 92508

Individual.
Regi~trant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that aH the information
in this statement is true and correct. (A registrant who declares
as true, information which he or
she knows to be false is guilty of
acrlme.)
s/.. Edwanl Costa, Jr,
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business

name in vkllation of the ng·hts of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed with the County
o1 Riverside on 4/04/03.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five
years from the date it was filed in
the Office of the County Cler1<. A
new Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be tiled before
that time. The filing of this statement does not itself authorize
the use in this stale of a
Fictitious Business Name in violation of the rights of anolher
under federal. state or common
law (See Section 14411 . Et Seq..
Busines s
and
Professions
Code).

GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-03627
p. 511, 5'!1, 5115, 5122
The following person(&) is (are)
doing business as:

EBONY BEAUTY SUPPLY
ANO WIGS
24875 Alessandro Blvd. /13
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Cindy Hyo Jin Choo
18583 E. Colima Rd. #H
Rowland Heights, CA 91 748
This business is conducted by
lndividula.
Registrant commenced to transact business under the fictitious
business name(s) listed above
on 4/28/03.
I declare that all the Information
in this statement is true and correct. (A registrant who deda1'8s
as true, information which he or
&he knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
s/..Cindy Hye Jin Choe
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a Hctitious business
name in vt0lation of the nghts of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed with the County
of Riverside on 4/28/03.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office .
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five
years from the date it was filed in
the Office of the County Clerk. A
new Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed before
that lime. The filing of this state•
ment does not itself a uthorize
the use In this state of a
Fictitious Business Name in vI0la1ion of the rights of another
under federal, state or common
law (See Section 14411 , Et Seq.,
Business
and
Prof essions
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This business is conducted by
Individual.
The fictitious business name(s)
referred to above was tiled in
Riverside County on 2/27/02.
I declare that all the 1nlormatlon
in this statement is true and correct. (A registrant who declares
as true, information which he or
she knows to be false Is guUty of
a crime.)
S/, ..

Thls statement was filed with the
County Clerk of Riverside
County on 4/28/03.
GARY L. ORSO, County Cler1<
FILE NO. R-200201955
p . 511, 518, 5/ 15, 5122
The lotlowlng person(s) Is (are)
doing business as:

IVF RADIO
32750 Brechtel St.
Lake Elsino re, CA 92530

SUMMONS (FAMILY LAW)
CASE NO. 194749

Michael Gene Strader
32750 Brechtel St.
Lake Elsinore, CA 92530
This business l s conducted by a
General Partnership,
Registra nt commenced 10 1ransact business under the fictitious
business name(s) listed above
on June 1. 2002.
I declare that all the information
in thi~ statement is true and correct. (A registrant who declares
as true, info rmation which he or
she knows to be false Is gultty of
a crime.)
s/.. Mark
A llen
Shoemaker,
General Partner
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, o r
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed with the County
of Riverside on 4/23/03.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original state·
ment on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name state ment expires five
years from the date it was filed in
the Office of the County Cle r1<. A
new Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed before
that time. The filing of this state•
ment does not itself authorize
the use in t his state of a
Fict1t1ous Business N ame in vlo•
lation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common
law (See Section 14411 , Et Sec.,
Business
and
Professions

Code).
GARY L ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-04284
5,11, 5115, 5122

NOTICE OF APPLICATION TO
SELL ALCOHOLIC BEVER·

AGES
Date of Filing Application April

22, 2003
To Who m 11 May Concern:
The Namo(s) of the Applk:ant(s)
is/are:
N & W PIZZA INC
The appllcants Usted above are
applying to the Department of
Alcoholic Beverage Control to

Richard T. Fields, Judge of the
Superior Court

p. 511, 5'!1, 5115, 5122
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:

Respondent: Roberto Olmos
You are being sued.
Petitioner's Name Is: • Olga
Olmos
You have 30 CALENDAR DAYS
after thtS Summons and Petition
are served on you to file a
Response (form 1282) at the
court and have a copy served on
the petitioner. A letler or phone
call will not protect you.
H you do not tile your Response
on t,me, the court make make
orders affecting your marriage,
your peroperty, and custody ol
your Children.
You may be
ordered to pay support and attor·
ney fees and costs. If you cannot pay the filing fee, ask the
clerk for a fee waiver form.
If you want legal advice, contact
a lawyer immediately.
Usted tient 30 DIAS CALENOARIOS despues de recibir ofi·
cialmente esta citacion judicial y
peticion. para completar y resen•
tar su tormulario de Respuesta
(Response form 1282) ante la
corte. Una carta o una llamada
telefonica no le ofrecera protecS i usted no presenta su
Aespuesta a tiempo, la corte
puede expedir ordenes Que
afecten su matrimonlo, su
propiedad y que ordenen que
usted pague mantencion, honorarios de abogado y las costas.
Si no puede pagar las costas por
la presentacion de la demanda,
pida al actuario de la carte qua le
de un formulario de exoneracion
de las mlsmas (Waiver of Coun
Fees and Costs).
Si desea obtener consejo legal,
comuniquese de inmediato con
un abogado.
The name and address of the
court is Superior Court of
Californi a County of Riverside
41 75 Main Street
Riverside , CA 92501
The name, address, and tele•
phone number of peetitioner's
attorney, o r petitioner without an
attorney, is Olga Olmos
Date: 3/28/02
Cler1<. by N Martinez, Deputy

Petitioner or Attorney Joseph
Gonzalez
Superior Court of Californ ia,
County of Riverside
4050 Main St .. (P.O. Box 431 )
Riverside, CA 92502-0431
Petition of
Gonzalez , Joseph For Change
of Name
Petitioner Joseph Gonzalez filed
a petition with this court for a
decree changing names as fol•
lows:
Joseph Gonzalez to Zoetrope
Constantine Glass
The Court Orders that all persons interested in this matter
shall appear before this court at
!he hearing Indicated below 10
show cause, if any, why the peti•
lion for change of name should
not be granted.
May 29, 2003 Time: 8:30 a.m .
Oep\: 11
A copy of this Order to Show
Cause shall be published at leat
once each week for tour successive weeks pnor to the date sel
for hearing on the petibon In the
following newspaper of general
circulation, printed in this county
Black Voice.
Date: 4/8/03

p. 5'!1, 5115, 5122, 5129
T he following person(s) Is (are)
doing business as:

INDUSTRY TliREAO

VALLEY C.P.R.
65980 Avenida Ladera
Desert Hot Springs. CA 92240

Anthony
Ray-Brantley
McConnell
16796 Katie Drive
Riverside, CA 92504
Andreas Earl Wright
12780 Pan Am
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
This business is conducted by
Co-Partners.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the ficti•
tious nama(s) listed above.
I declare that au the information
in this statement is true and correct. (A registrant who declares
as true, information which he or
she knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
s/..Anlhony RB McConnell
The !Ulng of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violalion of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et.
b &p code)
Statement filed with the County
of Riverside on 4/09/03.
I he,;,by certify that this copy Is a
correct copy of the originaJ statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: T his fictitious business
name statement expires five
years frcim the dale it was filed in
the Office of the County Cler1<. A
new Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed before
that ti me. The filing of this statement does not itself authorize
the use in this state of a
Fictitious Business Name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common
law (See Section 14411 . Et Seq.,
Business
and
Professions
Code),
GARY L. ORSO, County Cler1<
FILE NO. R -2003·03n3

sec.

p, 5'!1, 5115, 5122, 5129
The following person(•) is (are)
doing business as:
WORD UP
65980 Avenida Ladera
Desert Hot Springs, CA 92240
David Lawrence Johnson
659B0 Avenida Ladera
Desert Hot Springs, CA 92240

p. 511, 518, 5115, 5122
ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE
FOR CHANGE OF NAME
CASE NUMBER RIC 391001

GARY L. ORSO, County Cler1<
FILE NO. I-2003-0t 213

12780 Pan Am

Moreno Valley, CA 92553

cion.

Mark Allen Shoemaker
330 N. Indian Hill Blvd.
Claremont, C A 91711

p. 511,

se·u alcoholic beverages at:
41855 E. FLORIDA AVE.
HEMET, CA 92544
Type of llcenso{s) Applied for:
41
ON-SALE BEER ANO
WINE · EATING PLACE
p. 511, 5'!1, 5115

This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious neme(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information
in this statement is true and cor·
rect. (A registrant who declares
as true, Information which he or
she knows to be f alse is guilty of
a crime.)
s/.. Davld Lawrence Johnson
The fifing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed with the County
of Riverside on 4/28/03.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five
years from the date rt was filed In
the Office of the County Clerk. I<
new F ictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed before
that time. The filing of this statement does not itself authOfize
the use In this state of a
Fictitious Business Name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common
law (Seo Section 14411, Et Sec.,
Business
and
Profession s
Code).

Wendy Ann Call
65980 Avenida Ladera
Desert Hot Springs, CA 92240
This business is conducted by
lndMdual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information
In this statement is true and correct. (A registrant who declares
as true. information which he or
she knows to be false Is guilty of
a crime.)
s/..Wendy Call
T he filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal. state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
S tatement filed with the County
of Riverside on 4/28/03.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on f ile in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five
years from the date It was filed in
tho Office of the County Clerk. A
new Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed before
that time. The filing of this stat&ment does not itself authorize
the use in this state of a
Fictitious Business Name in violatk>n o f the rights of another
under federal, state or common
law (See Section t 44 t 1, Et Sec.,
Business
and
Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Cler1<
FILE NO. 1·2003-01214

DREAM ISLAND

doing business as:

STARLIGHT WELLNESS
10051 Mission Blvct.
Riverside, CA 92509

·e-

Georgina
Morales Martinez
843 S. lrolo St. #203
Los Angeles, CA 90005
Veronica Guadalupe Ucea
1935 Stonehaven Dr.
Corona, CA 92879
This business Is conducted by
Co-Partners.
Registrant has not yel begun to
transact business under the ticti•
tious name(s) fisted abOve.
I declare that all the Information
In this statement is true and correct. {A registrant who declares
as true, information which he or
she knows to be fal se is guilty of
a crime.)
s/..Georgina Morales I Licea
T he filing of thls statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
anothe r under federal, state, o r
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed with the County
of Riverside on 4/29/03.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the origin.ii statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name .statem ent expires five
years from the date It was flied in
the Office of the County Clerk. A
new Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed before
that time. The filing of this statement does not itself authorize
the use in this state of a
Fictitious Business Name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common
law (See Section 14411 , Et Sec.,
Business
and
Professions

Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Cler1<
FILE NO. R-2003-04521
p. 5'!1, 5115, 5122, 5129

p. 5/8, 5115, 5122, 5129
The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:

GLASSWORLO
9304-A Magnolia Avenue
Riverside, CA 92503
Min Young Chung
24324 Hardy Drive
Diamond Bar, CA 91765

The following person(s) Is (are)
doing business as:

TACOS GUADALAJARA
GUADALAJARA HANO WASH
5310 Mission ~ vd.
Riverside, CA 92509
Apolinar

Martin

del

p. 5'!1, 5115, 5122, 5129
The fotlowlfl9 pen,on(s) Is (a,e)

This business is conducted by

lndMdual.
Registrant commenced to transact business under the f ictitious
business name(s) listed above
on 8/15/01.
I declare that all the information
in this statement is true and correct. (A registrant who declares
as true, infonnation which he or
she knows to be false Is gu ilty of
a crime.)
s/..Apolinar Manin del Campo
The liling of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitio us business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or

common law (sec. 1440 et. sec.
b &p code)
Statement filed with the County
of Riverside on 4/24/03.
I hereby certify that this copy Is a
correct copy of the original statement on file In my office.
NOTIC E: This fictitious business
name statement expires five
years from the dale it was filed in
the Office of the County Clerk. A
new Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be fil ed before
that time. T he filing of this statement does not itself authorize
the use In this state of a
Fictitious Business Name in viola1fon of the rights of another
under federal, state or commOfl
1aW (See Section t 4411, Et Seq.,
B usiness
and
Professions
Code).
GARY L, ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO, R-2003-04352
p. 518, 5115, 5122, 5129

1299 Tyler Street
Riverside, CA 92503

TWO-ONE SHUTTERS
2045 Calfomla Ave. #1 t O
Corona. CA 91719

Makram Hanna Morkos
10457 Via Apolina
~oreno Valley, CA 92557

Abel Hernandez Magana
3350 E. Concours #24E
Ontario, C A 91764
This business is conducted by
individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business Unde r the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the informatk>n
in this statement is true and correct. (A registrant who declares
as true, information which he or
she knows to be false is guilty of
a crime .)
s/.•~ Hernandez Magana
The filing of this statement does
'lot o f itse lf authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
a nother under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed with the County
of Riverside on 4/22/03.
I hereby certify that this oopy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
NOTI CE: This fictitious business
name statement expires f ive
years from the date it was filed in .
the Office of the County Clerk. A
new Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be fi led before
that t,me. The filing of this state•
ment does not Itself authorize
the use In th is state of a
Fictitious Business Name In violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common
law (See Section 1441 1. Et Sec.,
Business
and
Professions

This business Is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the lictittous name(s) listed above.
I declare tha t all the information
In this statement Is true and correct. (A registrant who declares
as uue. Information which he or
she knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
s/..Makram H. Morkos
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use In
this state of a fictitious business
name In violation of the rights ol
another under federa l, state, or
common law {sec, 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed with the County
of Riverside on 5102/03.
I hereby certify that this copy as a
correct copy o1 the original state·
ment on file In my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five
years from the date It was filed In
lhe Office of the County Clerk. A
new Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed before
that time . The filing of this statement does not itself authorize
the use In this state of a
Fictitious Business Name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common
law (See Section 1441 1, Et Seq.,
B usiness
and
Professions
Code).
GARY L O RSO. County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-0468 1

p . 518, 5115, 5122, 5129

COde).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-04 242

p. 5'!1, 5115, 5122, 5129

Tho following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:

The following person(s) is (are)
doing busi ness as:

DISCOUNT OFFICE SO LU•
TIONS
4553 Alondro Drive

EZ2WIN.BIZ

Corona , CA 92879
Raymond Maunce Young
2948 Oorchestpr Cir.
Corona , CA 92879

Ultra Dent TOOs, Inc.
4071 Maplewood Pl.
Riverside, CA 92506
CALIFORNIA 2385281
2001

This business ls conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact b usiness under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information
in this statement is true and correct. (A registrant who declares
as true, information which he or
she knows to be fa lse i s guilty of
acnme .)
s/..Aaymond Young
The filing of this statement does
not of Itself authorize the use in
!his state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed with the County
of Riverside on 5/01/03.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file In my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement eJpires five
years from the date it was tiled in
the Office of the County Clerk A
new Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be f~ed before
that time. The fifing of this statement does not itself authorize
the use in t his slate of a
Fictitious Business Name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common
law (See Section 14411, Et Sec.,
Business
and
Professions
Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO . R-2003-0461 9
p. 5/8, 5115, 5/22, 5129

This business is conducted by
Corporadon.
Registrant commenced to tram;•
act business und er the f1ctItious
business name(s) listed above
on Feb, 3, 2003.
I declare that all the Information
in this statement is true and cor•
rect. (A registrant who declares
as true, lnfonnation which he or
she knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
~
s/.. Steven L. Hopf, President
LLC/AI# 2385281
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name In violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (see. 1440 et. seq.,
b &p code)
Stalement filed with the County
of Riverside on 4/23103.
I hereby certify that this copy Is a
correct copy of the original statement on file In my offlce
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five
years from the date it was filed in
the Office of the County Cler1<. A
new Fictitious Business Namp
Statement must be filed before
that time. The lihng of this statement does not Itself authorize
the use In this state of a
Fictrtious 8 u$iness Name In violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common
law (See Section 14411, Et Seq;,
Business
and
Professions

The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
THE HOT DOG GUY
1243 Columbia 8 ·4
Riverside, CA 92507
640 Wesley St.
Banning, CA 92220

Riverside, CA 92509

3666 University Avenue
Riverside, CA 92501

Junies Jarryed Joseph
4553 Alondro Drive
Riverside, CA 92509

BIG Co-Op, Inc.
Riverside, CA 92501
DELAWARE 2229485

Campo

(NMN)
5386 Carol Way

Riverside, CA 92509
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun "to
transact business under the ficti•
tious name(s) listed above:
I declare that all the lnfonnatlon
in this statement is true and correct. (A registrant who declares
as true, infonnation which he or
she knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
s/.. Min Young Chung
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use ln
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq,
b &p code)
Statement filed with the County
of Riverside on 4/22/03.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file In my office .
NOTICE: This fictitious business
nnme statement expires five
years from the date it was filed In
the Office of the County Clerk. A
new Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be flied before
that time. The filing of this state•
ment does not itself authorize
the use in this stat e of a
Fictitious Business Name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, slate or common
law (See Section 14411, Et Seq.,
Business
and
Professi ons
Code)
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-04256

The l otlowlng person(s) Is (are)
doing business as:

Thi s business is conducted by
Corporation.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information
in this statement is true and cor·
rect. (A registrant who dedares
as true. Information whld'l he or
she knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
s/.. J. Albert Sweeney, II,
President
LLC/All 2229485
T he filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement fil<Ki with the County
of Riverside on 4/09/03.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name st atement exp ires five
years from the date it was filed in
the Office of the County Cleric A
new Fictitious Busmess Name
Statement must be filed before
that time. The filing of this statement does not itself authorize
the use In this state ot a
Fictitious Business Name in v10•
lation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common
law (See Saction 14411 , Et Sec.,
Business
and
Professions

This business is conducted by
lrK:11vidual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business und~r the fictJ.
tious name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information
in this statement is true and cor•
rect. (A registrant who declares
as true, information which he or
she knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
s/..Junies Joseph
The filing of this statement does
not of itself authorize the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation of the rights of
another under federal, stale, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Slaternent filed with the County
of Riverside on 4/10/03.
I hereby certify that this copy Is a
correct copy of the origina l statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five
years from the date It was IUed in
the Office of t he County Clerk. A
new Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be filed before
that time. The filing of th is statement does not itself authorize
the use in this state of a
Fictitious Business Name in vio•
lation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common
law (See Section 14411 , Et Sec..
Business
and
Professions

Code).
GARV L. ORSO, County Cler1<
FILE NO. R-2003-03849
p. 518, 5115, 5122, 5129

Code).
GARY L ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-04272

p. 518, 5/ 15, 5122, 5129
The• follow ing person(s) i.S (are) 1
doing business as

The following person(s) is (are)
doing business as:
COMPLETELY JANITORIAL
5055 Canyon Crest Drive
Rlv&(Slda. CA 92507
2948 Dorchester Ofrcle

Kenneth WIiiiam Jackson
640 Wesley St.
Banning, CA 92220
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious name{s) listed above
I dectare that all the information
in this statement is true and correct. (A registrant who declares
as tn.,e, information which he or
she knows to be false is guilty of

a crime.)
s/..Kenneth W. Jackson
The f1hng of th is statement does
not of itself authorize ,the use in
this state of a fictitious business
name in violation o f the rights of
another under federal, state, or
common law (sec. 1440 et. seq.
b &p code)
Statement filed with the County
of Riverside on 5105/03.
I hereby certify that this copy is a
correct copy of the original statement on file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name· statement expires f ive
years from the date it was filed in
the Office of the County C lerk. A
new Fictitious Business Name
Statement must be tiled before
that time. The filing of this statement does not itself authorize
the use in this state of a
Fictitious Business Name in violation of the rights of another
under federal, state or common
law (See Section 14411 , Et Sec.,
Business
and
Professions

12-06-

Code)

GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-04285
p. 5'!1, 5115, 5122. 5129
STATEMENT OF A8ANOON·
MENT OF USE OF FICTITIOUS°
BUSINESS NAME
''
The following fictitious businesS
name(s): Has been abandoned
by the following person(s):

TACOS GUADALAJARA
GUADALAJARA HA~O WASH5310 Mission Blvd .
Riverside, CA 92509
Leopoldo Martin del Campo
5386 Carol Way
Riverside, CA 9a509
This business is conducted by
Individual.
The fictitious business name(s)
referred to above was filed in
Riverside County on 8/15/01 .
I declare that all the infonnatlon
In this statement is true and car- ·
rect. (A registrant who declare$
as true, iriformation which he or
she knows to be false is guilty of
a crime.)
s/... Leopoldo Martin del Campo
This statement was filed with thtt
County Clerk of Riverside
County on 4/24/03.
1

~I~~~; ~~;0~1 ~~~~ Clerk ,

p. 518, 5115, 5122, 5129

ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE
FOR CHANGE OF NAME
CASE NUMBER 39171 5
Petitioner or Attorney Twyla
1
Doreen Cox-Hall
Superior Court of California ,
County of Riverside
4050 Ma in SI.. (P. O. Box 431 )
Riverside, CA 92502-043 t
Petition of
Twyla Doreen Cox~Hall For
Change of Name

Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Cler1<
FILE NO. R-2003-04725
p. 518 5115, 5122, 5129
The following person(s) is (are)
doing bu5'ness as:
ULTRA AUTOMOTIVE RECONDITIONING
ULTRA AUTO RECON
SSS Main St., Ste. C
RlverSidll', C!A 92501-1 o:H

Petitioner Sara Vance tiled a
petition with this court for a
decree changing names as fol~
lows:
Twyla Doreen Cox to TwylB.
Doreen Hadnot
The court Orders that all per•
sons interested In thts matter
shall appear before this court at
the hearing indicated below to
show cause, if any, why the peti•

VOllSIIAGE,N
Drivers wanted
2003 Volkswagen GTI

■
■

2003 Volkswagen Passat GL

MSRP ......... .. . ..... ....$21,280

FREEWAY DlSCOUNT • , . , , . , .$1395

MSRP ... .. . . .. . . . •. .. . ... $23,400

NET COST TO YOU!

Arrowhead Credit Union
Member Dealer Direct Program

$19,885
VIN #34047457

FREEWAY DISCOUNT

$1 401

NET COST TO YOU!

Official Dealer Direct Dealer

VIN #3P343542
1@ this Price

1 @ this Price

2003 Volkswagen Jetta GL

'2003 Volkswagen Beetle Convertible

MSRP ....................$17,675

FREEWAY DISCOUNT

$1 044

NET COST TO YOU!

IN STOCK
NOW!!!

$16,631
VIN #3M051703
1@ this Price

www.freewaylm-vw.com
The new Volkswagen Wamnty is so much better, nmight very well bring tears of joy to your eyes.
• Basic Warranty: 4 years/50,000 miles (whichever occurs first) Limited New
Vehicle Warranty. Wear & tear items and adjustments excluded after initial 12
months/12,000 miles (whichever occurs first).
• Powertrain Warranty: 5 years/60,000 miles (whichever occurs first). Limited
Powertrain Warranty.
• Roadside Assistance*: 4 years/50,000 miles (whichever occurs first) 24-hour

• Anti-Corrosion**: 12-year unlimited mileage Limited Warranty Against Corrosion
Perforation.
•courtesy of our friends at the American Automobile Association (AAA) and their affiliated clubs in the U.S.
**6-year unlimited mileage Limited Warranty Against Corrosion Perforation available on the Cabrio.
8-year unlimited mileage Limited Warranty Against Corrosion Perforation available on the EuroVan.

FREEW AY SUPERSTORE

Ford
Credit

[

roadside assistance.

909/889-3514 • 1-800-237-8115

)

1 600 CAMINO REAL, S AN BERNARDINO
Al vehicles subject to prior sale, Plus la x lie., doc. (smog ii a ny), On approved credit. Must see dealer for details . Standard rules of eligibility apply. Sale ends close of business 05/25/ 03.
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·eennett Blends Spiritua.lity, Melody for .Playboy Pasadena Fest
The Black Voice News

By Taylor Jordan
It was a tenor type of day for reedman Cal Be~tt.
The Houston native, another in the
amazing school of Texas tenors, also
plays the alto and soprano saxophone,
flute, clarinet, oboe and piano. But he
Jet's the musical mood of the moment
pick the saxophone he plays for each
gig.
He' d already blazed tenor tones at a
morning session at a Los Angeles
restaurant and finished a media interview about his May 26 performance
at Playboy Jazz Festival's free concert
at Old Pasadena Summer Fest.
"Today was tenor day," Bennett
asserted, laughing as he remembered
the enthusiasm of the day's earlier
audience. 'The tenor was the thing
that made your hair stand up, made
you get a chill despite the physical
warmth in the room."
He then decided to check out the
vibes and spirits within Pasadena's
Central Park before his summer fest

'I

tion tor change of name should not
be granted.
iune 17, 2003 Time: 9:00AM, Dept.:

A copy of this Order to Show Cause
shall be published at leat once each
week for four successive weeks prior
to 1he date set for hearing on the
peWon In the following newspaper of

general circulation, printed in this
county Black Voice News.
Date: 4/17/03
Robert Spitzer, Judge of the Superior
Court

p. SIB, 5/15, 5122. 5/29
The following person(•) Is (are) doing

business as:
WISE WORKS, INC.
23927 Eucalyptus
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
P.O . Box 8512
'M oreno Valley. CA 92552

Wise Works, Inc.
CALIFORNIA CORP. 246TT58
This business is conducted by Other
Noo-Proflt Corporation #246TT58.
Registrant commenced to transact
business under the flctrtious busi-

ness name(a) listed above on
September 20, 2002.
I declare that all the Information in
this statement Is true and correct. (A

registranl who declares as true, information which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
s/.. Oranda L Morehead, Director
LLC/AI# 246TT58 NooProflt Corp.
The filing of this statement does not

of ltsett authorize the use in this state
of a fictitious business name In vk>lation of the rights of another under
federal, state. or common law (sec.
1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside on 5/02/03.
I hereby certify that this copy Is a correct copy of the original statement on

file in my otftce.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statemen1 expires five years

from the date It was fited in the Offk:e
pf the County Clerk. A new Fictitious
Buslne~• Neme St atement must be
filed before that time.. The flllng of

this statement does not itself autho-

rize the use In thls state of a
'Actitk>us Business Name in violation
'.bf the rights of another under federal,
-.state or common law (See Section
Et Seq., Business and

114411,

-Professions Code).
-GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-04695
'
p 5/15, 5122, 5129, 615

•"rn
~ e- f,ol-lo-w-1n_g_p_e_rson
_ (_s)_i_s _
( a-re) doing
*business as:
;cuEVAS TRUCKING
Magnolia Cir.
~•met, CA 92543

1390

.

,Raul Cuevas (NMN)
1390 Magnolia Cir.
•Heme~ CA 92543

'trhls

business is conducted by

,ndividual.
'Registrant commenced to transact

~ usiness under the fictitious busii'ess name(sl fisted above on ~7-

,1)3.
~ declare that all the Information in
!this statement is true and correct. (A
tegistrant who declares as true, infor'matioo which he or she knows to be
,also Is guilty of a crime.)
'sl..Raul Cuevas
:n,e filing of this statement does not
l'' itsetf authorize the use in this state
l)f a fictitious business name in viola~on of {he rights of another under
,ederal, state, or common law (sec.
~ 440 et. seq. b &p code)
~tatement filed with the County of
~lverslde on 5106/03.
\-hereby certify that this copy Is acor"ect copy of the original statement on
) le in my office.
~OTICE: This fictitious business
,came statemerft expires five years
/rom the date It was filed in the OfliC8
of the County Clerk. A new Fictitious
&siness Name Statement must be
tied before that time. The filing of
'1is statement does not Itself autho"'ze the use in this state of a
Fictitious Business Name in violation
'of the rights of another under federal,
l tate or common law (See Sectioo
j4411, Et Seq ., Business and
frofesslons Code).
~ ARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-04797

p. 5115, 5/22, 5129, 615
The following person(s) is (are) doing
business a s:
:NAPA AUTO PARTS OF RIVER} IDE
~944 University Ave.
i\iverside, CA 92507
,P.O. Box 53347 .
fliversido, CA 92517
Napa Auto Parts of Riverside Inc.
~EVAOA
,
rr.
his business is conducted by
rporatloo.
eglstrant commenced to transact
pusiness under the fictitious busitiess name(s) listed above on 04-01 -

17.

i

decla re that all the Information In
this statement is true and correct. (A
t'eglstrant who declares as true, infor~ation which he or she knows to be
[also is guilty of a crime.)
61..Thomas Torres, Ill, President
LC/Al#C-29930-2002
i he filing of this statement does not
pf Itself authorize the use in this state
•f a fictitious business name in vk>laWon of the rights of another under
,ederal, state, or common law (sec.
,440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of
~iversJde on 5/07/03.
[hereby certify that this copy is a cor,ec1 copy of the original slatement oo
~le in my office.
IIOTICE: This fictitious ·business
,,ame statement expires five years
from the date it was fikld In the Oflice
cf the County Clan<. A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement must be
!1fed before that time. The filing of
~is statement does not itself autho~ze the use In this state of a
fictitious Business Name in violation
of the rights of another under federal,
state or common taw (See Section
14411 , Et Seq., Business and
Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
~ILE NO. A-2003-04869

,..I

oak tree while a handful of park
patrons patiently watched him, waiting, anticipating. The gleam of the
sax shone brightly and caught reflections of upturned faces as Bennett
strode past them.
He closed his eyes, lifted the horn
and let the song choose him.
As the instantly recognizable
instrumental notes of the jazz classic
"Nature Boy" filled the park, people
drifted closer to Bennett and the
music. Smiles spread across their
faces, eyes sparkled and then closed
in some sensuous memory. One couple embraced, the man's arms gently
intertwining his lady love. An elderly
gentleman's foot patted to the voluptuous rhythms.
Some swayed.
Others laughed, unable to contain the
good feelings stirring within their
.
,
Spirits.
Cal Bennett
A young child ran up when Bennett
appearance before thousands for the played the final note. The excited boy
May 26 concluding show of told Bennett, he, too, wanted to be a
Playboy's free community concerts.
jazz musician.
Still hot on the tenor, Bennett
Ironically, Bennett was about the
pulled the horn slowly, almost tender- same age as the boy in Central Park
ly, from its case. He walked to a big when he had decided his life path

p. 5/15. 5122, 5129, 615
NOTICE OF PETTTION TO ADMINISTER ESTATE
CASE NO. 084006
Scot 0 . S tirting, (SBN #188063)
Law Oflices of Scot D. Stl~lng. Esq.
P.O. Box 1191
Riverside, CA 92502
Attorney for: MICHELLE BRANCH,
Petitioner
Superior Court of Cal~omla, County
ol Riverside
4050 Main Street, Riverside, CA
92501 , Central
Estate of LEONARD BRANCH
Notice of Petition to Administer
Estate of: LEONARD BRANCH
To all heirs, beneficiaries, creditors,
contingent creditors, and persons
who may otherwise be interested in
the wlll or estate. or both of:
LEONARD BRANCH
A Petition for Probate has been fUed
by: MICHELLE BRANCH In the
Superior Court of California, County
of: RIVERSIDE.
The Petition for Probate requests
that MICHELLE BRANCH be
appointed as personal representative to administer the estate of the
deceodent.
The Petition requests authofity 10
administer the estate under the
Independent
Administration
of
Estates Act. (This authority wil allow
the personal representative to take
many actions wrthou1 obtaining court
approval. Before taking certain vary
important actions, however, the per•
sonal representative will be required
to give notice to Interested persons
unless they have waived notice or
consented to the proposed actJon.)
The Independent administration
authority wfll be granted unless an
Interested person fil•s an objection
to the petition and shows good cause
why the court should not grant the
authority.
A Hearing oo the petition will be held
on MAY 29. 2003, 8:45 A.M. DEPT.
1, 4050 Main St. Riverside, CA
92501
If You Object to the granting of the
petition, you should appear at the
hearing and state your obejetions or
file written objections with the court
before the hearing. Your appearance
may be in person or by your attorney.
If You Are A Creditor or a contingent
creditor of the deceased, you must
file your claim with the court and mail
a copy to the personal representative
appointed by the court within four
mo nths from the date of first
issuance of letters as provk:ted In
Probate Code sec1ion 9100. The
time for filing claims will not expire
before four months from the hearing
date noticed above.
You May
Examine the file kept by the court. If
you are a person Interested in the
estate, you may file with the court a
Request For Special Notice (fonn
DE-154) of the fling ol an lnvento,y
and appraisal of estate assets or of
any peetition or account as provided
in Probate Code saction 1250. A
Request for Special Notice fonn is
available from the court derk.
Petitioner Scot 0 . Sll~lng, (SBN
#188063, P.O. Box 1191 , Riverside,
CA92502
s/...S. D. Stirling Attorney For
Petitioner

p, 5/15, 5122, 5129, 615
The following person(s) Is (are) doing
business as:
DSRM
25796 Cartier Or.
Moreno Valley, C A 92557
Daniel James Sherratt
25796 Cartier Dr.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
Michelle Ray Sherratt
25796 Cartier Dr.
Moreno VaHey, CA 92557
This business Is conducted by
Individual • Husband & Wife.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious
name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the Information in
this statement is true and correct. (A
regbtrant who deciares as true, information which he or she knows to be
false is guilly of a crime.)
sl..Michelle Sherratt
The filing of this statement does not
of itself authorize the use in this state
o f a fictiltous business name In viola•
tion of the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law (sec.
1440 et. seq. b &p code)
S tatement filed wtth the County of
RiVerside on 5/09/03.
I her,by certify that this copy Is a correc1 copy of the original statement o n
file in rrrJ office,
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement e,cpires five years
from the date it was filed in the Office
of the County Clerk. A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement must be
filed before that time. The filing ol
this statement does not ttself authorize the use In this state of a
Fictitious Business Name in violation
of the rights of another under federal.
state or common law (See Section
14411 , Et Seq., Business and
Professions Code).
GARY L. OR SO, County Clerk
F ILE NO. A-2003-04985
p. 5/15, 5122, 5129, 615
ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE FOR
C HANGE OF NAME
CASE NUMBER 392674

Petitioner or Attorney Jason A. Henry
Superior Court ol California, County
of Riverside
4050 Main St . (P.O. Box 431 )
Riverside, CA 92502-0431
Petition of
Jason Andrew Henry For Change of
Name
Petitioner Jason Henry filed a petition with this court for a decree
changing names as follows:
Jason Andrew H enry to Jason
Andrew McKee.
T he Court Orders that all persons
interested in this matter shall appear
before this court at the hearing indi·
cated below to show cause, tt any,
why the petition for change of name
should not be granted.
6118/03, 8:30 a.m., Dept. 6
A copy of this Order 10 Show Cause
shall be published at feat once each
week for tour successive weeks prior

to the date set for heariOg on the
petition in tho followfng newspaper of
general circulation, printed In this
county Black Voice, 3585 Main St.,
Riverside, CA Ste. 201, 92501 .
Date: 5/5103
Sharon Watkins. Judge of the
Superior Court
p. 5/15, 5122, 5129, 6/!i
AMENDED
The following perwn(s) is (are) doing
buSness as:
BEAUMONT MESA, A JOINT VEN•
TURE
6141 Riverside Ave., Ste. 3
Riverside, CA 92506

Alvin Charles Nejedly
6141 RiversideAve., 13
Riverside, CA 92506
Sam Harmatz
19441 Ironwood Lane
Huntington Beach, CA 92648
Craig Bemard Hodowskl
2206 Goodar Ave,
Long Beach, CA 90e15
This business Is conducted by Joint
Venture.
Registrant commenced to transact
business under the fictitious business name(s) listed above oo 1978.
I declare that all the information in
this statement ts true and correct. (A
registrant who declares as true, lntor•
mation wtwch he or she knows to be
false is guilty ol a crime.)
sl..A.C. Nejedly, Gen. Partner
The filing of this statement does not
ol ltsett authorize the use In this state
of a fictitk>us bu5'nesa name in violation of the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law (sec.
1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with tho County of
Riverside on 3/18/03.
I hereby certify that this copy Is a correct copy of the original statement on
fife In my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from the date it was tiled In the Otfk:e
of the County Clerk. A new Fictitious
Buslne&& Name Statement must be
flied be1ore that time The filing ol
this statement does not itself authorize the use In this state of a
Fictitious Business Name in violation
of the rights of another under federal,
state or common law (See Section
1441 1. Et Seq., Business and
Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Cieri<
FILE NO. R-2003-02913

would involve jazz music.
"I got my first sax in fifth or sixth
grade after years of beating on pots
and pans," recalled the 52-year-old
musician who started playing professionally in Houston nightclubs when
he was 16. "As a child, I knew I
wanted to do music. We didn't have a
music program in elementary school,
but my teacher, Warren Turner, went
to the principal and convinced her to
start a program. That's when I started
playing the alto sax. I added the other
saxophone voices and instruments
Iater."Turner taught him to read
music, the fundamentals of playing
music, the basics of composition.
The teacher expanded what his young
charge had grown to appreciate at
home.
Everything young Cal heard on the
radio• had a horn in it, either a saxophone or a trumpet. Elgenet Bennett
Patrick. a pianist, wanted her younger
son to play the trumpet, "Probably
because of Miles Davis," he conceded.
His older brother, Charles
Bennett, Jr., played percussions and
drums. His father, Charles Bennett

South Pasadena, CA 91030
T his business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the ftctitious
name(s) fisted above.
I declare that all the information In
this statement is true and correct, (A
regstrant who declares as true, Information which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
s.l..Najwa Sadik
The fling of this statement does not
of itsel! authorize the use In this state
of a fictitiolls business name in violation of the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law (soc.
1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed wfth the County of
Riverside on 5/07/03.
I hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy of the original statement a,
tile In my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from the date it was f iled In the Office
of tho County Cieri<. A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement must be
filed before that lime . The fifing of
this statement does not Itself authorize the use ln this state of a
Fictitious Business Name in violation
of the rights of another under federal,
state o r common law (See Section
14411, Et Seq., Business and
Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-04816
p. 5122, 5129, 615, 6112

This business Is conducted by a
General Partnership.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the f ictitious
name(s} listed above.
I declare that all the Information In
this statement is true and correct. (A
registrant who declares as true, information whk:h he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
s/..Frances Margaret Vasquez
The filing ol this statement does not
of Itself authorize the use in this state
of a fictiUous business name in violaUon of the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law (sec.
1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside oo 5/09/03.
I hereby certify that this oopy is a correct oopy of the original statement on
tile in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from the date It was filed in the Oflice
of the County Cieri<. A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement must be
filed before thaI time. The filing of
this statement does not itself authorize the use in this state of a
Fictitious Business Name in violation
of the rights of another under federal,
state or common law (See Sectioo
14411. Et Seq.. Business and
Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Cieri<
FILE NO. A-2003-04983
p. 5122, 5/29, 615, 6112

The following person(s) is (are) doing
business as:
MEDICI NE WOMAN • NATIV E
THERAPY
66070 Pierson Blvd., Untt B
Desert Hot Springs. CA 92240

The following person(s) is (are) doing
business as:
GINA'S ICE CREAM
23416 Rolanda Dr.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553

Frances Margaret Vasquez
2865 Calla Sausallto
Riverside, CA 92503

Georgina Jaoques (NMN)
23416 Rolanda Dr.
Moreno Vallay, CA 92553

Christine Jeannette Yong
2865 Calle Sausalito
Riverside, CA 92503

This business Is conducted by

Donna Susan Goldsbeny
2044 Maycrest Avon..-

name(s) ltsted above.
I declare thal all tho l(>formatior, In

Individual.
R90istrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictltiOUs

this statement Is true and correct (A
registrant who declares as true, information whk:h he or she knows to be
false Is guilty of a crime.)
s/..Georgina Jacques
The fi6ng of this statement does not
of itself authorize the use in this state
at a fictitious business name in violation uf the rights of another under
federal , state, or common law (sec.
1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside on 5/12/03.
I hereby certify that this copy is a correct copy of the or1glnal statement on
file In my office
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from the date It was filed In the Office
of the Cwnty Clerk. A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement must be
filed before that time. The filing of
this statemen1 does not itself authorize the use in this state of a
Fictitious Business Name in violation
of the rights of another under federal,
state or common law (See Section
14411, Et Seq., Business and
Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
F ILE NO. R-2003-05033

p 5122, 5129, 615, 6112
The foilow1ng person(s) is (are) doing
business as:
SLENDER LAOY O F MORENO
VALLEY
12125 Day St. N209
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
W inston Enterprises, Inc.
12226 Baltimore Ave.
Moreno Valley, CA 92557
CALIFORNIA 2487517
This business is conducted by
Corporation.
•
Registrant has not ye t begun to
transact business under the fictitious
name(s) fisted above.
I declare that all the information in
this statement is true and correct. (A
registrant who declares as lrue. information which he or she knows to be
false Is guilty of a crime.)
s/..Albatine Winston, President
LLC/All 21187517

Sr., played acoustic bass and alto sax.
His stepfather, Alfred W. Patrick,
loved all music and was among the
elde~s who saturated Cal's world with
the sounds of jazz. It was a life pattern Bennett would repeat with his
·own sons, Ashley and Jei:ome, who
respectively produces music and
plays piano. Jerome also plays drums
and recently started studying classical
piano.
"Music, whether you're listening
to, enjoying or playing it, is natural
for human beings," Bennett claimed.
"Without music, we are incomplete.
For me, music was like an ancient
memory calling to me. I couldn't live
or breathe without being a part of it. I
had ben beating on everything since I
was a little boy. When I started playing music, I felt I'd done it before."
His home, school, community and
the city of Houston were teeming
with music. This was particularly
appealing to the teen who balanced
and excelled in music, track and field
as a sprinter and low hurdler, football
as a multiple rushing champion and
the academics at Jack Yates High
The filing of this statement does not
of itself authorize the use in thJs state
of a ftetitious business name in violatioo of the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law (sec.
1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the Counly of
Riverside on 5/14/03.
I hereby ceni~ that this copy is a cor•
rect copy of the original statement on
file in my office.
NOTICE: Thi s ficti1ious business
name statement expires f ive years
trom the date it was filed m the Office
of the County Clerk. A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement must be
filed before that time. The filing of
this statement does not itself authorize the use In this state of a
Fictitious Business Name in violation
of the nghts of another under federal,
state o r common law (See Section
14411, Et Seq., Business and
Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. R-2003-05115

p. 5122, 5129, 615, 6112
NOTICE OF APPLICATION TO
SELL ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES
Date of Filing Application: May 9,
2003
To Whom 11 May Concern:
The Name(s) of the Applicant(•)
is/are:
WM ENTERPRISES LLC
The applicants hsted above are
applying to the Department ef
Alcohdlit Beverage Cootrol to sell
alcoholic beverages at:
3597 MAIN ST.
RIVERSIDE, CA 92501
Type ol licene(s) Applied for.
47 • ON-SALE GENERAL EATING
PLACE

p. 5122, 5/29, 615
The following person(s) Is (a re) doing
business as:
GALMAY CONSULTING, INVESTMENTS PLUS
28472 Alessandro Blvd.
Moreno Valley, CA 92555
P.O. Box 203
Moreno Valley, CA 92556-0203

School. He came to California in
1977, attended San Joaquin Delta
College and earned a bachelor degree
in music, specializing in reed instruments, at the University of the
Pacific.
He has played clubs, festivals and
college, community and corporate
concerts since he was 16 and served
as musical director for Toni Braxton 's
guest slots on "The Tonight Show
with Jay Leno." He has appeared as·a
popular and repeated returnee to the
Blue Note and House of Blues in Las
Vegas, Redondo Beach's The Strand,
B.B. King's Supper Club at
University Citywalk, Long Beach
Jazz Festival, Magic Johnson's
Midsummer Nights show and the
Downtown Supper Club in Riverside.
He recorded two CDs, "A Stolen
Moment/Local Hero" and "Moments
Later," on the Groove Time Jazz label
before signing with Big barthbeat
Records in 1998. His album credits
with Big Earthbeat include "Ancient
Memories" and "Live at the Las
Vegas Blue Note." He is currently
working on a live volume.

Liza Maya DiGalizla
28472 Alessandro Blvd.
Moreno Valley, CA 92555
This business Is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant has not yet begun to
transact business under the fictitious
name(s) listed above.
I declare that all the information in
this statement is true and correct. (A
registrant who declares as true1 lnfor·
mation which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
sl.. Llza DiGallzia. Owner
The tihng of this statement does not
of itself authonze the use In this state
of a fictitious business name In violation of the rights of another under
federal, state, or common law (sec,
t 440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement fikld with the County of
Riverside on 5/13/03.
I hereby certify that this copy Is a correct copy of the onglnal statement on
file In my office.
NOTICE: T his fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from lhe date It was filed in the Office
of the County Clerk. A new Fictitious
Business Name Statemen1 must be
fi..:f before that time. The fifing of
this statement does not Itself autho-rize the use in this state of a
Fictitious Business Name in violation
of the rights of another under federal,
state or common law (See Section
14411 , Et ~eq., Business and
Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. A-2003-05081

p. 5122, 5/29, 615, 6112
The fonowing person(s) is (are) doing
business as:
IM&O FINANCIAL
9496 Magnolia Ave . Suite 206·8
Riverside, CA 92503
I.M. Navarro Corp.

9496 Magnolia Ave.• Suite 206-B
Riverside, CA 92503
CALIFORNIA 2514227
This business Is conducted by
Corporation
Registrant has not yet begun to

transact business under the fictit10us
name(s) llsted at>ove
I declare that all the information In
this statement is true and correct (A
registrant who declares as true, infor·
mation which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime )
s/•. lvan Navarro. Presidenl
LLC/AI# 2514227
The h1mg of this statement does not
of itsetf authorize the use in this state
of a fictitious business nanie in v10la•
tion of the rights of another unde,
federal, state, or common law (sec.
1440 el. seq. b &p code)
Statement tiled with the County of
Riverside on 5116/03.
I hereby certify that this copy Is a correct copy of the original statement on
file in my office.
NOTICE: Thi s fict1t1ous business
name statement expires five years
from the date it was filed In the Office
of the County Clerk. A new FiCfltiOus
Business Name Statement must be
filed before that trma . The fjling of
this statement does not itself authonze the use in this slate of a
Fictitious Business Name in violation
of the rights of another under federal,
state or common law (See Section
14411, Et Seq., Business and
Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO, County Clerk
FILE NO. A-2003-05233

p. S/22, 5129. 615, 6112
NOTICE OF APPLICATION TO
SELL A LCOHOLIC BEVERAGES
Date of Filing Application: April 29,
2003
To Whom II May Concern:
T he Name(s) of the Appllcant(s)
is/are:
SANCHEZ JUANA
TORCHIA ALFREDO
T he app~cants listed above are
applying to the Department of
A lcoholic Beverage Control to sell
a~holic: beverages e t
5250 ARLINGTON AVENUE
RIVERSIDE. CA 92504
Type ol I,cene(s) Applied for:
41 • ON-SALE BEER AND WINE·
EATING PLACE
p 5'22

p. 3127, 413, 4/10, 4117,
5122, 5129, 615, 6112
AMENDED
The followfng person(s) Is (are) doing
business as:
ABOVE THE BEST BAIL BONDS.
4049 Ma.in S1reet
Riverside, CA 92501

Timothy Joe Stocks
3415 N. Mayfield Ave.
San Bernardino, CA 92405
This business is conducted by
Individual.
Registrant commenced to transact
business under the fictitious busi·
ness name(s) listed above oo 411 /98.
I declare that all the information In
this statement is true and correct. (A
registrant who declares as true. lnfor•
mation whk:h he or she knows to be
false Is guity of a crlma.) ,
sf.Timothy J. Stocks
The filing of this statement does not
of itsett authorize the use In this state
of a fictitious business name in violation of the rights of another under
federal, state. or common law (sec.
1440 et. seq. b &p code)
Statement filed with the County of
Riverside on 2/27/03.
I hereby certify that this copy Is a correct copy of the original statement on
file in my office.
NOTICE: This fictitious business
name statement expires five years
from the date it was filed in the Office
of the County Clerk. A new Fictitious
Business Name Statement must be
filed before thar time. The filing of
this statement does not itself authorize the use in this state of a
Fictitious Business Name In violation
of the rights ot another under federal,
state or common law (See Section
14411 , Et Seq., Business and
Professions Code).
GARY L. ORSO. County Cieri<
FILE NO. A-2003·02171

p. 3127, 413, 4110, 4117,
5/22, 5129, 615, 6112
AMENDED
STATEMENT OF ABANDONMENT
OF USE OF FICTITIOUS BUSINESS NAME
The following fictitious business
name(s): Has been abandoned by
the followfng person(s):
C & P INTENSITY
1333 Aeche Canyon Rd.11702.
Colton, CA 92324

Jason A~xander Perkins
1333 Aeche Canyon Ad. 11702.
Colton. CA 92324

One of ~he leading names
•

1n mortgages is righ·t
•
1n your own backyard.
•

Making homeownership a reality
for the Inland Empire & Southern California.
Chase Home Finance offers a variety of mortgage
programs to meet your needs.
·'

We're right in your' neighborhood. Call your local
Chase Home Finance mortgage specialist today.

Lloyd Dewitt Cook
1333 Aeche Canyon Ad.11702.
Colton, CA 92324
This business is conducted by CoPartners.
T he fictitious business name(s)
referred to above was tiled in
Riverside Cwnty on September 12,
2002.
I declare that all the information in
this statement is true and correct. (A
registrant who declares as true, Information which he or she knows to be
false is guilty of a crime.)
sl...Jason A. Perl<ins
This statement was filed with the
County Cieri< of Riverside County on
3/1 4/03.
GARY L. ORSO, Cwnty Clerk
FILE NO. A-2002-08617

p. 3127, 413, 4/10, 4117,
5122, 5.29, 615, 6112
The followfng person(s) Is (are) doing
business as:
EAGLE SALES PRODUCT
22876 Alessandro Blvd.
Moreno Valley, CA 92553
Najwa Sadik (NMN)
6549 Balzac Circle
Riverside, CA 92506

Redlands
Eamonn McGloin, Manager
827 Tri City Center Drive

(909) 801-5500
O CHASE
T H E RIGHT R E LATION-SHIP

JS EVERYTH ING:»

All loans are subject to credit and property approval. Program terms and conditions are subject to change without notice. Not all products are
available in all states or for all loan amounts. Other restrictions and limitations apply. Licensed by the Department of Corporations under the
California Resident ial Mortgage lending Act a nd the California Consumer Finance l ending Act. Chase Manhattan Mortgage Corporation tQ4.JALMOUS1t..iG
Corporate headquarte rs: 343 Thornall Street, Edison, New Jersey 08837; (732) 205-0600. ©2003 J.P. Morgan Chase & Co. All Rights Reserved.
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Local Students Honor Space Shuttle Columbia Astronauts
I

: d Former Space Shuttle Columbia Astronaut Rick
: Searfoss to address over 900 Riverside Elementary
· School Students at annual education event
' The Black Voice News

RIVERSIDE

In the wake of this year's Space Shuttle
Columbia tragedy, the students at Longfellow
Elementary School celebrated their annual
: "Space Day" with a renewed sense of impor' tance.

These feelings were evident While teachers
worked with students on the "Space Day"
essay contest. This year's topic - ''Why do
you believe the Columbia Astronauts were
heroes and how does space exploration benefit
all of us?"
Fifth-grader Miriam Diaz. one of six essay
contest winners between fourth and sixth grade
wrote, "I think astronauts are heroes because
they risk their lives. They study hard to achieve
their goal. They know death is possible and
that docsn 't stop them. They conduct important research that helps us on Earth."
Founh-grade essay comest winner Ruben
Meza agreed with Miriam writing, "All of the

people on the Columbia were heroes. They
made a huge sacrifice because they died. They
tried to learn and explore so we could learn
more about the universe. When I grow up 1
want to be a part of NASA."
Longfellow Elementary School Principal
Maria Ortega said the essay contest winners
will print their essays on stationery along with
pictures from "Space Day" and mail them to
NASA officials.
Sponsored
by
Lockheed Martin
Corporation, "Space Day" is an educational
event held each year at schools across the
nation to generate interest in math and science
by demonstrating how both subjects apply to
space exploration and careers in aerospace.
A survey conducted where teachers
assessed the impact of last year's "Space Day"
indicated that student interest in science and
math increased by almost 70% and retention
increased by 85%. 'This event clearly helps
our students learn about science and math,"

said Ortega.
"Space Day is a way to get students excited
about space and for them to learn that math and
science can be fun and will one day help them
reach for the , stars," said Lockheed Martin
spokesperson Gail Rymer. 'The Columbia
tragedy hit us all hard but as the students wrote
in their essays, these astronauts are heroes for
pursuing their dreams and taking America and
tbe world into the next century of flight."
This year, Longfellow Elementary students
were able to direct questions about tbe shuttle
disaster to Astronaut Rick Searfoss, a former
mission commander with the Columbia. With
'
the STS-90 "Neurolab" mission on Columbia
in 1998, Searfoss commanded arguably the
most complex scientific research space mission ever flown.
"I've had a chance to answer a lot of questions about the Columbia tragedy from students nationwide this year and I try to help kids
remember that the Columbia Astronauts were
heroes who sought to explore space to make
our lives better," Searfoss said.
Ortega explains that Space Day activities
provide a once in a lifetime oppor:unity for
many of her students. The school serves a

Racism In Medicine: Part Ill
"Seeds of a Slave Health Deficit'.'

...

Ernest C. Levister, J r., M.D.

F.A.C.P. F.A.C.P.M.

On the issue of the relationship
between race, medicine and health care in
the U.S., Reverend Jesse Jackson often
• says, "There is a mean mood in
America." 'That men do not learn very
much from the lessons of history is the
, most important of all lessons history has
to teach."
To understand the relationship between
race, racial inequities and unequal health
care, one need only to turn back the
clock 400 years. E. F. Blanton, slave ship
surgeon wrote in a prestigious medical
journal, '"The Negro is associated with

the concept of a cognitive deficit, weak
intelligence, easily dominated. Certain
forms of medical and psychiatric illness
are so widespread as to seem 'normal'."
"One sees this as a direct result of poor
food, crowded quarters, foul ships,
marshy land stagnant drinking water and
in recognition of contagion and the need
for quarantine."
The transportation of slaves from
Africa to America had profound health
effects. It is viewed in medical annals as
the most massive epiderniologic catastrophe for Black Africans in world history.
Only the Black Plague of the fourteenth
and sixteenth centuries and the influenza
epidemic of the early twentieth century
had comparable historical medical
impact. The slave trade transported
malaria, dysentery and yellow fever to
the New World. Such diseases were rampant amid Africa's mass of tropical
forests and thick walls of vegetation.
Sanitation conditions were horrible
aboard slave ships. The conditions
encouraged disease outbreaks, inadequate diets, and hysteria. The human
cargo was crowded below on shallow
decks often nude, shackled and stacked
like spoons on shelves. Besides being

overcrowded the slaves had to lie and
sleep in their own waste.
Overshadowed by the exploding
Atlantic slave trade the devastating health
effects on Black Africans were downplayed or largely ignored by the
European medical community. Current
estimates of slave mortality and the number of Africans displaced by slavery run
as high as 50 percent and 30 percent in
the first year after arrival in the New
World. Moreover, the "slave wars,"
round-ups and marches from the African
interior to the coast inflicted high death
tolls. More dense, concentrations of
slaves in storage pens, holding 'castles.'
and ships, elevated the death rate from
slavery to at least 50% before they even
left Africa. Once in the New World captive slaves were exposed to new diseases
such as tuberculosis, syphilis, smallpox
and measles.
For most Africans, the slave experience
provided their first contact with the
Western medical profession. Based on
numerous written accounts the so-called
'new patient' category quickly led to the
dehumanizing process of Black inferiority. Slaves suffering from diseases,
injuries, fights and whippings, were treat-

diverse population of students ranging from
pre-school through sixth grade. Over 90 percent of students qualify as low-income.
"Most of my students _come from families
where English is the second language, which
provides an additional challenge for tbem initially. Space Day is a program that can help
dispel language and economic barriers by
sparking our students' interest in math and scicnce.u

Fourth-grade essay contest winner Crystal
Rios demonstrated her interest in science and
math, "Imagine bow hard astronauts work so
schools can learn about space. They gave their
lives so we could learn more about space.
When I grow up I want to be an astronaut or a
scientist. I love space!".
As part of this year's "Space Day" theme of
"Celebrating the Future of Flight," students
enjoyed various exhibits that showcased both
historical, future and present aircraft. These
exhibits included the nose-cone of a Lockheed
P-38 fighter plane, used in World War II and
demonstrations of airfoils, wind tunnels, and
flying paper airplanes.
Io addition, Aeromock Ups lnc., a
Hollywood special effects house that provided
ed by root healers, mystics and midwives.
Those deemed "valuable stock," were
often exploited for medical experimentation and demonstration purposes. French
physician and scholar, David Brion
Davis, cataloged this list of slave traits;
physiological peculiarities, dark rough
skin, kinky hair, thin eyebrows, broad
nostrils, thick lips, pointed white teeth, an
offensive odor, inferior intelligence, an
oversized penis and great merriment."
The racial disparities that pervade the
American healthcare system today offer a
malignant kinship to lessons of history.
Despite impressive advancements in
treatment and the billions spent on
research, the tide of the slave health
deficit was not stemmed - instead it has
become an inevitable legacy, ensured by
post Civil War health system policies and
practices. The lessons of history have
taught us the dual and unequal health system of 2003 is largely old healthcare policy masquerading as an honest and virtuous slavemaster.
Dr. Levister welcomes reader mail concerning their body b111 regrets that he is
not able to answer individual letters.
Your letters will be incorporated into the
column as space pem1its. You may direct
your letters co Dr. Levister in care of
Black Voice News, P.O. Box 1581,
Riverside, CA 92502.

Student~ learn about Lockheed fighter planes.

Space Day displays.

airplane interiors for the films •Arr Force One"
and •Airplane!' exhibited a commercial aircraft interior - three rows of seats, sidewall and
bulkhead. Students received information about
airline safety and were free to roam about the
aircraft.
On "Space Day" Longfellow Elementary
were transformed to look like :nission control
centers right out of the movies "Armageddon"
and "Apollo 13" to accommodate the slew of
educational activities provided for the students
by Lockheed Martin.

Students also donned virtual reality goggles
and operated the Orion Shunle Flight
Simulator, and operated a Mars rover on paper
mache landscapes of Mars prepared by sn1dents.
While students waited their tum to check
out the Orion simulator, other activities included launching bottle rockets, viewing a photoessay salute to the Columbia, and watching the
sun safely through a high powered telescope
provided by The Riverside Astronomical
Society.

r

SOME THINGS CAN'T WORK
FOR EVERY CELEBRATION.

SOME THINGS CAN.

Albertsons party planner makes it easier for you to plan every celebration perfectly.
With our party planner you no longer have to worry about spending all day preparing meals and missing out on
the festivities. And with us as your one-stop shop, you 'll find everything you need for all your family celebrations.
From our fresh produce, choicest meats and seafood, to floral arrangements, greeting cards and 'those cute little
wading pools, Albertsons -has it all. Also experience great savings on thousands of items throughout the store
when you shop with us. So be sure to stop by Albertsons, your summertime headquarters, pick up you r party
planner and start your celebration right.

(

At.

Albertsons·
It's~ store;

